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BIANCHI
TI~Wmm£rrnJ®~TM

100 Calle Cortez, Dept AH-584 ,Temecula, CA 92390

Send $1.00 fOI a
complete fu/l-colol
1984 pocket-edltlon
catalog to:

The "RANGER" Cartridge Belt Fits Nearly All Am
munition: Special cartridge loops are made from a
double strip of elastic; the same belt will hold cali
bers from .22 short to the mighty .458 magnum and
most ri{le cartridges. 3-layer construction reduces

, the undesirable flexing of conventional nylon web
belts. "RANGER" belts feature a rugged buckle of
heavy-duty nylon.

I imate ch ic h s amve'll an IS
waiting for you at Bianchi dealers everywhere!
Bianchi is proud to present the most significant advance in
nylon holster technology to date. The ALL NEW RANGER
SERIES is a rugged and economical alternative to utlity
grade leather holsters. We use tough, abrasion-resistant 1050
denier ballistic nylon cloth on the outside,.a special 1f4 "-thick
closed-eell foam inside to cushion and protect your valuable
handgun, and an 8 oz. 420 denier nylon liner for smooth and
easy action. Edges are bound with nylon ribbon to prevent

edge wear and fraying. Just 8 Sizes Fit Most Hand
guns: Our unique closed-cell
foam is self-molding to pro
vide a custom fit for your
favorite handgun.
Available In 4 Colors: Gun
metal Gray with gray liner,
Midnight Black with black
liner, Woodland Camouflage
with black liner, and Pacific
Blue with gray liner.

t.1 fJ!LStitched.()n Snap Can't
Touch Gun: Unlike others on
the market, our SNAP BACK IS
COVERED. We've attached the
snap to a small disc and stitched it
to the front of the holster so the snap
can't touch the gun and damage
its finish.
Bianchi's "SIGHTTAPE" Provides
Reinforced Sight Protection: Hot
cut tubular nylon webbing is rein
forced with a shaped strip of plas
tic. It is curved to cup around the
pistol's front sight, forming a sight
channel.
Built-in Belt Loop Prevents Top-Heaviness and
places the gun on the belt at the correct angle
and height. No more slipping and wobbling back
and forth on the belt!
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MASSAD AYOOB

coprA1K

EXCHANGING AMMO IN STREET BATTLE?
IT JUST DOESN'T HAPPEN THAT WAY!

One of the standard arguments against
carrying largebore revolvers or auto

loading pistols of any caliber as optional
police duty sidearms is, "What if you have
to exchange ammo with an embattled
brother officer who is armed with a stan
dard .38 or .357 service revolver?"

Damn ... I cringe every time I hear that!
A freelance writer recently published an

article in a national police professional
journal quoting a sheriff on why he wanted
his guys all carrying the same caliber six
gun, during which he used that "ex
change" argument.

One of the several officers who wrote in
to critique the comment was Mark Moritz,
a savvy young com bat pistol instructor
from Arizona. Mark noted that never in
the history of law enforcement had an of
ficer had to exchange ammo with another.
The sheriff answered that he considered

Dept. AH-054· P.O. Box 19630
Philadelphia, PA. 19124· (215) 744-1200

6

this an "embellished" statement.
I've been studying police gunfights for a

lot of years, debriefing the survivors when
the cops won and debriefing the homicide
investigators when the cops lost, and I have
never yet encountered a situation where
officers involved in a shootout actually
threw ammo to one another. I'm sure it's
happened on military battlefields, but fel
las, we ain't soldiers and the streets ain't
Chateau Thierry.

I'm talking personal encounters, not the
war-like, all-night shootouts between con
trabandistas and Border Patrolmen across
the banks of the Rio Grande during the
depression era, when the patrolmen sent
relays back to the post for fresh ammo to
continue the scheutzenJest. That stuff just
doesn't happen anymore.

Urban riots? In Watts and Detroit,
fifteen or so years ago, things became so

intense that police armorers drained the
Sears & Roebuck sporting goods counters
of their buckshot supply ... but things
were also sufficiently intense that officers'
wives were driving in from the suburbs to
give their husbands their hunting rifles and
sporting shotguns to go back on the streets
with. You'll notice, incidentally, that in De
troit, officers do carry everything from .38
to .357 to Al and 044 Magnums to 9mm
autos, and there was no notable ammo
shortage.

We're talking street gunfights here, and
one officer throwing ammo to another
pinned-down cop just doesn't happen. The
main reason is that the average cop today
carries at least six rounds in his gun and
twelve more on his belt, and if he hasn't hit
anything with eighteen rounds, no other
sane policeman is going to give him his
precious ammo to throwaway. That would
be like pouring sand down a rat-hole. A
man who has fired eighteen rounds with
out effect is either too badly wounded to
fire effectively, or in the grip of panic.

Besides, if I'm close enough to the officer
to throw him ammo and cool enough to
throw it right to where he can reach it, I'm
also close enough and cool enough to shoot
the guy who's got him pinned down, right?
An officer who is wounded or panicked or
otherwise incapacitated should either stay
right there until brother officers deal with
the problem, or brother officers should
move in under mobile cover or sup-
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AimpGint Electronic ...
the one sight for all shooting .systems

pressing cover fire and drag him the hell
out of there. The only hypothetical situa
tion I can think of where this wouldn't be
possible would be a James Bond gun battle
in a labyrinthian maze ... and if that were
the very hypothetical case, I would take
my very real HK-91 assault rifle out of my
patrol car trunk and start shooting through
the maze at the bad guy.

What I do run across occasionally are
documented cases of officers under heavy
fire who've shot down the attacker with a
gun taken from a fallen brother officer
after their own weapon went dry. If any
chief thinks this is a reason not to have one
partner carrying a .38 revolver and one a
.45 auto if they both so choose, I would like
that chief to tell me how he expects his of
ficers to safely disarm suspects and unload
their non-standard weapons? Every officer
should be cross-trained on revolver and
semi-auto pistol, to the point where he/she
can fire effectively with either!

When I worked for a chief who worried
about the ammo interchangeability thing,
I just carried a Bianchi Speed Strip of .38
Special FBI loads in my shirt pocket, and
kept my .45 auto and spare magazines on
my duty belt. That Speed Strip would
function in any .38 or .357 revolver, includ
ing the Colt Detective Special strapped to
my ankle for backup. And frankly, if my
partner ever had been pinned down under
fire and screaming for more ammo, I
would have just thrown him the whole,
loaded Detective Special anyway.

We can't base street cops' weapon policy
on hypothetical theory, gentlemen. Only
reality counts, and reality tells us that the
whole idea ofammo interchangeability is a
joke.

Let me challenge the readership. If any
of the thousands of readers of this maga
zine can give me a documented case of of
ficers having to throw each other ammo in
a street gunfight, I'll print it. Send the info
to: Massad Ayoob, Director Lethal Force
Institute, P.O. Box 122, Concord, NH
03301.

I can change my opinion in the face of
new and documented evidence, but
frankly, I'm not holding my breath. I'll
continue to carry my backup Detective
Special and a Speed Strip of .38s ... but
my primary weapon when on routine pa
trol will continue to be my Colt .45 auto
matic, a policy approved by a wise and
stre~t-seasoned police chief who wants
each of his individual officers to be as func
tional and confident as possible with the
handgun of his .....
or her choice. ~

PISTOL PERFECT!
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER is the nation's
only magazine written exclusively for
handgun enthusiasts! On-target articles
and in-depth features increase your
knowledge and enjoyment of handguns.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MAY/JUNE 1984

Brought to position for firing, whether
handgun, rifle, shotgun or bow - simply
put the red dot on your target and shoot.
You can forget about critical eye-relief,
aligning crosshairs or centering the post
within the notch. Properly mounted and
bore-sighted, the placement of the MARK
III dot is the point of impact. And, you can
leave your eyes wide open to see all the
action. Regardless of prevailing light or
personal preference, adjustable spot
intensity lets you determine just how
much sight you need. Even during twilight,
if you can safely see the target with the
naked eye, your AIMPOINT can quickly
pickup the point of impact you wish to hit.

Aimpoint;
AIMPOINT U.S.A.
Dept.
203 Elden St. - Suit 302
Herndon, VA 22070

To extend the range ofthe MARK III, there
are two optional telescopic sight attach
ments available: the fixed 3 power or new
variable 1.5 to 4 power zoom. Point of
impact remains the same with or without
either attachment. Should you remove the
telescope attachment, there is no need to
reposition the sight-eye relief and position
of the dot within the tube will not affect
point of impact.

To handle the wide range of sporting arms
available, look for the new selection of ver
satile AIMPOINT MOUNTS that make an
AIMPOINT ELECTRONIC the one sight
for all your shooting sports.
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Make your hobby more fun
and subscribe to the finest
firearms publication
available, called GUNS.

Because it's great to open
your mailbox each month
and discover a magazine
that you can spend hours
with, getting all the
adventure, action and
information you want about
firearms. You open the
covers and the world's
greatest experts let you
pick their brains.
Reloading, benchresting,
shotguns, handguns, rifles.
Whatever your interest,
you'll get some new
information and insights
about it in every issue of
GUNS. Then there's the
beauty and excitement of
customizing and engraving,
all in full color features.

The experts read GUNS
because the experts write
GUNS.

To subscribe, just fill out the
order card in this issue. Or
drop us a note with payment
for one of the following:
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gation system and develop a stand of grass
to stabilize the dune sands had succeeded.
The firing line for the twenty banks of tar
gets has been compressed by overlapping.
the targets somewhat, but it's still 950 feet
long. Once wirHer lifts its icy hand, work
will start on the stat house/concession
stand/control tower building, parking lot,
bunkers and campgrounds. The range will
be operating for the 1984 Internationals,
according to Elgin.

Match Rule Changes
After the election of officers (Elgin was

reelected by acclamation), the delegates
discussed and voted on several suggested
rule changes. . .

As Elgin observed,. IHMSA lias de
veloped a workable set Of rules over the
years, and only a minor fine tuning was
under consideration (unlike another sanc
tioning body's rules).

After open and widespread discussion
the delegates agreed upon a number of
minor changes for 1984, the most signifi
cant of which are the following:

Continued on page20

years-small but mighty!
A long-term dream of many IHMSA

stalwarts has come true in 1983 with the
purchase of land and the development ofa
home range for the annual championship
match. Located on a 100 acres. of land just
three miles from downtown Idaho Falls,
the range is being built in a natural amphi
theater formed by centuries of wind blow
ing across a giant sand dune. Surrounded
by farm land, the bowl provides a ready
made backstop for bullets and a baffle for
muzzle blasts. All the earthwork had been
completed by fall, and as the snow settled
in for the winter it appeared that the late
summer-early fall struggle to install an irri-

1983 INTERNATIONALS BRING RULE
CHANGES AND NEW LOOK AT TOP GUNS

gregates of 100 X 120 or 140 X 160.) Half the
damn crowd raised their hands!

In that bunch my only claim to fame was
longevity; there were only six of us that
could claim a membership number under
500. This year that and a 80 X 80 would get
you into the shootoffs!

IHMSA Growth

With the preliminaries out of the way,
Elgin launched off into his report to the
assembled delegates on the growth and ac
complishments ofIHMSA over the past
year.

Membership applications are still com
ing in at a rate of 300-400 a month and in
the seven years since the organization's
formation it has signed up over 30,000
members. About 15,000 of those are cur
rently active, shooting in the hundreds of
matches the organization sponsors each
year. Not a large group, but remember
these are shooters; IHMSA leaves the po
litical and legislative activities to the NRA.
Remember also the tremendous affect
these dedicated shooters have had on the
shooting sports industry in the past seven
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I knew I was in with a crowd of serious
silhouette shooters-caps adorned with

patches and pins attesting to straights shot,
matches won, guns and components used;
T-shirts and jackets emblazoned with
championships attended. Then there were
some of the folks I recognized. Dave
Whittman, first to shoot a straigltt with a
revolver; Jim Jonasen, unlimited champ
1980; Mike Averre, unlimited champ-1981.
But I didn't realize how deep the talent
went until IHMSA President Elgin Gates
asked the nearly 200 shooters attending
their annual meeting for a show of hands
ofthose in the 100 and 140 Club. (Member
ship requires three or four gun match ag-
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late to the hook coming loose with the tool.
Brownell's catalog, Gil Hebard's cata

log, Ralph Walker's giant catalog and any
others you can obtain wilJ be valuable in
the future for selecting tools, parts, etc.

Then consider the large ticket items;
machine tools. I have a low budget solu
tion to this usually expensive problem; I'll
talk about that in just a moment. But, first,
just to assure you that this is not all the
oretical verbiage, let me relate my own re
cent experiences.

I had a visitor to my shop about a month
ago. He stepped through the door, looked
at the machinery and began the now famil
iar theme: "If I had all of this machinery,
my shop wouldn't be treading water and
sinking." The only machine tool in his shop
was the small Unimat lathe. He continued
to catalog his woes. I asked him if he had
ever heard the old Irish saying, "1 cried be
cause I had no shoes; then I saw a man
who had no feet." A good many readers,
I'm sure, would love to be as well equipped
as he was. This happened on a Friday eve
ning. After a friendly cup of "tea and sym
pathy" my visitor left.

On Sunday, I called him. "Have you
ever considered taking in a partner?" I
asked. After a long pause, he replied that
he had, but the right person had not ar
rived on the scene. "What about me?" 1
asked him. Again that long, long pause,
"What did you say?" he asked. So, to cut a
long story short, we signed a partnership
agreement and I set about furnishing the
shop with the necessary tools and parts for
resale.

Let me explain that I have a modestly
successful one man shop and I needed an
other business like a swimmer needs a
large Danforth anchor. Mostly, I liked the
man and I needed to research this column
on starting a Pistolsmithing business on a
thin shoestring.

At the last gun show I sold some of my
collection and virtually everything 1 could
find around the house or the shop that I
could turn into cash. It's amazing how easy
it is to sell used sights, pistol and revolver
parts taken from bottom drawers, and du
plicate books and manuals.

The following week, using the proceeds,
I bought a drill press and a grinder. The
grinder was used. bought at a flea mart, the
drill press was an import that happened to
be on sale at a reduced price. I had a mill
ing machine in storage, and this was

JOHN G. LAWSON

Every trip to the mailbox yields at least
one letter from a reader who asks how

he can become a professional pistolsmith.
Over the years, I have noticed that these
letters usually fall into a certain pattern:
The writer expresses his dissatisfaction
with a variety ofjobs held in the past, then
iists his qualifications in the gunsmithing
field. This listing may include graduation
from one of the full or part time gunsmith
training schools. Next, he hints very
strongly that he would be an ideal candi
date for the next available apprentice
opening in my shop or "a shop in your
area." And finally, the letter ends on a
rather sour note, something like: "1fT had
fifty thousand dollars to capitalize my own
business, I'd open a shop tomorrow."

If any of this sounds familiar, read on;
there is a route you can take that won't
require heavy capital outlay, and the re
sults are immediate.

First, convince yourself, that any accom
plishment requires some degree of per
sonal sacrifice. Take inventory of all of
your abilities, tools, cash on hand and ne
gotiable assets, such as the modest gun col
lection in the bottom dresser drawer. Do
you want to be a pistolsmith, or a gun
collector? If the former, go to the next gun
show, sell what you can and trade the rest
for gunsmithing tools. Then complete your
library. "Pistolsmithing" by George C.
Nonte and "Pistolsmithing" by Jack
Mitchell, and whatever other titles concern
themselves with your chosen area of
gunsmithing are musts.

A Federal Firearms License is essential
before you even turn a screw on a firearm
that belongs to somebody else. A good
FFL Application kit with all basic ques
tions answered and forms illustrated is $4
from Metro, Box 2161-AH, Boulder, CO
80306, You will need a State tax number
and a local business license before the FFL
i issued to you. If your shop is to be in
your home, it must have an outside access
door and be _separated, in some manner,
from the dwelling portion of the residence.

Your work bench must be sturdy,
pwvide ample working space and have as
large a vise as you can afford mounted in a
convenient location. Pegboard makes an
excellent storage solution for tools and cut
ters, etc, Be certain to get tempered peg
board with the small holes, and hooks with
a second mount peg, since most com
plaints on pegboard mounting of tools re-

YOU MAY HAYE THE CAPITAL TO START
PISTOLSMITHING IN YOUR DRESSER

Pisrol.SMIrHING

Are You
Prepared

to Protect
Your Life

and Property?

Please rush me
HOW TO PROTECT YOUR LIFE

AND PROPERTY

Enclosed is $10.95 per book
plus $1.00 each postage and handling.
(California residents, please add 6% sales tax.)
Amount Enclosed: __. _
Check Money Order _
Please charge my Credit Card Number _
Exp. Date _
BAlVisa Master Card •
Name _
Address _

City State __ Zip _
Signature _

Violent crime is completely out of con
trol. There is roughly a 50% chance that
you or a close friend or family member
will be the victim of a serious crime in
the next year.

Send Your Order to:
HANDGUNNER BOOKS, Dept. 78- 5
PO. Box 16439, San Diego, CA 92116

HOW TO PROTECT YOUR LIFE AND PROPERTY is the
How-To Book of the Decade. It prepares you
against becoming a victim of, ROBBERY· ASSAULT
• MUGGING· MURDER· RAPE· CAR THEFT· BUR·
GLARY· FRAUD Other subjects include: Easy-to-Use
Sell-Defense for Anyone-at Any Age. How Not to
be Taken In By Scams and Schemes. Your Defense
Against the Drunk Driver.·Security Tips for Busi
ness Firms. Safeguarding Your Child from Child
Molestors. Warning Signs: Does Your Youngster
Use' Drugs?

Plus the most up-to-date comprehensive report on
Tear Gas: All Your Questions Answered. Co
authored by Milo Speriglio, nationally known ex
pert and acknowledged authority on every phase
of family and home protection. More than 290 eye
opening pages! Only $10.95 plus $1.00 postage and
handling.
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Postage &
handling $ 3.00 fI
4"-5%" 69.95 0
6"-7" 71.950
7V2"-8'1a" 73.950
9"·10%" 75.950
12"-15" 78.950
Scope/Aimpoint 15.00 0
Extra cartridge
carrier. . . . . . . .. 7.95 0

Allow 4 - 6 weeks.

11

The Bandolera: Right
handed reload.

Barrel
Length: _

STATE __ ZIP _

Conventional: Left
handed reload.

Credit
Card No.: -----

Model:

Scope I I

All prices include cartridge carrier.
No extra charge for TIC Contender or left·handed rig.

NAME
Please Print

Aimpoint I

Conventional: Awkward,
game-scaring motion.

ADDRESS ~ _

Until now, warmed-over con
cealment rigs were all handgun
hunters had to choose from. But,
it takes more than just an over
sized holster to meet the de
mands of handgun hunting.
That's '!Jhy we designed the
Buffaloe Bandolera. We put
practical comfort in and took the
nagging problems out. The Ban
dolera reflects the size and bulk
of heavy revolvers. An open hol
ster design eliminates hammer
catching straps, keeps game
scaring motion to a minimum.
Also, there's no need for belt tie
downs ... perfect when weari ng
heavy outdoor clothing.

So why settle for a modified
concealment rig? You don't
need "underarm protection,"
you need accessible fire power.
The Buffaloe Bandolera
Ready when you are.

The Bandolera: Easy draw,
minimal motion.

Make
of Gun: _

Signature:

Card Master Charge
Valid thru: , 4·digit Bank No.: _

,
CITY _

Handgun Hunters
Have Nothing To Hide...

.------------------------- 1

B ff I L th G d I P.O. Box 4 ST2
U a De ea er 00 S, ne. Magnolia, ARK 71753

(501) 234-6367 • (800) 643-8661

CREDIT CARD
PHONE ORDERS

ACCEPTED!
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mounted on a bench we hurriedly erected
in the back room, leaving space for a lathe.
I bought a used 10" Logan lathe.

If I hadn't happened to have an extra
mill, I would have bought one used. the
local papers are full of large mills and
lathes for sale at reasonable cost, but there
are virtually no small machines available. I
have bought several machine tools, major
portions of lathes and many small compo
nents from a used machine shop equip
ment dealer in the East and had them
crated and shipped to me with good final
results. Some only required a thorough
cleaning and oiling, others needed some
repair and reconditioning. David D. Sobel,
93 Garry Rd., Closter, NJ 07124, (201) 768
1084, usually has 10" and 11" Logan lathes,
10" and 12" Atlas lathes in inventory, as
well as an occasional Atlas or other small
bench milling machine and sometimes 7"
shapers and drill presses, grinders, etc.
They will not be pretty, but will, with much
work and perspiration, become useable
machine tools. Ifyou have no idea of how
to recondition a lathe, you can buy a book
on the subject, "Machine Tool Recondi
tioning" by E. F. Connelly, from Lindsay's
Technical Books, PO Box 12, Bradley, IL
60915-0012. Send $1 for his catalog, which
includes books on how to run a lathe, mill,
shaper, machine shop, etc.

An excellent source of chucks, tool bits
and other small shop supplies is Campbell
Tools, 2100 V Selma Rd., Springfield, OH
45505. Catalog is $2.

There are many other sources of supply;
these are mine, so they come to mind first.

Many local businesses discard show
cases, display racks and other display
items, such as pegboard and hooks. Often,
ifan item is not exactly what you can use, it
can be traded to somebody for an item you
can use. A small sign offering to trade part
of the cost of a pistolsmithing job for tools
will sometimes work wonders. Recently,
we obtained a torch, tanks and regulator in
just that way. And several small signs offer
ing your services, placed in local shops that
sell pistols but who have no pistolsmith
will tum up business. You might even work
out an agreement with the manager to
handle all of his potential repair or modi
fication work for a fee or percentage, on
referral.

Another lucrative area, believe it or not,
is cleaning handguns. A good supply of
rods, solvents, oils and greases, brushes
and patches of every size will be your total
outlay. A really thorough cleaning often
turns up broken or worn parts that mean
another ticket added to the first. Custom
ers appreciate this conscientious attention
to details; they may never notice a poten
tial source of stoppage or personal danger.

Nexttime you find yourself crying be
cause you don't have a lathe, open that
bottom dresser drawer and ask yourself
whether you want the P-38 and Nambu
more than you want the lathe. I've found
that to be an excellent way to ~
clean out a dresser drawer. ~
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mounted on a bench we hurriedly erected
in the back room, leaving space for a lathe.
I bought a used 10" Logan lathe.

If I hadn't happened to have an extra
mill, I would have bought one used. the
local papers are full of large mills and
lathes for sale at reasonable cost, but there
are virtually no small machines available. I
have bought several machine tools, major
portions of lathes and many small compo
nents from a used machine shop equip
ment dealer in the East and had them
crated and shipped to me with good final
results. Some only required a thorough
cleaning and oiling, others needed some
repair and reconditioning. David D. Sobel,
93 Garry Rd., Closter, NJ 07124, (201) 768
1084, usually has 10" and 11" Logan lathes,
10" and 12" Atlas lathes in inventory, as
well as an occasional Atlas or other small
bench milling machine and sometimes 7"
shapers and drill presses, grinders, etc.
They will not be pretty, but will, with much
work and perspiration, become useable
machine tools. Ifyou have no idea of how
to recondition a lathe, you can buy a book
on the subject, "Machine Tool Recondi
tioning" by E. F. Connelly, from Lindsay's
Technical Books, PO Box 12, Bradley, IL
60915-0012. Send $1 for his catalog, which
includes books on how to run a lathe, mill,
shaper, machine shop, etc.

An excellent source of chucks, tool bits
and other small shop supplies is Campbell
Tools, 2100 V Selma Rd., Springfield, OH
45505. Catalog is $2.

There are many other sources of supply;
these are mine, so they come to mind first.

Many local businesses discard show
cases, display racks and other display
items, such as pegboard and hooks. Often,
ifan item is not exactly what you can use, it
can be traded to somebody for an item you
can use. A small sign offering to trade part
of the cost of a pistolsmithing job for tools
will sometimes work wonders. Recently,
we obtained a torch, tanks and regulator in
just that way. And several small signs offer
ing your services, placed in local shops that
sell pistols but who have no pistolsmith
will tum up business. You might even work
out an agreement with the manager to
handle all of his potential repair or modi
fication work for a fee or percentage, on
referral.

Another lucrative area, believe it or not,
is cleaning handguns. A good supply of
rods, solvents, oils and greases, brushes
and patches of every size will be your total
outlay. A really thorough cleaning often
turns up broken or worn parts that mean
another ticket added to the first. Custom
ers appreciate this conscientious attention
to details; they may never notice a poten
tial source of stoppage or personal danger.

Nexttime you find yourself crying be
cause you don't have a lathe, open that
bottom dresser drawer and ask yourself
whether you want the P-38 and Nambu
more than you want the lathe. I've found
that to be an excellent way to ~
clean out a dresser drawer. ~



DAN CGnERMAN

HANDI.OADING

BIG BLAST FOR THE .357-A FAVORITE
PIN LOAD-PLUS MORE FROM READERS

"\"1 Te're pushing up on half a century
VVsince Phil Sharpe and Doug Wesson

got together and begat an elongated ver
sion of the .38 Special. They called their
lean baby the .357 Magnum and began es
tablishing convincing evidence of its supe
rior performance.

But little did they realize they had
started a new age in the plunge toward
ever greater power for handguns.

The idea of a revolver that would dis
charge a 158-grain bullet at a dizzying 1510
fps and amass nearly 800 foot pounds of
kinetic energy created a sensation that was
heard throughout the realm of handgun
nery, a sensation that kept on ringing even
after we learned that the advertised 1510
had been milked out of a lengthy test bar
rel that included no flash gap. We could,
with our feet planted firmly in reality, ac
cept the idea of having to whittle over 250
fps off the sensational 1510 and still feel

proud to be toting quite a potent handgun.
But the zealous among us weren't con

tent, so, in 1963 gunsmith Keith Davis and
I decided to beget something hotter. The
result was the .357/44, a .44 Magnum case
necked down to accept .357 bullets. Davis
did the brainwork; I chanced to toss in a
suggestion here and there along the way.

We checked chamber wall thicknesses
and overall strength on several revolvers
and wound up deciding on the Smith &
Wesson Model 27, with 81's-inch barrel, for
the original conversion. RCBS came up
with our forming and loading dies, and we
were ready to begin testing loads and ve
locities.

Late one evening, a couple of months
after Davis's idea had blossomed, we set
up a chronograph in his shop and began
rattling windows all over the neighbor
hood.

The first string of five shots to traverse

the screens consisted of 1712400/CCl 350/
158-grain bullet. Readings averaged 1235
fps. We weren't getting standard .357 Mag
num velocity; but we'd purposely started
with quite a conservative charge. Before
that initial session ended, we had worked
our way up to 2012400/CCI 350 behind
Remington's 158-grain soft point B22846
and recorded 1483 fps. Muzzle energy was
calculated at over 770 foot pounds!

We'd have had it made, then and there,
except for the nagging reality of difficult
case extraction. The sharp shoulder of the
original .357/44 was reshaped to a more
gentle slope. The modification cured the
extraction problem.

Then the velocity picture brightened
with the introduction of Ruger's New
Model.357/9mm Blackhawk. A thicker
chamber wall and sturdier construction
raised the ceiling on loads. Ultimately,
16.5/Blue Dot/CCl 350 lofted the 158
grain bullet toa speed of 1520 fps. If you
like lighter bullets at higher speeds, note
that a near-maximum charge of 18.5/Blue
Dot/CCl 350 launched a 125-grain
swaged, half-jacketed bullet at over 1850
fps. And, if you're really into bullet speed,
whet your expectations over a 9O-grain Si
erra .355" lHP at over 2180 fps! This was
achieved with 14.5 grains of Unique from a
6Yz-inch barrel, as were all the Ruger loads
I've mentioned.

The Bain & Davis shop, where all this
began, and continues to flourish, is located

A5SAULT®
SYSTEmS

Assault Systems" new Modular ShQulder
Holster System boe6t6 2 types of harness
p111s11hol6t6rs aod 7llCC8Sf!9r1ps. Mix and
lnllk:h'lll,1 tha loterCh8llflll.Dle e!etmlols III
suit )'OUr own persooal l8QUitememe. Be
creatiVe ... the possibilltles ar, almost 8Ild
leu. For example, With tha DOuble Modular
Harness )'OU ClUl wear 8I1y of tha 11 hills
tars on )'l)Ur strong side. On tha WIIIale side
wear a magazine pouch, utility pouch, or
--. a backup holster ... llIld we"-a
holster to fit almost 8I1y gun made.

ASSAULT
SYSTEmS-

12

Ilol ....
MocIubo .....
FesteX" quick-release couplers,
Thumb-break guo release. Six sizes
for most small 10 large I'llYOIwrs and
aU1ll·s. Harness I10t im:luded-order
separately.
HHM $35

. Vertical MocIuboHolsters
Fastex"ql,llck-release couplllrs. Adjustable Hook & Loop
slrap Sll(;wes weapoo. Sewo 10 sight chaooel. Four sizes
available10 !it most revolvers aod automatics from Small to
large. Harness oot iocluded-order separately.
VHM , .. $35

.......A&cess........I(for use with DMH)
....P45 Mag Pouch for .45 cal. Sl5
MMP9MM Mag Pouch for 9mm Sl5
MMP9XL for 2 9mm, 21-td mags Sl5
MMP380 Mag Pouch for .380 cal. Sl5
IIMPU Utility & Mag Pouch for Haodcuffs,
magazines. speed Ioadets, moooy. ele. Sl5

•MKS Kr1ife Scabbanffor Assault Systams>
\ Survi\181 Koife or lhe Gerber Bool Koife. Sl2

• om . om',. "'.~••••• ~ MMPI< f>4ag Pouch & Koife SCabbard. Holds
QMHDouble Modular 29mm or .45 mags plus Assault SystemS":
Harness .. , Sl5.oo Survival Kr1ife or the Gelber Bool Kolfe $22
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GET TIlE WHOLE SHOOIlN' MATCH
FROM TIlE GOOD or; BOYS.

CC!, Speer. RCBS & Outers
@19830mark Industries

Introdudng the new field target
holder from Outers.

It's easy to carry and simple to set
up. So you can spend more time
shooting, less time looking for a
convenient post.

Made of solid steeL it features an
anchor plate that keeps it steady.
even in a breeze.

Eight clips let you hang paper
targets for practice. or tin cans for
plinking.

And now Outers offers you eco
nomical paper silhouette targets for
22 rimfire practice.

The 25-meter target features all
four silhouettes perfectly scaled to
the size you'd see in your sights on
the range.

You can use the'four individual
silhouette targets at actual firing dis
tances. They're full sized replicas of
the standard steel targets. And each

..,.~ features a sighting-
~ 'Il.'l~:':'~ in grid

....:~~ "'t "'t So'visit your
• • • •. favorite Outers

• ~ ~ ~ dealer today. He's
~ ~ "I'\. got the new field
"I'\. "I'\.~.:- target hold~r.

lZ' t:lIII3 v and a full line
LIIIIIIIII""~- of NRA-approved

Outers targets. In fact,
everything you need to improve your
shooting. whether you're just out for
fun. or out for trophies.

GmiiiJ

Item SRK
1220

$4.95

Item MAK
1210
$9.95

double-backed tape, such as is used on a
surface grinder table for non-magnetic
material. Tighten the new screws securely
with Loctite. (This method gives 'tooth' to
the mating surfaces.) Then go out and
blast away!

"My IPSC/Bowling Pin gun has fired at
least 3,000 heavy loads without any indica
tion of loosening. My pin load is the
Hensley & Gibbs 292-grain bullet ahead of
9.0 grains ofBlue Dot. Very good medicine
on pins."

Woodworth also says he's re-used bul
lets he's recovered (as does another reader
who says he plucks 'em out ofsnow banks),
and that he can tell no real difference in
their accuracy performance. Considering
the cost of bullets, that's a good tip.

Phil Mahoney, of Lime Rock, Connecti
cut, picked up on an idea advanced in the
November/December 1983 column. He
writes: "On the .45 L.c. Max-I just can't
see why people keep flogging the same old
horse-when we have the .45 Win. Mag.
created for Wildey's auto, and which I
gather can be utilized in the Ruger Black
hawk .45 Colt (ACP) cylinder by running
the chambers out just a bit. The case ca
pacity and strength is there, without going
to an oddball case like the Vom Hofe that
may be almost unavailable. T /C chambers
both a lO-inch and a 14-inch barrel for it
and tests compare favorably with the .44
Mag. for both power ~

and accuracy:' ~

• Holds bolt open
after last round on
MK II

• Factory guaranteed

• A Registered Trademark of Sturm Ruger Co. Inc.

For Ruger MK 1-11* Pistol

Converts factory clip latch to
extended Kwik release ~

in seconds! ,~'

12 SHOT
MAGAZINE

FITS RUGER*
MK I or II Pistols

Totally new 1 lb.
spring design allows:
• "Easy-Load", No

thumb Buster
• Hold 2 or 3 extra

rounds without
extending from gun

'SNAP' MAG RELEASE

. \'"
_~'-X~ -REASSEMBLE your Ruger MK Jill plstolm 60 SECONDsr
~~,~ Send $100 tor our "secret" InstructIons and a Ram-Line catalog

Ask your dealer. . ".

RAM.LINE~M INC. Dept. 12A5,406 Violet St., Golden, CO 80401

at 559 W. Las Tunas Dr., Dept. AH, San
Gabriel California 91775. Get in touch
with Red Little, the gunsmith in charge, if
you're interested in having a .357 revolver
that provides the performance Wesson and
Sharpe only thought they'd achieved back
in 1937.

Rick Hartman, of Simi Valley, Califor
nia, sends us this tip: "I have continually
told myself to pass along this time-saving
idea ... For guys that must lube their
cases, both pistol and rifle, for sizing, no
longer must you wipe each one individ
ually. Buy a IS-ounce can of starter fluid
(ether) at my auto parts store. Lay your
sized and lubed cases out on an old towel,
give a good blast of ether and it cuts the
lube. Fold over the towel and roll 'em.
Caution, this stuff is liquid dynamite! Don't
smoke or use near sparks or flame. Use in
well-ventilated areas (driveway). This is a
sure way to clean lube from the brass."

I'll underline what Hartman said about
the flammability of ether, and support to
the max his recommendation for using the
stuff out of doors. He's right, though; it
cuts lube from brass cases very effectively.

A while back we published a letter from
a reader who'd had trouble keeping his .45
autoloader's Bo Mar rib in place. So, Gary
Woodworth, of Davenport, Iowa, came
back with a suggestion. "The man who
blew his Bo Mar rib off twice should try
this: grit-blast the area covered by the rib,
grit-blast the bottom of the rib, then apply
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H
1/3 MOON CLIPS

Use :45 acp ammo in place of AS auto rim.
For Colt 17, S&W 25 and S&W 5S revolvers.
Allows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes.
Reusable indefinitelY,.For a FREE sample, send
a self'addressed, stamped envelope. (YVe now
make Ru~er 9mm chps.)

Clip Prices: 25 for $4.99; 50 for $8.99 ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS. RO. Box 14S. Malinta. OHIO 43S3S

CONVERSATION WITH ACHAMPION

WRITE FOR
FREE
BROCHURE
OR CALL
TOLL FREE
ASK FOR
TOM.

THE VAULT
WITH THE
RECESSED
DOOR.

ASK ABOUT
OUR NEW
FIRE SAFE
AND THE
NEW
BURGLAR
PROOF
CONCEALED
HINGE
SYSTEM

By Jon Winokur

Editor's note: Gavin Carson was a Com
bat Master, was twice South African ISU
National Champion, and captained South
Africa's formidable Springbok Team three
times. He was an articulate, thoughtful man
with a contagious enthusiasm for the sport
ofpractical pistolcraft. Winokur had the
opportunity to question him recently, just
before his untimely death, about one of his
specialties-assault courses:

Winokur: How do you approach an as
sault course?

Carson: My approach depends on
whether it's a "surprise" or a "published"
match. If it's a "surprise" match, there's
little more you can do than walk the course
through, note the difficulties, and then rely
on your general experience and skill. If it's
"published" in advance, you can learn a
lot from the course description. I generally
read it several times, making mental notes
about how I'll deal with each stage.

try to shoot all A's as fast as I can. I don't
haul out the gun and blast away; rather, I
make a concerted effort to shoot A's. That
way, in the heat of the action, I might miss
the A-zone, but the shot probably will stay
somewhere on the target. Because of the
nature of the Comstock system of scoring
(score minus penalties divided by time),
that's exactly what you want: all your shots
somewhere on the target.

Another technique that helps me on any
type of assault course is to mentally run
through the course while I'm waiting to
shoot. I watch other shooters. I'm not in
terested in what they're doing, but rather
what I'm going to do. It takes willpower,
especially if you're watching one of the
better shooters and he does something dif
ferent from what you're planning to do.
The temptation to change your plan and
copy what he's doing is strong, but you
must resist it. It is absolutely fatal to

BRASS
.223, .38 SPL
.45 ACP,
AND OTHERS

(512) 858-4441
THE BRASS WORKS

P.O. Box 315-H2
Dripping Springs, TX 78620

WARNING
and

NOTICE OF RECALL
TO: Owners of Llama 9mm Auto.

Model No. XI ONLY
Serial Nos. from 841264
to 991366 (Only 8500 Units)

A PERFORMANCE PROBLEM IN
THE BREECH MECHANISM OFTHE
ABOVE-IDENTIFIED PISTOLS
CREATES THE RISK OF CAR
TRIDGE CASE RUPTURE AND
SERIOUS INJURY. TAKE NOTICE
THAT THE PISTOL IS DANGEROUS
AND SHOULD NOT BE USED UNTIL
THE CONDITION IS CORRECTED.

Consistent with the commitment of
Stoeger Industries and Llama to high
quality and safety, your pistol will be
corrected at no expense to you at a
repair facility in your area. Please call
or write for shipping instructions:
Stoeger Industries, 55 Ruta Court,
South Hackensack, N.J. 07606;
Telephone: (201) 440-2700.
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Normally, an assault course consists of a
number of separate problems linked to
gether, so I try to break the course down
into a series of smaller speed-shoots. The
usual assault course will have a group of
targets, then a bit of running, then more
targets, maybe a wall to climb over, an
other group of targets, and so on. But no
matter how complicated the course, I ap-.
proach it as a series of individual prob
lems.

For exampfe, suppose there are two very
close targets, say at seven meters, and one
10Q.g range target at 25 meters. These are
two separate problems: two close-range
targets which can be double-tapped, and
one long-range target, which cannot.

Then there's the overall problem of as
sault courses, which is the most difficult as
pect for most shooters, myselfincluded:
You have to shoot fast and accurately. I just

change your game plan just before you
shoot.

Winokur: What if the other shooter ha~

a better "solution?"
Carson: You can always learn from

other shooters, and anything superior
should be noted and filed away mentally,
for possible future use. But I think it's best
to develop your own approach and style.
That way you'll avoid the trap of trying to
become a carbon copy of someone else,
which isn't possible or desirable.

Winokur: How do you go about practic
ing for an assault course?

Carson: You're probably not going to
believe this, but we don't practice them
per se because the courses the South Af
rican designers dream up are extremely
difficult to copy. They use electronic tar
gets, which appear and disappear and run

Continued on page 29
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1/3 MOON CLIPS

Use :45 acp ammo in place of AS auto rim.
For Colt 17, S&W 25 and S&W 5S revolvers.
Allows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes.
Reusable indefinitelY,.For a FREE sample, send
a self'addressed, stamped envelope. (YVe now
make Ru~er 9mm chps.)

Clip Prices: 25 for $4.99; 50 for $8.99 ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS. RO. Box 14S. Malinta. OHIO 43S3S

CONVERSATION WITH ACHAMPION

WRITE FOR
FREE
BROCHURE
OR CALL
TOLL FREE
ASK FOR
TOM.

THE VAULT
WITH THE
RECESSED
DOOR.

ASK ABOUT
OUR NEW
FIRE SAFE
AND THE
NEW
BURGLAR
PROOF
CONCEALED
HINGE
SYSTEM

By Jon Winokur

Editor's note: Gavin Carson was a Com
bat Master, was twice South African ISU
National Champion, and captained South
Africa'S formidable Springbok Team three
times. He was an articulate, thoughtful man
with a contagious enthusiasm for the sport
ofpractical pistolcraft. Winokur had the
opportunity to question him recently, just
before his untimely death, about one of his
specialties-assault courses:

Winokur: How do you approach an as
sault course?

Carson: My approach depends on
whether it's a "surprise" or a "published"
match. If it's a "surprise" match, there's
little more you can do than walk the course
through, note the difficulties, and then rely
on your general experience and skill. If it's
"published" in advance, you can learn a
lot from the course description. I generally
read it several times, making mental notes
about how I'll deal with each stage.

try to shoot all A's as fast as I can. I don't
haul out the gun and blast away; rather, I
make a concerted effort to shoot A's. That
way, in the heat of the action, I might miss
the A-zone, but the shot probably will stay
somewhere on the target. Because of the
nature of the Comstock system of scoring
(score minus penalties divided by time),
that's exactly what you want: all your shots
somewhere on the target.

Another technique that helps me on any
type of assault course is to mentally run
through the course while I'm waiting to
shoot. I watch other shooters. I'm not in
terested in what they're doing, but rather
what I'm going to do. It takes willpower,
especially if you're watching one of the
better shooters and he does something dif
ferent from what you're planning to do.
The temptation to change your plan and
copy what he's doing is strong, but you
must resist it. It is absolutely fatal to

BRASS
.223, .38 SPL
.45 ACP,
AND OTHERS

(512) 858-4441
THE BRASS WORKS

P.O. Box 315-H2
Dripping Springs, TX 78620
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Customize Your .45 ACP With Pachmay~
Pachmayr® is the Champions' Choice. Col. Charles Askins,
Jeff Cooger, Ray Chapman, and Ross Seyfried-all pack the

Pachmayr brand. They know, as do many other top competi
tive and recreational shooters, that when it comes to quality and

performance, Pachmayr® is the only choice. The only real
question, in fact, is whether you customize your .45 ACP yourself

(or through your local gunsmith) with Pachmayr® custom accessories,
or have Pachmayr® Gun Works accurize one for you!

Two Ways To Customize. 1. Pachmayr® Gun Works has been
known since 1929 for some of the finest pistol smithing available. We

can "build" a .45 ACP for you, reworked from the action out. Every trick
of the trade built in for you to give you the competitive edge. Including

our unique extended barrel with top-front venting to reduce recoil height
while firing. That means you're back on target that winning fraction quicker. One

more reason why champions choose Pachmayr®

2. Or do your own custom work, using our full line of accessories for the .45
ACP, including a unique, padded beaver-tail grip safety that eliminates painful

"hammer bite." Choose from our selection of checkered mainspring housings
and renowned "Signature" grips (in 3 styles for the .45 ACP). Our stainless steel

slide stop decreases the leverage needed to actuate the slide release. Eliminate
cartridge feed problems with our magazine follower. And don't forget our fine

quality stainless steel magazines and rubber magazine bumpers for surer
reloading in the field without fumbling or lost time.

Name

Street Address''_ _

..

City, State, ZipL... _

My gun retailer i!i.s _

Pachmayr'" Gun Works, Inc.
1220 So. Grand Ave., Dept. AH-5

Los Angeles, CA 90015

Reach for the Best! And nothing less.
Make Pachmayr® your brand for reliable, quali
ty gunsmithing and gun accessories. For per
formance in the clutch, it's the only brand good
enough for champions! Send $2 for your full-
line Pachmayr® color catalog. ",

~'''''''"-'':'\;

~--------------------------.

.. ---MAIL COUPON TO:--'

Stainless steel magazine
with rubber bumper

Stainless steel slide stop re- Pachmayr® reworks trig-
quires less thumb gers for precise 31/z to
leverage 41/z lb. pull

Padded beaver-tail safety
®

HQuality and Performance ... an American Heritage"
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Buy One IDBII Book, Get One Free!

HOME GUNSMITHING DIGEST
3rd Edition

#HG5176

By Tommy L. Bish

Inlaying, crowning, customizing. Too
difficult for an amateur gunsmith? "Not at
all," says Bish. "Anything done with complex
equipment also can be accomplished by
the ordinary gun fancier with know-how,
experience and, most of all, patience." Bish
supplies the know-how. How to set up a
workshop with workbench and vise. What
basic handtools are essential and how to
use them. Step-by-step instructions on
installing an iron sight, a scope, a swing
swivel. How, when and where to use
epoxies, glues and fillers. How to color and
fill gun woods. How to restore firearms
without destroying their value. Simple, effec
tive ways to plate gun parts with various

metals. How to make and install a new firing
pin in a variety of models. The best method
to treat leather holsters and slings. Explains
what work can be done safely by an inex
perienced gunsmith and what shouldn't be
attempted; based on Bish's experience.
Bish suggests assembling a kit as a first
project, and chooses the Dixie Gun Works'
Philadelphia Derringer. "This kit will quickly
separate the wood-and-metal butchers from
those with natural ability as craftsmen." He
lists many other projects for the amateur and
displays work done by amateur gunsmiths.
All the would-be gunsmith needs to supply
is a lot of patience. 256 alh" x 11" pages.

Gun Digest Book Of

TRAP &SKEET
SHOOTING

BOWHUNTER'S DIGEST
2nd Edition
By Chuck Adams
This all-new edition takes the bow
hunter from the primary grades through
an advanced degree in every aspect of .
the sport. Presents both the basic skills
and subtleties of bringing down game,
on the hoof or wing. Adams is a prolific
writer on bowhunting who not only has
brought down hundreds of trophies him
self, but is an articulate, convincing
instructor. First the basics - bows, arrows,
quivers, blinds, clothes; then, step-by-step,
the proper use of the equipment. From
there, it's on to field work - what game
to pursue, reading the wind, stalking,
caring for downed game, improving bow-
hunting skills. This book is as essential
to the bowhunter as his armguard and
quiver. 2aa alh" x 11" pages.

By Art Blatt
IValuable information for both beginner

and seasoned shooter. In lac~ the chap
ters on the fundamentals of successful
trap and skeet shooting alone are worth
the price of the book! Plus there's test
ing and evaluating of up-to-date special
ized trap and skeet guns. Inside tips on
how to improve shooting scores with prop
er tournament preparation. How to ana

~idlilll"'-' Iyze your gun's pattern. How to cope with
bad weather and make it work for you.
How to make money on the handicap
systems. Special handloading techniques
to improve scores and reduce shooting
costs. Plus a roundup of popular acces
sories. 256 alh" x 11" pages.

#TS7726

By Chuck Adams

Adams does a thorough job of cover
ing this growing sport. There's plenty on
equipment: bows, sights, quivers, arrows,
clothes, lures and scents, stands and
blinds. He delves into shooting basics
and advanced techniques: bow-tuning,
bow-shooting problems, tips on improv
ing accuracy, much more. All about the

Y specific behaviors and habitats of white
tail, blacktail and mule deer, elk, moose
and caribou. Adams moves on to stalk
ing and stillhunting, hunting from a stand
and other proven methods. When to shoot
and where to aim. Field care. The facts
on Trophy Deer - the ultimate bow
hunting challenge. 256 alh" x 11" pages.

COMPLETE GUIDE TO
BOWHUNTING DEER

BOLT ACTION RIFLES
Revised Edition
By Frank de Haas
The most definitive work on all major
bolt action rifle designs. Eighteen new
actions have been added to this edition
and 18 others have been updated and
supplemented with new information. Irs
a highly technical book, covering all of
the common military tumbolt actions and
many commercial ones, both foreign ~md

domestic, describing their history, their
construction, how they function, how they
are marked. Includes general and dimen
sional specifications, parts diagrams, take
down and assembly procedures, des
criptions of the various rifles and car
bines based on each action and, where
applicable, gunsmithing information. From
Arisaka to Mannlicher, Mauser to ZKK
Srno, de Haas covers them all.
448 alh" x 11" pages.

$1095

#SA9036

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!
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Buy One IDBII Book, Get One Free!

Book #

Book #

Book #

C
Send These

FREEl

HOME WORKSHOP
DIGEST

By Dean A Grennell
Expert gUidance on tools of
the trade, from simple, inex
pensive hand tools to routers,
planers, and more. Also glu
mg, measuring, finishing, and
plenty of troubleshootipg
advice. 256 8~"x II" pages.

#HW7326 $7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
SHOTGUN GUNSMITHING

By RalfJh Walker
One of the nation's premier
shotgun specialists explains
the principles and practices
of repairin~, individualizing
and accurizmg modem scatter
guns, Much here never
covered before. 256 8W' x
II" pages.
#SG2916 .... , .. $9.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS,3rd Edition

Edited by Harold A Murtz
Expanded to over 400 fire
arms. New drawings from Mar
lin, Interarm~ Weatherby,
Savage; the \...harter AR-7;
UZI's submachine gun. 448
8W'x ll"pages.

#EX9336 $12.95

$

$
Book #

Book #
Column "B" Total $, _
PLUS postage,
insurance and
handling fee
($2,00 for each
FREE book) $ _

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _

lQ-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
ALLOW 4·5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

OBI BOOKS, INC. Dept Q467
One Northfield Plaza, Northfield, IL 60093

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
RIFLESMITHING

By Jack, Mitchell
Covers locking systems, proven
designs, ttigBers, safeties,
barrel riflin~/crownin~, bed
ding, bolt Jewelling, mstal
lint! scope mounts and sling
sWivels, metalIic rifle sights,
stocks and forearms, much
more. 256 8W'x II" pages.

#RG2816 $9.95

PART I: AUTOMATIC PISTOLS
#FP8616 $10.95
PART II: REVOLVERS
#FR8626 $10.95
PART III: RIMFIRE RifLES
#RR8636 $9.95
PART IV: CENTERFIRE RIFLES
#CR8646 $9.95
PART V: SHOTGUNS
#SR8656 $9.95
PART VI: LAW ENFORCEMENT
WEAPONS#LW8666..... $9.95

CARTRIDGES OF THE
WORLD; 4th Edition

By Frank C. Barnes
Completely up-dated, this en
cyclopedic work covers the
dimensions, performance para
meters, physical characterist
ics for over 1,000 different
cartridges in one, well-organ
ized book. 384 8W x 11" pages.

#CW5046 $12.95 #TH7636 $10.95

GUNSMITHING: THE
TRICKS OF THE TRADE

ByJ. B. Wood
Using ordinary wGrkshop
tools, Wood explains how to
replace and repalf brokenparts
Without welding; repoint firing
pins/auto pistol strikers;
tighten shot~uns/revolvers;
more. 256 8~ 'x 11" pages.

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/
DISASSEMBLY

By J.B. Wood
Field-stripping and complete
takedown and reassembly of
20 I popular firearms with
photos and text describing
each step. Each book con
tains 288-320 8W' x II"
pages.
ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
P1STOLSMITHING

By Jack Mitchell
Covers smoothing, tuning,
timing,joining, metal temper
ing, rebarrelling, troubleshoot
ing, accurizing, fnstalIing,!al
tenng sights making repface
mentparts. Kits fora 45 a\1to
rebuildingajunkerpistol. 288
8W' x I I" pages.

#PS9546 $10.95
GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
GUNSMITHING TOOLS...
AND THEIR USES

By John E. Traister
Introduction to virtually every
professional gunshop toor.
Hundreds of informative,
explanatory photos. Covers
all the fundamentals plus
many lips for the expert. 256
8W'x II" pages.

#GS5166 $9.95 #GT8816 $8.95
~------------------+------------------ii---------------------------------

METALLIC CARTRIDGE ABC'S OF RELOADING I TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
RELOADING Edited by 2nd Edition :. OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!

Robert S.L. Anderson By Dean A Grennell Buy one of the OBI books shown in this ad and
How-to articles by exrerts. Step-by-step instruction on get another OBI book FREEl
plus over 200 pages 0 load powders, shells, shot and
table data on approx, 70 rifle loading density. Covers (a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price,
and pistol calibers. Emphasis handgun, rifle and shotshell (b) For each book you buy, you may select a
on modern rifle & handgun procedures. New ballistic second book from this ad of the same price
cartridges, selected obsolete mfo and reload testing tech- or less FREEl
ones. 320 8W'x II", pages. niques. 288 8W' xii" pages. (cl Please include $200 for each FREE book you

$
order to help us cover postage, insurance,

#MC2706...... $12.95 #AB5636 ........ 9.95 packing and handing.
THE TRAPPER'S (d) This offer is restricted to purchases made
HANDBOOK by mail order from this ad only

By Rick Jamison A B
All the ins and outs of suc- I'm Buying Retail
cessful trapping from making These Price
scent to marketing thelelts. $
Covers coyote, red an grey Book #
fox, skunk, opposum, badger,
muskrat, mink, beaver and
raccoon. 224 8W' x II" pages.

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF THE GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
AUTOLOADING PISTOLS COMBAT HANDGUNNERY

By Dean A Grennell ByJack Lewis &Jack Mitchell
History, operating principles From the basics to compe-
and finng techni~uesfor rim- tition training and exercises.
fire, military/pohce, compe- Coverage ofthe Bianchi Cup,
tition, hunting, assault autos. the Steel Challenge and World
Value trends, reloading, hol- Championships with diagrams
sters. full catalog. 288 8W' x and how to shoot courses. ,
II" pages. 288 8Y!" x 11" pages. ,

1-- --:-#~AP:-:::477,1:::6.7,':::''c:-':-:'."':"$-:1:-::0c:-.=::9:-5-+ ....;;#....:C""H:;;.8~82;;,.:.6....;;._.._._'-._$:...1_0_._9_5~!
MILITARY SMALL ARMS GUN DIGEST BOOK OF : Name _

OF THE 20TH CENTURY MODERN GUN VALUES, ,
4th Edition " Address -,-__
By Ian V Hogg & John Weeks 4th Edition By Jack Lewis
Fully revised comprehensive Greatly expanded to include :
illustrated encyclopedia of all non-military _guns intro- ,Cily _
small caliber arms used by duced between 1900 and 1981. I
the world's armies today, Thousands of listings and : Siale Zip I
those used in two world wars, nearly 2000 photos. Current ',U.S. & Canada only. Sorry, no APO's or FPO's :
and those sure to be used in the values, full specs and descrip- I
'80's. 288 8Y!" x II" pages. tions. 400 8W' x II'" pages. : 2 for 1 offer expires in 60 daysl Check or money I

$12 95 larder must accompany order. Please do not I
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The Gun that Shoots Evervthing*

Available
NOW

3'57/9 Ultra

HANDGUN lurNER
BOB ARGANBRIGHT

SPEED IS THE NAME OF THE GAME FOR
TED BLOCKER AND HIS HOLSTER DESIGNS

Sold only through retail gun stores.
If your favorite dealer doesn't have
info, give us his name and we'// send
details to both of you.

r!P IDiS©. Phillips & Bailey. Inc.
P.O. Box 219253

Houston. TX 77218
713-392-0207

•Actually. only about 15 different cartridges.

$529
$279

If one thing separates Ted from his com
petitors it is his innovativeness. He is not
content to blindly do things the traditional
way. A good example is his technique for
producing the stippled background on his
beautiful scroll carved rigs. Traditionally,
this is done by hammering a small back
ground tool into the damp leather and
continuing this slow process until the com
plete area is covered. I was surprised to see
Ted produce the stippled background for
one of his custom holsters in a matter of a
few seconds by using a piece of window
screen, impressing it in the wet leather.

With the popularity of the "pancake"
style holster, Ted introduced his "Security"
model available for most popular auto
pistols and revolvers. It is unique in the use
of a Teflon lining to reduce blue wear, as
well as an adjustable tension device in
place of the traditional thumb break re
taining strap.

Ted is justifiably proud of a letter from
combat shooting legend Jeff Cooper,
indicating his satisfaction with a sample
"Security" model holster. Currently, Ted is
experimenting with an adjustable belt slot
on the "Security" model which allows it to
be worn as either a strong side hip holster
or a cross draw.

Being a custom shop, rigs are available
plain or as fancy as the customer desires.
Ted personally does all of the decorative
hand carving, and this is especially evident
in many of his Hollywood fast draw rigs. I
inspected a beautiful full carved, black, sil-
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Those .familiar with the predecessor of
"practical" shooting, fast draw, will re

member that fashions in fast draw leather
changed almost as fast as the speeds ob
tainable from these rigs. Combat shooting
is similar in its specialized leather. I be
came actively involved in combat shooting
in 1976, and saw holsters by Milt Sparks
and Gordon Davis become sought after by
many top competitors. Lately, more and
more of the top shooters are beating a path
to the shop door of Ted Blocker's Custom
Holsters.

In 1972, Ted Blocker was running his
own construction company and spending
most of his spare time practicing Single
Action Fast Draw. Becoming one of the
better shooters in the sport, Ted began ex
perimenting with making his own leather.
While largely self taught, Ted did receive
some early guidance from Bill Bacon, of
the Los Angeles County Sheritrs Depart-

ment, also a part time holster maker. In
1977, Ted founded Western Leather Prod
ucts and began producing western fast
draw rigs. Tl1is has expanded- from a one
man garage operati'on to a full time custom
sqop with Ted and three employees.

Recently, a trip to Las Vegas for the
World Fast Draw Championship allowed
me to go by Ted's shop, located at 4945
Santa Anita, Temple City, CA (mail ad
dress: P. O. Box 821, Rosemead, CA
91770). A pleasant seven hours was spent
examining Ted's operation and learning
the "secrets" of his success.

Retail Prices

New S&W 19 con
verted to 357/9 Ultra

Customer's S&W 19
converted

Chambers. Fires. Extracts
380, 9mm, 38 Super, 9mm Win Mag.
38 S&W, 38 Special. 357 Magnum,
and other similar cartridges.

Custom Conversion of S&W 19
4" or 6" blue has special cylinder with
unique chamber design and pat pending
extraction system. No half-moon clips. ex
tra cylinders. or extra barrels needed. Pho
tos show conversion parts in white for
clarity. Finish is blue.

Any cartridge can be fired in any chamber.
Extractor lips position rimless cases. Note
fully recessed chambers and unfluted cyl
inder.
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1865 NEW HIGHWAY. FARMINGDALE, NEW YORK 11735 • (516) 752-8544

DESIGNBY~~

WEAPONS WEAR TM

-~-A(lg8R GUNSKIN'FROM

LIGHTWEIGHT
MOISTURE RESISTANT
100% NYLON CORDURA

SHOULDER SYSTEM

PATENT PENDING DESIGN
FEATURES INCLUDE:

• Break-Away Steel Reinforced Safety
Hammer Strap with Velcro Closure.

• Tri-Fold Bullet/Clip Pouch with Velcro
Closure and Fastening to Holster or for
Belt Slide On.

• Broad Shouldered Streamlined Harness of
Nylon Webbing.

- Fits 2-4" Revolvers -
Small, Medium and Large Automatics.

(Please Specify)

FROM YOUR DEALER OR FROM COBRA:
$35.95 + $3.00 Shipping
Available without Pouch:

$28.95 + Shipping
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
COMPLETE LINE SEND $2.00

(1)
1"
,9; •....,-

Exclusively by . . . .

ver mounted double single-action rig used
by professional exhibition shooter Theil
Reed in many of his shows.

The combat competition leather avail
able from Ted Blocker has changed a great
deal over the past three years. Much of this
is due to the influence of combat shooting
super star Mickey Fowler. He, along with
other personnel of International Shootists
Inc., uses Ted's leather exclusively for
competition.

Ted's latest combat offering, called the
"Fowler Speed Master" is designed speci
fically for crossdraw use; it differs from all
others in its unique belt loop design which
allows the holster to sit 1\6 inches higher
than others. This provides a slight edge in
speed when drawing from the hands up, or
"surrender;' position. This new belt loop
design attaches to the belt very rigidly, of
fering a more stable platform to draw
from. While Ted recommends the "Fowler
Speed Master" with optional standard belt
loop for strong side use, I found it to be
equally comfortable on either side.

Another example of Ted's design pro
wess is in his magazine pouches. Of the
open top design, these are offered at any
angle desired, in single or double versions.
The Ted Blocker pouch uses a Teflon
coated flat spring inside the pouch. This
works as a friction retainer, and holds the
magazine securely, even as the leather
stretches with wear.

Tasca Sales, Inc. P.O. 520080, Miami, Florida 33152-0800 U.S.A.
In Canada-Contact Optex Corp., 52 Lesmill Road, Don Mills, Ontario, Canada M38 2T5

© 1984 Tasca Sales, Inc. TAD-1208-1083-SG.

P4X28

Apair of Tasco's matchless pistol scopes to add
scope and accuracy to your pistol! Great for
tournaments ... hunters, too, will be amazed
with their pin-point accuracy. They are

- . fogproof, shockproof and waterproof. The
~ P4X28 has full 4 power, fully coated optics,

30/30 range finding reticle, 1/4 minute
positive click stops and a non-removable
eyebell. The BD1 XCFV includes Tasco's
advanced Battery Dot System, adjustable
rheostat, polarized for improved image
contrast and 1/2 minute positive click stops.
Both models come with built-in success and
reliability for the marksman and hunter!
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Ted recently introduced his own version
of a PPC rig. It was used by the LAPD
team in winning the team award at the
1983 Bianchi Cup match. The holster is a
steel lined, open-front version with ad
justable tension around the cylinder. In ad
dition to being extremely fast, this design
allows the use of any sighting system, in
cluding scopes and the popular Aimpoint.
Included is a double speed loader pouch
different from most. Ted's version incorpo
rates a projecting spring at the back lip
which retains the loaded speed loader yet
allowing it to be easily drawn.

Both the PPC and the combat rigs come
with what many think is the best belt in the
industry. Full contour cut so as to lay
smoothly across the shooters back, it is
double stitched around the edges and is
heavier than any other P.!.I inch belt I have
examined. The brass buckle set, originated
by Andy Anderson, are hand made by Ted.

What can we expect from Ted in the
future? He showed me a molding press, so
we might expect to see a line of fully
molded hip holsters. It is possible that the
future holds a Blocker shoulder holster.

SILUETAS
Continuedfrom page 9

Competitor qualification requirements
for championship matches were reduced
by merely requiring that the competitor be
classified, dropping the existing four or
five match minimum.

Shootoff targets were standardized for
all sanctioned matches with-the require
ment that they must be visible, steel sil
bou ette- sha ped targets-ch ickens,
javalina, turkeys, rams, placed at any dis
tance up to 200 meters.

After much discussion, prompted by
several incidents of shooters using more
pistol than they could control, it was de
cided that the existing muzzle control rule
(i.e. don't point the muzzle at anybody-

Ted is currently developing a police duty
rig based on his PPC holster, with FBI per
sonnel from the L.A. office showing inter
est. The new duty rig will include a speed
loader pouch which will solve the problem
of security and speed. As Ted pointed out.
the full flap pouches tend to take a "set"
and the f1aps want to stay closed. With
Ted's pouch, the flap will be spring loaded
so as to stay open once it is unsnapped.

Ted is planning on installing a Fast
Draw timer in his shop. He feels Blocker
holsters will show a definite speed
advantage. As Ted said, "If a police officer
cannot draw faster out of one of my hols
ters, why should he buy one?"

While the Fowler Speed Master is well
excepted, Ted isn't com pletely satisfied
with it. A refined version will have no
leather at the root of the trigger guard, and
Ted is experimenting with bonding agents
which permit him to add a Teflon lining.

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters offers
top design, quality materials, professional
craftsmanship and good looks in their
handgun leather. What ~

more can one ask? ~

before or after firing-whether self, com
petitor or spectator, under pain of disqual
ification) was explicit and appropriate.

Another change for the new year, was
the formal acceptance of the unlimited
22LR class made previously by the entire
membership via a referendum. The class
had been shot on a trial basis in 1983 under
a tentative set of rules. In formalizing the
class the members set the criteria the same
as for the centerfire unlimited guns: 15
inch barrel; iron sights, IS-inch sight ra
dius; and four and a half pound weight
limit. To deal with the problem of im
ported Olympic-class pistols being used in
direct competition in the existing produc
tion classes with less sophisticated Amer
ican pistols they also decided that im
ported pistols would also shoot in un
limited.

The class has already lead Thompson/
Contirmedfrom page 9
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class the members set the criteria the same
as for the centerfire unlimited guns: 15
inch barrel; iron sights, IS-inch sight ra
dius; and four and a half pound weight
limit. To deal with the problem of im
ported Olympic-class pistols being used in
direct competition in the existing produc
tion classes with less sophisticated Amer
ican pistols they also decided that im
ported pistols would also shoot in un
limited.

The class has already lead Thompson/
Contirmedfrom page 9
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Center to chamber their Super 14 in 22LR
and custom smiths to offer long replace
ment barrels for the High Standard auto
pistols. Another choice for competitors is
the replacement barrellreceiver cOlT,lbo's
for the Ruger Mark I or II auto's that are
now being built by AMT (the Backup and
Hardballer guys). A lO-inch, adjustable
sighted bull-barreled version would be just
right. Remember though, whatever you
do, don't cut up a bolt action rimfire rifle to
build a pistol as this is a Federal no-no.

(I currently have a Super 14 and an
AMT here for testing and will be reporting
on them next issue, but I'll tell you this
much now-these thing are FUN.)

The meeting ended with the announce
ment that the 1984 Internationals will be
held August 4-12 in Idaho Falls. Write
headquarters (P.O. Box 1609, Idaho Falls,
Idaho 83401; 208-524-0880) for info and
entries, and remember it's first come, first
served.

Winning Pistols

Once a year, Felix D'Albor, a dedicated
IHMSA member, reports the results of his
unofficial tally ofwhat guns are winning in
IHMSA competition in the organization's
newspaper, The Silhouette. The produc
tion class is dominated by 7mm TCU Con
tenders as you would suspect, with the gun
taking 3751 first-places in 1983. The .357
Mag. TIC was next with 749 wins and
TIC's in .30/30 (696) and .30 Herrett (315)

following. Jim Rock's Merrills broke up
the rout, with guns in .30 Merrill, .357
Mag. and 7mm Merrill finishing fifth, sev
enth and eighth respectively. TIC's in
assorted chamberings finished out the rest

Co-match directors, Bert Stringfellow
and Walt Brantinham, caught smiling
on the last day of the Internationals.

of the top ten.
In revolver, the Ruger Super Blackhawk

is far and away the leader, holding down
first place with 2343 wins to Dan Wesson's
.44 Mag. second place with 668 wins. The
new Ruger SRM 357 Maximum landed in
third with 375 wins. The 357 Mag. con
tinues to be popular with the Dan Wesson
(319), Colt (261), and Ruger (207) guns
holding down the next three places, while
the Smith & Wesson versions (66) finished
ninth. The M29 Smith & Wesson, which
was the revolver to have just a few years
ago, placed seventh with only 93 wins. The
Ruger Redhawk finished a disappointing
tenth, with but 59 firsts. (It's brawny
enough to stand the strain, but Ruger has
yet to offer a long-barreled, target-sighted
version of this large framed DA. This,
combined with the difficulty of getting an
acceptably light trigger pull on the gun has
left it far behind the big DW. I find this
odd, as Ruger has shown quite an interest
in the silhouette market lately bringing out
a new IOlh inch Super and of course the
SRM. Their reliance on the single-actions
to carry the Ruger banner is odd, as the big
double-actions are easier to shoot ac
curately, and in time they will come to
dominate the winners circle-look at Dan
Wesson's sweep of this year's International
class if you don't believe me.) The
DW .357 Super Mag is still too new to
show much; look out next ~

year though. ~
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The mat-black OFF-DUTY has
an all-steel frame - just like all
Charter Arms' revolvers - and this
.38 Spl. is the best buy yet!

Not only can Charter boast of the
solid-steel frame construction, but
also of a "red-dot" front sight that
has been added on this new model.

That's not all. The price will
astonish you! Charter's unique no
sideplate design - combined with
constantly improving production
efficiencies - are the secret for
Charter's low-cost, high quality
product.

Compare other .38's. for both
quality and price. Send for the free
Charter Arms catalog which also
lists many more "Points of
Superiority," and see for yourself
why you don't have to settle for an
alloy frame.

Q1ARfER ARMS
Dept AH-5

430 Sniffens La., Stratford, CT 06497
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Now you can purchase the
accessories you need in one
convenient place. We offer:

Attention!
(~((»Mla1\r

SJHt(()(OTELI~S

We have considerable experience
in I-'erforming IPSC style modifica
tions. Inquire for details.

We dre a Colt's Warranty Repair
Station and carry a wide variety
of Colt Parts. 1~9.u,i~~ for details.

We offer a complete money back
guarantee --

Forward Correct remittance in
cash. check or M.O along

with 10% or $2.50 postage to:
FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST!

Dealer. please inquire

SJH[(()r(()TI ST
S(U}»I»LY

6225th
Belle Fourche, SD 57717

C.O.D.·s Welcome
or LaJl your Visa and Mastercharge

orders to
(605) 892-2822

Shooting.
"I've written about 70 odd articles on

hunting and guns for True magazine, Field
& Stream, Outdoor Life, Sports Afield, and
most all of the gun magazines at one time
or another;' he recollected.

"After getting into the job as President
of IHMSA, I've had to let my writing set
on the shelf. I've several books in process
or I did have six years ago-companion
volumes called Trophy Hunter in Asia, Tro
phy Hunter in Africa and Trophy Hunter in
North America. I've also done a reasonable
amount of research and study on immi
grant crossings of America for a book I've
titled, Immigrant Desert Trails. It follows

Continued on page 50

"I've gone some big game hunting
around the world," he observed, "38 safa
ris to Africa and 14 to Asia and other parts
of the world-that was during the period
1946 to 1974."

Although modest about it, Elgin's great
est renown is probably that achieved as a
big-game hunter. In 1960 he was awarded
the Weatherby Trophy, which is the Oscar
of the hunting world. He has hunted all of
the continents of the world, and pioneered
and opened up new hunting areas in sev
eral far away places. Elgin has 121 heads in
Rowland Ward's record book; together
with 43 record specimens from Asia and
others from North America he has a hun
dred more in other major record books.

Elgin has had two books published, Tro
phy Hunter in Asia and Metallic Silhouette

HANDGUNNER PROFILE

ELGIN GATES
The growth of handgun metallic silhouette
shooting is the result of the energy and
dedication of one intense man from Idaho

By Phil Briggs

One of the things that came out of that
first match was the realization that

magnum handguns had come up against a
worthy opponent." Elgin paused, reflect
ing back on that first handgun silhouette
match held a little over eight years ago.
"So here we had an organized game for big
bore, magnum handguns. This spawned a
great deal of development in the sport."

With that minor understatement, Elgin
went on to describe the early years of the
sport and his involvement. I plied Elgin
with a few questions, but mostly listened
and took notes as he sketched out a career
as a world champion sportsman that spans
35 years.

Unless you've spent the last few years in
a cave in Montana you've no doubt heard
of Elgin Gates, The International Hand-

gun Metallic Slihouette Assn., and hand
gun silhouette shooting. Elgin's been
involved in the sport since that first match
and intertwined in IHMSA since its for
mation at the second national match, first
as Executive Director and for the last few
years as President.

I've known Elgin personally since 1977
when he came to Phoenix to help run and
shoot in one of the first local matches. But
I'd known of him since the mid-1960s
when, as a novice hunter and shooter, I be
gan to read of his big game hunting ex
ploits in Africa, Asia and North America.
Not only was he a world renowned trophy
hunter by then, he was also an excellent
story teller.
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Extended Magazine Release
Micro adjustable sights
Wichita adjustable sights
King-Tappar fixed sights
MMC Bar Cross fixed sights
Meliett fixed sights
Beavertail grip safties-M-S Safari

Colt
Long Match Triggers

3 lightening holes
Magazines- Colt. blue

Devel, 8 rds
Flat Mainspring housing- Colt, cked.

Colt. serrated
Pachmayr

Colt Barrell and Bushing sets
Colt Commander Hammers
Micro Bushing
Bianchi' Askins Avenger"
Bianchi "Chapman Hi-Ride"
Blocker "Security" (teflan lined)
Block('r "X-16"
Rogers "Idaho Reloader" pouch
Rogers E-Z load
Bianchi "clip grip"
Blocker "double clip"
Rogers PPS Grips
Bianchi "Lightning" grips
Pachmavr "combat" grips
Detonics Extended Recoil

Spring Guide
IPSC Hat Pins

Kings Extended safties
Ambidextrous saflies-M-S Safari

Colt
Extended Slide Release
Wilson Shok··buff
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper Gov!.
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THE RUGER PISTOL
EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM

For the first time, conversion plans for a super-compact, selective-fire machine pistol!
Transform your Ruger Mark I or II into a fistful of power-all without modifying the receiver or
bolt group and using straightforward, hand-built P\lrts. This is without doubt the smallest,
most concealable machine pistol in its class that can be fired full automatic with complete
control. This ingenious conversion fires from the original closed bolt system-making firing
extremely accurate-and utilizes all original trigger components. The conversion design is
adaptable to both the Mark I and II models of current manufacture. The detachable auto
tripper device can readily be removed for semiauto shooting only. As with our other Exotic
Weapons Systems books, machinist's drawings, full-scale templates and detailed photos
accompany step-by-step instructions. Turn your trusty Ruger pistol into a powerhouse that
will fit in your pocket. 9 x 12, softcover, illus., photos, 96 pp. $12.00

THE RUGER 1022 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
H~re IS a converSIOn system you can bet your life ani
Now you can transform your Ruger 10221nto a selectl've
fife close-combat gun you can trust With simple hand
tools. you can build the parts that will convert your trusty
Ruger 1022 Into a selective-fire weapon that can fire over
1,000 rounds per mInute on full aUlo-all Without modify
Ing the receiver or trigger housing In any way Just drop
In the converSion parts. and you're ready for whatever
or whomever-comes Over 60 explicit photos. machin
ISt'S drawings and full-scale templates accompany the
detailed instructIOns for making this converSion fool
proof 9 x 12. softcover i1lus 96 pp $12.00

NINJA
SECRETS OF:;

~
1!WlSt8ItrrY

....... +;;,.

.•••~'M

NINJA SECRETS OF INVISIBILITY
by Ashida K.im

Like the Ninja warrior, you too car
walk unobserved, penetrate for
bidden areas unseen and depart at
will without leaving a trace. The
secrets of invisibility, combined
with the deadly moves of Ninjitsu,
can make you invincible. Over 170
close-up photos show the moves
which will make you the undenia
ble victor! 5lh x 8lh, softcover, pho
tos. 120 pp. $10.00

THE AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
A. comprehensive home workshop guide for the gun buff
and hobbyist machinist. Over fifty working machinist's
drawings, photos. and full-scale templates show exactly
how to convert the AR-7 .22 survival rifle into a full-auto
silenced machine pistol or rifle. Step-by-step instruc
tions detail how to modify the weapon's original receiver.
fabricate new sear and safety, as well as make a simple.
efficient silencer group assembly. 9 x 12. softcover.
machinist's drawings. photos. fUll-scale templates.
72 ~p $12.00

NEW 1.0. IN AMERICA
Want one more chance at Ilfe
With a "clean slate?"' Trade In your
old Identity for a new start Here IS
a step-by-step gUide to creating a
totally new YOU-With a birth cewf
Icate. passport. driver's license.
SOCIal Security number-all you
need for breaking With your past
ThiS IS 1983. up-to-date Info, Grab
It I 5'12 x 8'12, sottcover.lllus, 120 pp

$10.00

GET EVEN:
The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks
A hllarlous overview of the meth
ods people use to gel even with big
busIness. government. and ene
mies More sophisticated and in
volved tricks are included. such as
ones devised by CIA and Mafia
members and polilical dirty tricks
ters Over 80 sections present dirty
tricks ranging from simple to elab
orate In nature 5'/;> )( B'l:>. hard
cover, 180 pp $11.95

REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC WEAPON SYSTEM
Need more firepower? How does a twelve-gauge
maChine gun sound? Now you can convert your Reming
ton 1100 semiauto into a selective-fire assault shotgun
thaI will blow any other small arm off the map! This
detailed manual has over lOclose-up photos, machinist's
drawings and full-scale templates, The conversion pro
cess retains all original parts (except for safety) and can
be accomplished with hand tools. Only 11 new parts are
required. Equipped with a ten-shot magaZine and assault
stock, your full auto 1100 will be a survivalist's shotgun
without peer. 9 x 12, illus., softcover, 88 pp. $12.00

SNEAK IT
THROUGH
SMOGGl" ""0£ EASIER

MICHAEL CONNOR

SNEAK IT THROUGH
By Michael Connor

Does sneaking something through a
checkpoint sound like something
you'd never do? Wait! You never
know what you'll want to hide when
times get tough. Here are directions
for transforming ordinary items into
made-to-order hiding places wflere
no one will look. Also security eva
sion and aIr-drop techniques and
Improvised landIng strips. SY2 x 8Y2,
sottcover. illus. 112 pp. $10.00

THE MINI-14 EXOTIC WEArONS SYSTEM

Use thiS new home workshop gUIde to convert your M,nI
Into a selective-fire. srlenced. SWAT -type weapon! Pro
Vides complete workshop plans, 50 close-up photos.
and full-scale templates ThIS converSIon process re
quires no machining or specIal tools Once completed. It
takes Just five minutes to drop In the AutomatiC Connec
lor (the book's secret l ) or remOlle It as needed. Also
Includes detaIled plans for a qUlck-anE1-easy caliber 223
silencer The finest selective-fire converSion manual
PaladIn has ever published I 9 x 12. sottcover, photos.
templates. 72 pp $12.00

SECRETS OF THE NINJA
by Ashida Kim

ThiS IS the real thing-one of the
few complete. hardcover studies
of this terrifying and deadly mar
lIal art. Text and photos illustrate
NInja prinCiples of inviSIbility, co
vert entry. escape and evasion.
assassInation, sentry removal,
meditation, mind clouding. and
much more A riveting. all-new
selection 5'/2 x 8'h, hardcover, 200
photos. 168 pp $16.95

HIT MAN
A Technical Manu.1 for

Indepeondent Contrilctors
Rex Feral kills for hire. Now he
dares to tell his secrets. Learn how
a pro makes a living at his craft
Without landing behtnd bars. Find
out how he gets assignments,
creates a false Identify, makes a
disposable silencer and more.
Feral reveals how to get in, do the
Job and get out alive. 5% x 8 lh, soft
cover. IIlus.. 144 pp. 510.00

o MJsterCMd b,p. Dtll(" _'__

Phone (303) 44)·7250

PALADIN PRESS
PO BOX 1307- KPS
BOULDER, CO 80306t

Bill my: 0 VISA
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I' Please send me the following titles:
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I$30.00

$10.00

$10.00

$12.00

YOU CAN'T MISS
by John Shaw and Michelel Bane

Regardless of your level of shoot
ing skill, you can benefit from
competition-winner John Shaw's
instructions. For begmners a'nd ad
vanced shooters Shaw teaches
trigger control star c drawing,
speed loading. weak-hand shooting.
jam clearing and night shooting
Also includes tiPS on guns, holsters.
ammo and practice targets. 5Y2 x 8h,
softcover. IHus.. 152 pp. $8.95

THE COMPLETE BOOK
OF INTERNATIONAL
SMUGGLING $12.95

HATE YOU!. $12.95
SPECIAL FORCES OPERATIONAL -

TECHNIQUES. $14.9S
HOW TO RIP OFF A DRUG

DEALER ','
DEATH DEALER'S

MANUAL.
S.W.A.T. TEAM MANUAL
HOW TO GET ANYTHING ON

ANYBODY ..

$14.95

$10.00

$12.95
$12.95
$14.95

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES

SILENCERS IN THE 1980S
Gre..t Designs, Gre.t Designers

by'. D••id Truby
Now, an in-depth, fUlly illustrated report on the newest
developments in suppressor technology. J. David Truby
pr'ovldes all-new info on the Innovative designs of today's
suppressor de::.lgners plus expioslve data on those who
use IhtHn HIS il1v~5tlg&tive research gives definitive
comparIsons of models, prIces. features, kits, indepen
dent manufacturers. and silencer technology. You'll not
read thIS privy info anywhere else! 81h x 11, softcovar, 132
photos. 120 pp $12.00

SURVIVAL EVASION &
ESCAPE. $10.00

HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS
VOL. I . $12.00
U.S. NAVY SEAL

COMBAT MANUAL.
NINJA DEATH TOUCH

SPECIAL FORCES MEDICAL
. HANDBOOK $14.95
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Transform your Ruger Mark I or II into a fistful of power-all without modifying the receiver or
bolt group and using straightforward, hand-built P\lrts. This is without doubt the smallest,
most concealable machine pistol in its class that can be fired full automatic with complete
control. This ingenious conversion fires from the original closed bolt system-making firing
extremely accurate-and utilizes all original trigger components. The conversion design is
adaptable to both the Mark I and II models of current manufacture. The detachable auto
tripper device can readily be removed for semiauto shooting only. As with our other Exotic
Weapons Systems books, machinist's drawings, full-scale templates and detailed photos
accompany step-by-step instructions. Turn your trusty Ruger pistol into a powerhouse that
will fit in your pocket. 9 x 12, softcover, illus., photos, 96 pp. $12.00

THE RUGER 1022 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
H~re IS a converSIOn system you can bet your life ani
Now you can transform your Ruger 10221nto a selectl've
fife close-combat gun you can trust With simple hand
tools. you can build the parts that will convert your trusty
Ruger 1022 Into a selective-fire weapon that can fire over
1,000 rounds per mInute on full aUlo-all Without modify
Ing the receiver or trigger housing In any way Just drop
In the converSion parts. and you're ready for whatever
or whomever-comes Over 60 explicit photos. machin
ISt'S drawings and full-scale templates accompany the
detailed instructIOns for making this converSion fool
proof 9 x 12. softcover i1lus 96 pp $12.00

NINJA
SECRETS OF:;

~
1!WlSt8ItrrY

....... +;;,.

.•••~'M

NINJA SECRETS OF INVISIBILITY
by Ashida K.im

Like the Ninja warrior, you too car
walk unobserved, penetrate for
bidden areas unseen and depart at
will without leaving a trace. The
secrets of invisibility, combined
with the deadly moves of Ninjitsu,
can make you invincible. Over 170
close-up photos show the moves
which will make you the undenia
ble victor! 5lh x 8lh, softcover, pho
tos. 120 pp. $10.00

THE AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
A. comprehensive home workshop guide for the gun buff
and hobbyist machinist. Over fifty working machinist's
drawings, photos. and full-scale templates show exactly
how to convert the AR-7 .22 survival rifle into a full-auto
silenced machine pistol or rifle. Step-by-step instruc
tions detail how to modify the weapon's original receiver.
fabricate new sear and safety, as well as make a simple.
efficient silencer group assembly. 9 x 12. softcover.
machinist's drawings. photos. fUll-scale templates.
72 ~p $12.00

NEW 1.0. IN AMERICA
Want one more chance at Ilfe
With a "clean slate?"' Trade In your
old Identity for a new start Here IS
a step-by-step gUide to creating a
totally new YOU-With a birth cewf
Icate. passport. driver's license.
SOCIal Security number-all you
need for breaking With your past
ThiS IS 1983. up-to-date Info, Grab
It I 5'12 x 8'12, sottcover.lllus, 120 pp

$10.00

GET EVEN:
The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks
A hllarlous overview of the meth
ods people use to gel even with big
busIness. government. and ene
mies More sophisticated and in
volved tricks are included. such as
ones devised by CIA and Mafia
members and polilical dirty tricks
ters Over 80 sections present dirty
tricks ranging from simple to elab
orate In nature 5'/;> )( B'l:>. hard
cover, 180 pp $11.95

REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC WEAPON SYSTEM
Need more firepower? How does a twelve-gauge
maChine gun sound? Now you can convert your Reming
ton 1100 semiauto into a selective-fire assault shotgun
thaI will blow any other small arm off the map! This
detailed manual has over lOclose-up photos, machinist's
drawings and full-scale templates, The conversion pro
cess retains all original parts (except for safety) and can
be accomplished with hand tools. Only 11 new parts are
required. Equipped with a ten-shot magaZine and assault
stock, your full auto 1100 will be a survivalist's shotgun
without peer. 9 x 12, illus., softcover, 88 pp. $12.00

SNEAK IT
THROUGH
SMOGGl" ""0£ EASIER

MICHAEL CONNOR

SNEAK IT THROUGH
By Michael Connor

Does sneaking something through a
checkpoint sound like something
you'd never do? Wait! You never
know what you'll want to hide when
times get tough. Here are directions
for transforming ordinary items into
made-to-order hiding places wflere
no one will look. Also security eva
sion and aIr-drop techniques and
Improvised landIng strips. SY2 x 8Y2,
sottcover. illus. 112 pp. $10.00

THE MINI-14 EXOTIC WEArONS SYSTEM

Use thiS new home workshop gUIde to convert your M,nI
Into a selective-fire. srlenced. SWAT -type weapon! Pro
Vides complete workshop plans, 50 close-up photos.
and full-scale templates ThIS converSIon process re
quires no machining or specIal tools Once completed. It
takes Just five minutes to drop In the AutomatiC Connec
lor (the book's secret l ) or remOlle It as needed. Also
Includes detaIled plans for a qUlck-anE1-easy caliber 223
silencer The finest selective-fire converSion manual
PaladIn has ever published I 9 x 12. sottcover, photos.
templates. 72 pp $12.00

SECRETS OF THE NINJA
by Ashida Kim

ThiS IS the real thing-one of the
few complete. hardcover studies
of this terrifying and deadly mar
lIal art. Text and photos illustrate
NInja prinCiples of inviSIbility, co
vert entry. escape and evasion.
assassInation, sentry removal,
meditation, mind clouding. and
much more A riveting. all-new
selection 5'/2 x 8'h, hardcover, 200
photos. 168 pp $16.95

HIT MAN
A Technical Manu.1 for

Indepeondent Contrilctors
Rex Feral kills for hire. Now he
dares to tell his secrets. Learn how
a pro makes a living at his craft
Without landing behtnd bars. Find
out how he gets assignments,
creates a false Identify, makes a
disposable silencer and more.
Feral reveals how to get in, do the
Job and get out alive. 5% x 8 lh, soft
cover. IIlus.. 144 pp. 510.00
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YOU CAN'T MISS
by John Shaw and Michelel Bane

Regardless of your level of shoot
ing skill, you can benefit from
competition-winner John Shaw's
instructions. For begmners a'nd ad
vanced shooters Shaw teaches
trigger control star c drawing,
speed loading. weak-hand shooting.
jam clearing and night shooting
Also includes tiPS on guns, holsters.
ammo and practice targets. 5Y2 x 8h,
softcover. IHus.. 152 pp. $8.95
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photos. 120 pp $12.00
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COM.Ar SHOOrlNG
MICKEY FOWLER

TORSO
SPRINGER

MICKEY ANSWERS QUESTIONS ON
SIGHTS AND SIGHTING-IN

For free catalog of our competitive and
"Shootin for Fun" metallic silhouettes
Write: TARGET MASTERS 8341 Cano9aAve.A

Canoga Park, CA 91304 (213) 998·3166

Mar adjustables. These sights mount in the
standard dovetail and are made so the
blade is back over the rear of the slide, giv
ing you maximum sight radius. I like the
models made by Armond Swenson, Bill
Wilson and Jim Boland. If you are on a
tight budget, fixed sights, installed, are
about one third the price of adjustable
sight installations.

Sight in your pistol from the prone posi
tion or off a bench, don't sight in from the
standing position. You must be shooting

.consistent groups to do the job correctly. If
you have sandbags, use them under the
frame to steady your aim. Always zero
with the sIghts in the shade. If you don't
zero with your sights in the shade, the posi
tion of the sun will affect the bullets' point
of impact, especially at 50 yards or more. I
use a standard NRA type 25 yard slow fire
bullseye target. Use a six o'clock hold on
the bottom of the black. I like to leave a
small line of white showing on top of my
front sight. It looks about the thickness ofa
hair below the black bull. Make sure your
pistol isn't canted to the right or left, this
will cause your shot to be off center and
not give a true indication of where your
gun is grouping. Fire a six-shot group, take
your time and be consistent. Check the tar
get and make the necessary adjustments.
My .45 autos are sighted in to shoot about
1112 inches high at 25 yards. This puts my
bullet on point of aim at 50 yards. Once
you have your bullets printing where you
want, shoot at least four more six-shot
groups and check for consistency. When
sighting in a pistol with a fixed sight be
sure you are using the load you settleq on.
To adjust fixed sights you will need a file,
vise, brass punch and hammer. The rear
sight is adjustable right or left by drifting it
with the punch and hammer. Move the
rear sight in the direction you wish the
group to move. The front sight must be
filed to adjust for elevation. If you are not
experienced in using a file, I would recom
mend you shoot some groups then go back
to the gunsmith who installed the front
sight if elevation adjustments need to be
made. Bring the target with you so the
gunsmith knows how much to file off the
front sig4t. If you do the job yourself, be
careful not to remove much metal ......
before rechecking your groups. ~

Q.: I am having Bo-Mar adjustable sights
installed on my Government model.45 auto.
What front sight width do you recommend
and how wide should the rear notch in the
rear sight be? Should the (ront sight be the
ramped design or should it be undercut?
A.: For a low Bo-Mar sight installation on
a five inch slide pistol, I like the front sight
to be .120" wide and the rear notch to be
.llO". On a pistol with a one inch longer
sight radius, like a pin gun, six inch long
slide or with a compensator, I like the front
sight to be .130" and the rear notch to be
.ll5". These dimensions work best for me.
Some top shooters like to open up the rear
notch a bit to get more light showing on
each side of t4e front blade. The theory
being that they are able to pick up the sight
picture faster. If your pistol is to be used
for competition only, then have the front
sight slightly undercut. Don't round the
"ears" or top outer edges ofyour rear sight.
Leave them square. This will give you the
sharpest sight picture possible. By leaving
the top outer edges of your rear sight
square you can quickly see ifyou are cant
ing the pistol as you fire. "Canting" means
not having your sight picture lined up ver
tically with the target. This will cause your
bullets to group off-center as distances in
crease. If you plan on using your pistol for
selfdefense, I would choose the ramp front
sight design and radius the outside top
edges of the rear sight blade. This will keep
the sights from snagging on clothing when
drawing from concealment.

Q.: How do I zero my pistol (or practical
shooting? D.o you prefer fixed or adjustable
sights?
A.: You can base your choice of fixed or
adjustable sights on the following: You
will need adjustables if you plan on shoot
ing a number of different loads, especially
bullet weights. I like thoe Bo-Mar
adjustable with its· \Yide' blade. It is very
durable and gives a cl~ar, precise sight pic
ture. Load flexibility and sight picture are
the only advantage I see with adjustable
sights. If you confine your shooting to just
one load, fixed sights are a good choice. If
properly installed, they are more durable
than adjustables. Fixed sights are now
available with a rear blade which gives a
sight picture almost i!lentical to the Bo~

Scale %

Handguns to
44 Magnum

PN-TI61201

Silhouette is
shock mounted
bending back as
it is hit then
springing back
with a clang to
its original
position.
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Dealer Inquiries Invited. Write or call for additional information.

Beeman Precision Arms, Inc.
47-HG5 Paul Dr., San Rafael, California 94903 U.S.A., (415) 472-7121 - 24 hours, 7days

Beeman/FAS 602
• .22 LR Standard pistol

• extremely low line of sight greatly
reduces muzzle jump because center
of bore exactly lines up with shooters

forearm • superb adjustable trigger

Beeman/FAS 601
• .22 short rapid fire pistol

• extremely low line of Sight
• six gas vents reduce muzzle Jump

for maximum stability dUring rapid lire
• anatomical walnut grips. 21 verSions

Reduced Recoil
U Muzzle Jump

Mag-Na-Port® has 10 years in the
recoil reducing business and we're
still growing. Many imitators have
tried to copy our process but
consistently fail.
Mag-Na-Port~the original muzzle

venting process, has become famous
because thousands of shooters in
sist on having greater control of
their firearm. It will NOT change
Ballistics or Accuracy.

IJllliltffi ® ask y::: ;;;~/:r i~{0:ri~i:'o~
.1302 Executl.,. Drtve

Mt. Ctemena, MI n045
(U.s. Patent No. 3808943) C.II: (313) 4111-7534

CLARK AIMPOINT
SCOPE MOUNT'

CLARK .45 GRIP SCOPE MOUNT
also available

$31.00 plus $1.50 postage

(Please specify Almpolnt or scope.)
Available from Gil Hebard and Brownell

6 oz. aluminum mount made specifically for the Aimpoint.
Replaces left grip on the .45 auto and designed to put the Aim
point scope directly over the bore. Mount clears guns with rib
sights attached. Right or left handed. Mount has 2 extra pre
drilled holes with screws for positive anchoring. Liquid metal
anchoring kit supplied to be used at shooter's option. Use of
screws, metal kit or both, controls all mount movement. Complete
with full instructions. $43.00,plus $1.50 postage.

See your local Beeman dealer.

Send for NEW Precision Firearms Catalog and
Adult Airgun Catalog/Guide, regularly 55. FREE
With mentIon of code HG5 Add 52 for fast 1sl class
mailing: add $6 for overseas delIvery.

NEW! Beeman/FAS Standard
and Rapid Fire Semi-Autos

Enjoy the relaxing pleasures of target
shooting with the fine Beeman/FAS
601 and 602 semi-autos from Italy.
Both pistols have been winners in
recent top international matches, and
teams from 11 countries, including the
US., use them in the highest level
competitions.

Whether you aspire to be a match
competitor or Just enjoy owning and
shooting fine firearms, Beeman/FAS
pistols will deliver top performance
and pride of ownership.

I Jam!!~:,~la'k
l Rt. 2, Box 22A· Keithville, Louisiana 71047· (318) 925-0836
----- -------------------------'

It's an amazing fact to many of this
nation's most dedicated handgun
shooters that the one man who holds
more records and has represented
the United states in International
Olympic competition six times has
not received the Outstanding
American Handgunner Award.

His shooting career IS unique in its
length of span and honors won. This
man rewrote the entire record book.
From 1936 through 1955 he
compiled an unequaled shooting
record, including six National
Championships, eight Mid-Winter
championships and a berth on six
Olympic or World Championship
teams.

In 1940 he broke 2600 a full
seven years before anyone else. And
in 1950 he registered 2649, a score
and feat undreamed of at that time.

His entire adult life has been
dedicated to shooting, instructin9
and fighting for the sport he loves
and excels at. No shooter has ever
equaled this man's record, and it is
doubtful if anyone ever will.

For many years he has served on
the NRA's Board of Directors and
was the authority always consulted
when a problem arose as a shooter,
judge, coach or instructor

He was a U S Marine Corps
shooting champion and Detroit Police
officer, who led his pistol teams to
many victories and championships.

Today, Harry Reeves is a retired
Detroit Police inspector. At the age of
72, he still labors for the handgun
world.

There is no handgun shooter today
who can match his record of
dedicated service to the shooting
fraternity. As a director of the NRA,
his judgment has been eagerly
sought when questions and events of
pistol competition-national or
worldwide-were raised.

The OAHA (Outstanding Amencan
Handgunner Award) people could at .
least take a leaf from the book of the
Motion Picture Academy and present
this man the award. in the name of
its foundation, thiS year.

Of all previous award winners, not
one could match this man's long
record of dedication to the sport of
shooting.

I served with this man in the
Marine Corps and on the Detroit
Police Department. I've known him
for 45 years and no one is more
deserving of this honor

Richard W Lace
Sanford, North Carolina

Ex-colleague commends
Harry Reeves for award
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J.D.JONES

HANDGUN HUNrlNG

REVOLVER 'PRACTICALLY USELESS'
FOR BIG GAME HUNTING IN AFRICA

I 've recently returned from a Handgun
Hunters International-sponsored Af

rican safari.
Six of us hunted with Don Price of

Nuanetsi Hunters (P Bag 2008, Mwenezi,
Zimbabwe).

We flew into Johannesburg, South Af
rica and then took a charter flight into
Nuanetsi. Had we wanted to, we could
have been hunting 10 minutes after touch
down. Don runs a highly efficient outfit
with excellent accomodations, food, vehi
cles and staff.

Generally, we hunted with one profes
sional hunter and three trackers.

A typical day started with a 5 a.m. wake
up. Tea or coffee and cookies or cake were
served for a light breakfast; then we left
about 5:30 to hunt. It was cool-around 50
degrees F.

If, for example, we were hunting water
buck, we would go to one of the dry rivers

and the trackers would take over. After
finding a track, we would follow it until we,
lost it or gave up, found the animal wasn't
a suitable trophy, or either killed it or
missed it.

There are virtually no wounded and lost
animals in this part of Africa. Trackers will
follow anything hit and you are bound to
stay on it until you kill it-even if it takes a
couple of days. Normally, even with a bad
hit, the animal is found and killed within
two to three hours. It's probably useless to
tell about the skill of the trackers, because I
doubt ifyou would believe it without expe
riencing it.

Frankly, I've never believed the tales of
how tough African animals are. I've al
ways figured that animals of equal size
would generally be equally strong and
tough. Pound for pound, however, African
animals are a lot tougher to put down than
game found in the states.

CARTRIDGES GET WORKOUT
Certainly, one safari doesn't make me or

anyone else an expert. It does, however,
put me 38 animals in experience ahead of
where I was before the safari got under
way, plus what I observed other handgun
ners shoot.

We gave the .375 JDJ, .45-70, .358 JDJ,
.44 Magnum and.41 Avenger a good work
out.

For African hunting, any revolver is
practically useless unless you want to wait
at waterholes and ambush whatever comes
in with close-range shots, or spend a lot of
time in unsuccessful stalks. A scoped re
volver, as a primary arm, would be far
more effective than iron sights. Just seeing
animals in deep shadows through heavy
brush is a problem.

Extensive testing of various .44 caliber
bullets showed my 320-grain hard-cast
bullet to be far superior to anything else we
tried-including FMJ .44s. Obviously, a
200-grain hollowpoint bullet would do
better on a 60-pound impala than a 320
grain hard bullet, but if you need to shoot
something that weighs a ton, and you have
a 200-grain hollowpoint in the cylinder
you're up that proverbial creek without a
paddle. The hard-cast 320-grain bullet will
kill that 60-pound impala as sure as the
sun will set tonight.

The .41 Avenger, with a 185-grain cast
bullet at 1,385 fps velocity penetrates fairly

Continued on page 28

Inside, the Cannon will also please
you, with sturdy oak-faced %-inch
plywood shelves lined with high
quality knit pile upholstery fabric and
a variety of interiors to let you tailor
your Cannon to your exact needs.

There's a size Cannon that will
fit your needs. Call today. Right
now is the time to be safe rather
than sorry.

Here's the safe built to take care
of all your worry-causing valuables,
from your tiny delicate jewelry to
golf clubs and guns. Room even,
for your high-fi equipment and
cameras when you leave the house
for a week-end or a vacation.

And the Cannon gives you more
hard-steel protection for your
money than any other safe. 740
pounds of steel, and 24 cubic feet
capacity, with ~-inch of steel
plate all around. Heavier and thicker
steel protection than in models
costing twice- as much.

You'll appreciate the Cannon's
handsome, antique 'styling, too.,

$599
EO.B. Factory
Choice of custom interiors available for $99.95

If you want to take a vacation
from worry, Cannon should be

your first resort.

r ----------AH0584.

I
Please send me additional information on the Cannon I
Safes, and the name of my nearest dealer.

I Name I
I Address I
I City StatL--Zip--- I

I~~C~::~3H I
I . 9358 Stephens Street II Pico Rivera, California 90660 I
I (800) 242·1055 Outside California I

(800) 222·1055 Inside California._---------------------_ ..---------_..
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SITUATION:

REQUIREMENTS:

RECOMMENDATION:

REMARKS:

OPTIONS:

MKIV
series 80

Government
Model

C 1984 Colt Industries Operating Coq>

Purpose
An all-purpose handgun that will meet the needs of individuals in a variety of
situations-target shooting, protection in the home or wilderness, and hunting small to
medium size game. Must be a top performance handgun for law enforcement use.

The handgun must be reliable with a reputation for service and durability. It must be
versatile and must be able to withstand the rigors of extensive use. The ability to handle
a variety of ammunition, and overall quality are strong considerations.

For those wanting the simplicity of a revolver-The Colt MK V Trooper in 357 magnum.
For those who prefer the added fire power of a semi-auto pistol-The Colt MK IV Series
80 Government Model in 45 ACP or 9mm.

Revolver-The totally reengineered frame and firing mechanism of the MK V revolvers
provide a lighter trigger pull and therefore a steadier sight picture.

The shortened hammer arc means less lock time resulting in a steadier hold and
improved accuracy.

The MK V continues to have extended service durability features exclusive to Colt
designed revolvers. The cylinder has extra thick walls and the cylinder bolt notches are
cut between the chambers where the walls are even stronger. Colt's unique dynamics
rotate the cylinder clockwise to ensure it stays closed by rotating into the latch pin rather
than out of the latch pin and frame.
Pistol-The Colt Government Model continues the long tradition of dependability since
its adoption by the U.S. military in 1911.

In 1983, a firing pin lock was incorporated into the MK IV Series 80 pistols, allowing
the option of carrying the pistol fully loaded, "cocked and locked", a carrying option
utilized by many in law enforcement. This same basic pistol has also been preferred by
more world class competitive shooters than any other.

• MK V Lawman; economical fixed sight 357 magnum revolver.
• Combat Government Model; extra options for practical pistol shooting.
• Commander; shorter, lighter and more compact semi-auto pistol.
See your Colt dealer for more ...

Cot]" A.-age m
Fine Craftmanship
Hartford, CT 06101

Be a safe shooter-never chamber a round until you are
ready to shoot. Always read and follow the instruction

, manuals Which accompany each firearm. Free instruction
manuals are also available from tbe factory on request.
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You will solve the problems of slippage and inconsistant hold by simply installing a pair of Bullshooters.
Fingergroove Grips on your gun.

Your scores will improve automatically as the fingergrooves insure proper hand placement and totally·
eliminate shifting of the weapon especially during rapid fire.

These features, combined with the natural pointing and handling characteristics give the advantage you
need in hunting or competitive shooting.

EXCELLENT PENETRATION
I think a "back up" gun, when hunting

dangerous game, is a good idea-although
not a necessity. A professional hunter with
a .458 is going to shoot fast if he sees a
potentially dangerous situation occur.

The .358 1D1 did well on animals up to
zebra-size, but would have done better
with tougher 250-grain bullets. The .375 is
far superior on the big guys.

The .375 1D1 and .45-70 were the work
horses. They took everything, including
hippos, giraffes and Cape buffalos. With
one rare exception, if the shot was well
placed, they did well. Penetration of the
270-grain soft point bullet, Hornady .375
full metal jacket bullet (1,900+ fps) and
500-grain .458 (1,400 + fps) couldn't be
faulted. Penetration will run four to six
feet, unless exceptionally large bones
such as both shoulders and spine-of large
animals are hit.

I disintegrated a couple of 400-grain
Speer soft points on large bones at 1,650
fps. When large bones weren't hit, the 400
grain bullet did very well; it would be my
first choice on anything elk-size or smaller, .
in the .45-70.

I took a 12Y2 inch barreled .45-70 SSK
T Ie with a 2X Leupold, and a 12Y2 inch
barreled .375 1D1 SSK TIC with a 4X
Leupold. I'll do the same thing again, even
though I wished for the 4X on several oc
casions when I had the 2X.

Most of my shooting was done between
80 and 130 yards with about half a dozen
shots close to 200 yards. You usually shoot
offhand within about three seconds of
sighting an animal, and must be prepared
toshoot both walking and running animals
from any angle. I found that kneeling on
one knee to get under the brush was a use
ful and steady position.

As in any hunting, I can't overempha
size the importance of placing the first
shot-properly. The heart shot is by far the
best. It's much easier than a spine shot.
Lung shots on some African animals aren't
too good. I put a 400-grain Speer .45-70
through the center of a wildebeeste's lungs
at about 100 years. A mile later, he was still
on his feet. That's just one example ofwhat
I mean by Africa's tough game!·

For information on Handgun Hunters
International (annual membership is $15),
write POB 375 MAG, Dept. AH,
Bloomingdale, .......
OH 43910. ""
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well, and it will take 200-300 pound
animals under perfect conditions. Perfect
conditions, however, seldom-if ever
occur.

A scoped TIC .44 would do consid
erably better than any revolver, but it just
isn't enough gun for the hunting we en
countered, although I'll probably take one
on my next trip, along with a 6.5mm 1D1
for some of the little guys. I'll take them
simply to experiment, not because they are
the "right" guns.

Detonics
$24.95
$35.00
$85.00

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-528-1142
ORDERS ONLY

BULLSHOOTERS' new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit. .. An acrylic resin with
5 fluorescent colors; red, yellow, orange,
blue, green, and opaque white. A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes, without heat.
Inserts won't fall out, withstand hot
bluing. Our Fluorescent kit includes side
forms, mixing bowl. and complete, illus
trated instructions on fronl ad rllr sight
inserts. Immediate shipment, satisfaction guaranteed.
20 INSERT 1 COLOR KIT (ANY COLOR) $8.95
20 INSERT FLUROESCENT 6 COLOR KIT .. $16.95 Ppd.
150 INSERT FLUORSCENT 7 COLOR KIT .. $38.50 Ppd.
300 INSERT FLUROESCENT 7 COLOR KIT . $59.00 Ppd.
LUMINOUS PIGMENT (FOR 20 INSERTS) ..... $15.00

FLUORESCENT COLORS!

NEWI BULLSHOOTERS
White Outline Rear Sight Blades
Fit: Colt, Micro, Ruger, Virginian Dragoon

$4.95 Each
Only $3.50 ea. when ordered with any insert
kit.
Also Available with a Luminous Outline,
same prices.

"100% PROFESSIONAL" Shooting Industry, Sept. 1980
"IF YOU WANT TO INSTALL INSERTS WITH PROFESSIONAL LOOKING RESULTS ...
THE BULLSHOOTERS' INSERT KIT IS WHAT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR ... 1981 American
HandgunnerAnnual

GENUINE BULLSEYE SPRING 'KIJS
Ruger d/a Revolvers (.357 & .44) $8.60 Colt Automatic Pistols -. $14.45
Dan Wesson (.357 & .44) $8.60 Browning Hi-Powers $13.50
Smith & Wesson J Frame $8.60 SlJIith & Wesson Mod. 39 & 59 $13.50
Smith & Wesson N, K, & LFrame .. $11.50 Ruger New Model Single Actions .. $11.50
Colt Python & Old Style Trooper ... $11.50

EB
BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY ==

L
(MasterCard 1241 East Prince Road/P.O. Box 13446 VISA

Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924
Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B,E.W.B. Corp.

Copyright, © 1983 BEWB CORP.

BEAUTIFUL CONTROL
NOW AVAILABLE FOR COLT PYTHON,

S&W, N, L & KFRAME REVOLVERS
AS WELL AS AUTOMATICS

Now you can have beautiful control in Cocobolo, Zebrawood, Rosewood, or other unusual exotic woods,
like the exhibition grade Bocote illustrated above. Quality engineered, finely finished, your new Bull-
shooters' Fingergroove Grips will give you positive, beautiful control. Revolvers

Hi-Powers
S&W39 & 59

$33.00
$45.00
$85.00

Colt
Walnut $24.95
Standard Grade Exotics $39.95
Exhibition Grade Exotics $85.00
Send $1.00 for our complete brochure. Dealer inquiries welcome.

SUPERIOR CONTROL
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE UGLY.
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1927 A1 DELUXE .45 CAL.

1927 A·3 22 CAl. DELUXE

1927 A·1 C LIGHTWEIGHT .45 CAL.

rid's Premiere Mini-Revolver
Produced by the ORIGINAL Manufacturers

• All new cylinder design incorporating the best
of safety and convenience features.

cartridge provides maximum safety with .22 ammunition.
gun can be safely carried with a full five rounds providing

maximum fire power by using the safety slot between chambers.
• The only five shot magnum mlnl-revolver.
• The world's smallest mini-revolver ... our .22 Short.
• Quality manufactured backed with a limited lifetime warranty and over

40 years of precision machining for the Aero-Space Industry.
• Laminated wood grips standard on all production models.
• Available barrel lengths for the .22 Short..22 L.R.. and .22 Mag.,

1 lIB", 1 5/B", and for the first time, a 2 112".
• Full line of accessories available, Including: leather holsters; cast

aluminum and sJlver/tlJrquolse belt buckles; simulated ivory, turquoise
and a variety of colored wood grips; Inletted presentation boxes.

1800 N. 300 W.
P.O. Box 707
Spanish Fork,
Utah 84660

[801) 798-9893

I have 34 years experience repairing and building all types of sporting
firearms. Complete facilities for the type of work that is required.

Combat • Pin shooting • Target • Silhouette
COLT FACTORY WARRANTEE SERVICE CENTER

HIGH STANDARD SPECIALIST - ALL MODELS
SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION IMPROVEMENTS

A one man shop that cares, and a shooter who knows what the serious
shooter wants. All work is guaranteed.

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN GUNSMITH
Hartland Blvd., East Hartland, Conn.

Tel. (203) 653-3901 Zip 06027

WHEN QUALITY COUNTS....
NORTB
AMERICAN
ARMS

PISTOLSMITH

iii Semi-Automatic Versions of the famous
\' THE1911·A1 "Tommy Gun" 1927 AS PISTOL

GOVERNMENT MODEL SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL
.45 ACP AUTOMATIC PISTOL by Auto Ordnance Corp. DRUM.

NOW AVAILABLE IN 9mm.

As the manufacturerof America's most recognized guns, we know the
importance of maintaining a reputation. Quality parts and expert crafts
manship go into each gun and it shows! Send $1.00 for illustrated

catalog describing each model and our full line of accessories.

II' Auto..Ordnance Corporation
!,' Box AH-5, West Hurley, N.Y. 12491 (914) 679-7225

(!) ---- ,

GAVIN CARSON

away. So we just look over the course and
find the piece which is going to cause the
most trouble. It's usually easy to identify;
and we set up that piece only.

The most important single movement to
practice is the' actual shooting position.
The best assault course shooter I've ever
seen is Jimmy von Sorgenfrei, the 1979
IPSC World Champion. Jimmy is blessed
with almost perfect natural balance, so
that when he arrives at a barricade, or
comes off an obstacle, he lands balanced
and ready to shoot. Most shooters stagger
around, catch their balance, and then start
to shoot. Jimmy lands in the shooting posi
tion ready to go.

Since most of us don't have that natural
ability, we must practice jumping and
landing on a firm, solid footing. I recom
mend practicing the run from station to
station. Some people can run flat out,
come to a screeching halt, and still make
good shots. Others shouldn't try it. They
should slow down as they approach the
shooting station. They might think they're
losing time by slowing down, but they're
really gaining time because they're more in
control. Smoothness is what does it.

Winokur: What are some of the most
common assault course mistakes?

Carson: A lot of shooters lose valuable
time by hanging around too long after
shooting a stage. It constantly amazes me
how many shooters fail to reload while
they're moving. A static reload is going to
cost you two seconds, like it or not.

I've also observed that the average
shooter will engage the farthest target first.
I think it's better to shoot the closest target
first. It allows you to settle yourself after
the run from the previous shooting station,
and it gives you confidence because you
can see your hits on the target.

Finally, too many shooters ruin a good
run by missing the stop plate. They don't
take that extra second to get a good sight
picture and squeeze the trigger. Most as
sault courses are designed so that you only
have one or two shots left for the stop
plate, so a miss can be very demoralizing.
It puts so much pressure on the second
shot that you wind up taking three seconds.

Winokur: On the subject of "match
pressure;' you've said that conquering it is
the key to winning.

Carson: The difference between an or
dinary shooter and a champion is how he
handles match nerves. In my opinion,
shooting is 15 percent ability and 85 per
cent mental control. Almost anyone can
master the mechanics.

Winokur: As you have so ably demon
strated in many a pistol match, Gavin.
Thanks for sharing your knowledge......
with Handgunner readers. ~

Continued/rom page 14
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1927 A1 DELUXE .45 CAL.

1927 A·3 22 CAl. DELUXE

1927 A·1 C LIGHTWEIGHT .45 CAL.

rid's Premiere Mini-Revolver
Produced by the ORIGINAL Manufacturers

• All new cylinder design incorporating the best
of safety and convenience features.
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gun can be safely carried with a full five rounds providing

maximum fire power by using the safety slot between chambers.
• The only five shot magnum mlnl-revolver.
• The world's smallest mini-revolver ... our .22 Short.
• Quality manufactured backed with a limited lifetime warranty and over

40 years of precision machining for the Aero-Space Industry.
• Laminated wood grips standard on all production models.
• Available barrel lengths for the .22 Short..22 L.R.. and .22 Mag.,

1 lIB", 1 5/B", and for the first time, a 2 112".
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COLT FACTORY WARRANTEE SERVICE CENTER

HIGH STANDARD SPECIALIST - ALL MODELS
SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION IMPROVEMENTS
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Tel. (203) 653-3901 Zip 06027

WHEN QUALITY COUNTS....
NORTB
AMERICAN
ARMS

PISTOLSMITH
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\' THE1911·A1 "Tommy Gun" 1927 AS PISTOL

GOVERNMENT MODEL SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL
.45 ACP AUTOMATIC PISTOL by Auto Ordnance Corp. DRUM.

NOW AVAILABLE IN 9mm.

As the manufacturerof America's most recognized guns, we know the
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manship go into each gun and it shows! Send $1.00 for illustrated

catalog describing each model and our full line of accessories.
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!,' Box AH-5, West Hurley, N.Y. 12491 (914) 679-7225
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AMERICAN HANDGUNNER WELCOMES
letters to the editor of no more than 350 words.
They must include the writer's full nome and
address and be typewritten. Letters may be edited
for purposes of clarity or space. Editor.

Cop dislikes J. D. Jones
and hunting with handgun
I'm getting tired of J. D. Jones killing
big game for what appears to be
"sport hunting."

As a law enforcement officer I
carry a .357 and a 45 Auto for
protection only I feel every citizen
should have this right; however, to kill
for sport only is a real shame I can
understand if there are mitigating
circumstances, such as disease.

I would like to see Mr. Jones hung
upsidedown and a lion holding a file
by his teeth and claws.

You can print this, but I doubt you
will. You can use my name

George J. Foster
Hazlet; New Jersey

Sig Sauer owner praises
Interarms for its service

On July 7. 1983 I purchased a Sig
Sauer P220 45 ACP double-action
auto. At the range, the pistol shot
very low. I contacted the area
representative for Interarms, and he
put me in touch with Richard
Alexander of Interarms in Virginia.

By phone, I described my problem.
A few days later I received in the mail
a new rear sight; no charge. Two
weeks later, I broke the right grip
panel. Another call to In terarms , and
a new grip panel by return mail, no
charge.

Top-break revolvers
good for 'southpaws'
Recently, I have been reading some
interesting articles about the top
break revolver I am 60 years old and
have owned some real good top
break revolvers, and find that they
have advantages over the swing-out
cylinder.

As I am left-handed. the top-break
is the only revolver that has no
disadvantages for us "southpaw"
shooters. I feel sure the top-break can
be made strong enough for any
sensible load. and I would like to see
more of them on the market. I
especially like the Webley design.
WF Martin
Kenova. West Virginia

SPEAK
our

J

Q

your order as personal cheCkS must clear before
order is sent.

If amount for shipping and handling is not ade
quate, the balance will be sent COD (Cash Only).

o

Short Cylinder P.P.C. Conver.;ion u.s. Patent
Douglas HO twist BBll,Ql1O" Pia. 6" long
Square recess muzzle
Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 spc.

H.B.w.e. only

ppc, ISPC, DUTY, TARGET, • Reduced Leading
SILHOUETTE, AND SPORT • No bullet jump Fred Schmidt

• Reduced recoil Tel: (004)7-
X-Ring Accuracy 5004 Signal Hill Rd.
Each gun individually built Mechanicsville. Va 23111

CUSTOM 'SMITH PIIOFIU,

lJ1rrba ~Utt §l~l1p
CUSTOM COMPETITION HANDGUNS

CUSTOM
~tNa~,,,"~~~!~

Micro, Bomar front sights. lB.95
B. King's Bushing Wrench 3.00
C. King's White Outline Blade will fit Ruger, Colt,

Micro sights. 5.50
D. King's Recoil Buffer & Heavy Duty Plug Set for

Colt 45 Auto; 416 stainless steel, RC 30-35 (spec-
ify Government or Commander) 26.50

E. Magazine Base Pad 1.25
F. King's Wide Combat Grip Safety-no alteration to

frame (specify Gov't or Commander) 26.00
G. King's Recoil Spring Guides; 416 stainless steel,

ground, heat treated finish (specify Government
or Commander) 26.00

H. King's Trigger Boot for Colt45 Auto, acts as stop,
Gold Cup Width 12.50

I. King's Target Bushing (blued), 45, 38, 9mm 9.95
J. King's N.M. Bushing; 416 stainless steel RC30-35;

45, 38, 9mm 16.50
K. King-Tappan Combat Sight, the famous original

for Colt 45 Auto
Set 29.95
L. King Hard Ball Sight Set 20.00

King's Hard Ball wlwhite Outline Set 23.00
M. King's Combat Speed Safety 19,00
N. King's Extended Slide Stop 30.00
O. King's Recoil Compensator-with National Match

Bushing, machined from one piece .416 stainless
RC30-35 for 45 Autos.
Must be fitted 34.00

P. Kit will do 50/60 inserts, glass mixing bowls,
dropper, and detaiied instructions included

E 13.50
Q. King's Custom Narrow Slot Grips Screws .416

stainless. 1.35
(Also available in blue lin ish)

Gunsmiths inquire about quantity prices

GunsmIthing at the fines" Have your Colt Auto or
ours customized as only King's can do it! We've been
satisfying our customers nationwide for over 30
years! InqUire for prices.

Please give street address for shipping as we pre
fer to ship UPS although we will ship by U.S. Postal
Service if necessary.

A cashier's check or money order will speed up

M

For inquiries, send self-addressed stamped envelop.e· to:

KING'S GUN WORKS AH-1, 1837 W. Glenoaks Blvd. Glendale,
. CA 92101 (213) 956-6010

COD (Cash Only), MASTER CARD, VISA ACCEPTED.
*CA. RESIDENTS ADD 6%. SHIPPING & HANDLING 1.50.
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Mickey Fowler & Mike Dalton
International Shootists Inc.

"This system is a must
for anyone serious about
improving their 'defensive'
or 'competition' pistol skills",

ADVANCED .45 TECHNOLOGY'S
FIRING SIMULATOR is the first
breakthrough in dry fire practice that
allows the .45 to be dry fired in a realistic manner as it cycles the slide, recoils,
and cocks the hammer as fast as you can pull the trigger. Scores will be dramatic
ally increased once practice is started using the FIRING SIMULATOR. Practice
can begin anywhere, home or work, at a cost of less than 80 shots per penny when
using C02,

Detailed brochure sent on request ORDER FROM:

SIMULATOR for std, .45 $120.00 ADVANCED .45 TECHNOLOGY
SIMULATOR w/C02 regulator, 120 P.S.1. $156.00 Dept AH
SIMULATOR 1031 Elder Sl

w/reg. & fUll C()2 bottle $236.00 Oxnard, CA 93030
I S I "home practice dry fire kif' (805) 485-0113

included with each order (805) 485-4435
All prices include shipping. surtace UPS. Full CO' cylinders cannot be shipped air. Payment either C.O.O., Visa Master·
Card, rnooey order, or cashier's check. All personal checks held until clear. Calitornia residents add 6% sales tax.

Add S2.50 ·p0s.tage and handling per order,
COD's welcome. NO credit card orders
please. Ark. residents add 4% sales tax.

All M. 0., cert. check and COD (cash) orders
eProcessed within 2 business days,

Send S2.50 tor our illustrated catalog of
Custom Combat Modifications and complete
line of Handgun Accessories, or request one
Free with your order.

FIRING SIMULATOR
.45 AUTO

I want your readers to know that
this company cares about its
customers and the quality products it
imports.

To date. I have fired more than
2,000 factory and reloaded rounds
through this pistol; with no
malfunctions of any kind. Its
accuracy is comparable to my
combat customized Colt Gold Cup
.45 auto. The P220 shows no wear
on its anodized alloy frame, and is
nowmy #1 duty gun.
Ray l. Robinson
Santa Ana, California

French reader extols
.32 S&W Long revolver
Here's my subscription renewal-a
great magazine!

I was very surprised to read in
Jerry Rakusan's Industry Insider
column about the hybrid Manurhin
Ruger revolver ("MR Special Police")
being a collector's item. We have a
MR73 barrel and cylinder mounted
on a Ruger frame; 11,000 were
made for the French police as their
standard weapon.

The reasons for this are simple:
money.

In 1971, the Service d'etudes
techniques de la Police Nationale,
headed by master shooter Valery
Carmona. began a study with
Manurhin plants for an ambitious
program of producing a dual purpose
(police-sporting) 357 Magnum
revolver

The first prototype was issued in
1973, the then-named MR73

It was the first French-made big
bore revolver since the Modele 1892
(often wrongly referred to as the
.. Lebel revolver" by some American
gunwriters) .

The MR73s were given to some
special units. such as motorcyclists.
who were unable to operate their
Single-action autos while riding, and
marketed (in small quantities) to
shooters in six barrel lengths, from
2 Y2-inch to 8-inch

The MR73 was required to shoot
9mm Luger ammo. The first shooters
to use MR73 in ISU matches had to
face the problems of firing 38
Special WC ammo in its 354
inch bore.

This year, the gun was successfully
developed for sporting use (such
as ISU matches, which are well
developed in Europe). Manurhin is
offering two fine single-action
revolve~s: the MR38 match in .38
Special caliber, and the MR32
Match. for 32 S&W Long WC only.

The latter may be considered the
finest revolver available today in the
Western world to fire ISU matches (a
French shooter won a bronze medal
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OFFICIAL RULES

In reference to your article in the
May / June issue of the American
Handgunner on the service pistol
controversy, we feel the Issue is:
what American company makes the
pistol?

With our economy in such turmoil
and unemployment on the rise, our
military should be helping to employ
Americans. Just recently, Smith and
Wesson laid off 300 workers
(actually, more than 500)

Any American company can
produce any caliber. Just use
American steel and American labor.
This is the issue. We are going to
write our congressmen about this
matter and encourage them to buy
American.

We would like to encourage all
your readers to' write to their
congressmen and also urge them to
back America-all the way
Walter J Briggs
Ronald A. DeMena
Pavillion, New York

Service pistol issue:
'Back America' -100 0/0

in the Caracas World Championships
with this gun)

Manurhin IS also marketing two
long-barreled MRs-a 9-incher for
long distance shooting (a typically
British activity) and a 10-incher for
IHMSA matches, for which a special
357 ram-busting cartridge was

developed.
For police use, officials finally

realized that to have every cop armed
with such a costly weapon as the
MR73 would be a luxury French
police couldn't afford. (like having all
California cops using Pythons).

The Service d'etudes techmques de
/a PO/Ice NatlOna/e works with Sturm,
Ruger & Co (GIGN and other French
SWAT teams have Mini-14s . .44
Magnum carbines and even scoped.
bipod-fitted Redhawks!)

The decision was naturally taken to
produce the hybrid gun Mr. Rakusan
wrote about-the MR Special Police

Thierry Valat
Kinesitherapeute
35, Rue de Nantes-56450 Thelx
France

Writer offers more info
on scarce WWII pistol

I have some additional info on the
.45 ACP "Liberator" Pistol
(reference one of your recent "Info
Quickies") It was originally called a
.45 caliber" Flare ProJector," for
security reasons I believe some .45
ACP Flare ammunition was issued

Continued on page36
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(4) Firearms will be transferred in accordance with Federal.
State and local laws. Prizes will be shipped to a Federal
Firearms license holder within the winner's State and within
reasonable driving di~tance, Transfer fees will be, paid by
Crown City Arms. 11 will be the responsibility of the winner to
meet prevailing requirements of firearm transfer. In the event
a winner or his representative ~ails to fulfill legal require
ments, prizes revert to Crown City Arms, local and State
sales taxes. if any, are to be paid by the recipient.

("Mini·14'· and "1022" are Registered Trade·Marks of
Strum. Auger eo Co.)

P.O. Box 550
Cortland, New York 13045
Orders Only: Toll Free 800-847-6703
Information: 607- 753-8238

PLEASE SEND CATALOG,
$1.00 Enclosed

YES I am ordering Enter me in your drawings
and let me know if I win.

NO I am not ordering but Include my entry in
your draWings and let me ~now If I wm.

PrintNeme, _
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(3) All entries must be received by March 25,1984

(2) Wmners will be selected in random drawings to be held
under the superviSIOn of independent judges. The Sweep
stakes Awards for troe Ruger rifles will be publically drawn
and announced at the Empire State Arms Collectors Associa·
tion Show in Rochester. New York,at 1:00 P.M, on Sunday,
March 25.1984. Winners will be notified by mail and need not
be present to win

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED.

IMAGINE! A brand new Ruger rifle! Free! Right out of the
factory box into your hands! All you have to do is load it up
and start plinking. Or a great gift for someone special. Or you
can stash it away for a rainy day. Or. .7

With Ruger you kno",! you can depend on quality and relia
bility. You know your Ruger will increase in value as the years
go by.

All you have to do is fill out and mail your Entry Blank on the
order form. No purchase is necessary. You can send in entries
as often as you like. the more you mail, the more chances you
have to win ... You Can't win if You Don't Enter ... So Mail
Your Entry Today!

EARLY BIRD DRAWINGS
In addition to the Super Sweepstakes, Early Bird Drawings
will occur on January 25th and February 25th. All entries
received by the 25th of January or February, 1984, are eligible
for EARLY BIRD AWARDS FOR THAT MONTH. Winning
entries are then redeposited to be eligible to win in subse
quent monthly drawings and in the overall Sweepstakes.

1st Monthly Prize - A $25 Gift Certificate
2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th Monthly Prizes - $5 Gift Certificates

Gift Certificates may be used as cash towards catalog pur
chases and are subject to terms of gift certificate program.

ACT NOW! TIME IS RUNNING OUT!

1st Place - A Ruger Mini-14 Rifle
2nd, 3rd & 4th Places - Ruger 1022 Rifles

Plus Much More!

Address

City Stste_ Zip__
No Pureha•• N.e.Slary! All Prlz•• Guaranteed Awarded!

(ll To enter, peel off label on back cover and affilt on order
blank where indicated. __ Then check box on Entry Blank and
mail in order envelope provided with this catalog.

TO ENTER - Peel off your addrss label from back cover and when you order by phone. You may enter as often as you wish
place It where ,ndicated on Order Form (or make a reasonable The more entries you mall. the more chances you have 10
faCSimile of Enlry on ordinary paper and Include your name Win NO ONE HAS A BETTER CHANCE TO WIN THAN
and address) Then check appropflate Entry Bolt. Or enler YOUI (No purchase necessary See Official Rules)

~0~~1/ CROWN
\V~o/CITV
\-:3 ARMS

The Most Trusted Name In Gun Parts & Accessories
By Mail Order

I $$$$$$
, illl ;1
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OFFICIAL RULES

In reference to your article in the
May / June issue of the American
Handgunner on the service pistol
controversy, we feel the Issue is:
what American company makes the
pistol?

With our economy in such turmoil
and unemployment on the rise, our
military should be helping to employ
Americans. Just recently, Smith and
Wesson laid off 300 workers
(actually, more than 500)

Any American company can
produce any caliber. Just use
American steel and American labor.
This is the issue. We are going to
write our congressmen about this
matter and encourage them to buy
American.

We would like to encourage all
your readers to' write to their
congressmen and also urge them to
back America-all the way
Walter J Briggs
Ronald A. DeMena
Pavillion, New York

Service pistol issue:
'Back America' -100 0/0

in the Caracas World Championships
with this gun)

Manurhin IS also marketing two
long-barreled MRs-a 9-incher for
long distance shooting (a typically
British activity) and a 10-incher for
IHMSA matches, for which a special
357 ram-busting cartridge was

developed.
For police use, officials finally

realized that to have every cop armed
with such a costly weapon as the
MR73 would be a luxury French
police couldn't afford. (like having all
California cops using Pythons).

The Service d'etudes techmques de
/a PO/Ice NatlOna/e works with Sturm,
Ruger & Co (GIGN and other French
SWAT teams have Mini-14s . .44
Magnum carbines and even scoped.
bipod-fitted Redhawks!)

The decision was naturally taken to
produce the hybrid gun Mr. Rakusan
wrote about-the MR Special Police

Thierry Valat
Kinesitherapeute
35, Rue de Nantes-56450 Thelx
France

Writer offers more info
on scarce WWII pistol

I have some additional info on the
.45 ACP "Liberator" Pistol
(reference one of your recent "Info
Quickies") It was originally called a
.45 caliber" Flare ProJector," for
security reasons I believe some .45
ACP Flare ammunition was issued

Continued on page36
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(4) Firearms will be transferred in accordance with Federal.
State and local laws. Prizes will be shipped to a Federal
Firearms license holder within the winner's State and wilhin
reasonable driving di~tance, Transfer fees will be, paid by
Crown City Arms. 11 will be the responsibility of the winner to
meet prevailing requirements of firearm transfer. In the event
a winner or his representative ~ails to fulfill legal require
ments, prizes revert to Crown City Arms, local and State
sales taxes. if any, are to be paid by the recipient.

("Mini·14'· and "1022" are Registered Trade·Marks of
Strum. Auger eo Co.)

P.O. Box 550
Cortland, New York 13045
Orders Only: Toll Free 800-847-6703
Information: 607- 753-8238

PLEASE SEND CATALOG,
$1.00 Enclosed

YES I am ordering Enter me in your drawings
and let me know if I win.

NO I am not ordering but Include my entry in
your draWings and let me ~now If I wm.

PrintNeme, _

o
o
o

Q)RUGER
:..~-

~~ • Hundreds of ~ $)
~ In New Rifles!

~:~;i-i;S~"
-L;·~

---.;.
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Collected by Jon Winokur

The Switchover
A solid grip is essenrial in pracricol shooring, and
ir's especially imporranr when shooring wirh rhe
weal" hand only My rechnique allows a quid", safe
swirchover and gives maximum conrrol over recoil.

1. From the draw, as soon as rhe muzzle
is poinring safely down range, dis
engage rhe safery wirh rhe righr rhumb.

2. Tilr rhe lefr polm slighrly upward
while moving rhe rhumbs and rrigger
fi nger away from rhe pisro!

3. "f\ocl~" rhe gun inro rhe web of rhe
lefr hand, rhumbs following rhumbs
around rhe grip safery

4. "Wipe ir off'Thar is, draw rhe righr
hand sharply ro rhe rear along rhe plane
creared by rhe exrended fingers.

©Jon Winol<ur 1983

NICI" Pf\UITI
Combar Masrer

,,:,.-

5. Elbow poinrs downward, arm and wrisr are locl~ed Keep
rhe lefr shoulder lower rhan rhe righr in order ro ger more
weighr over rhe gun and rhereby dampen verTical recoil.

3,3
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Now available in aVariety 01 Calibers
The Ruger Redhawk revolver signals the most important advance in the design of heavy
frame double-action revolvers in many decades. It is the first double-action revolver
designed from the start to withstand the stresses imposed by the most demanding
revolver cartridge ever made - the potent .44 Magnum. In addition, the Redhawk
revolver is now also chambered for the .357 Magnum/.38 Special and .41 Magnum
cartridges to make it responsive to a wide variety of sporting and service requirements.

Based on an entirely new mechanism and design philosophy, the Redhawk
revolver encompasses a series of unique improvements and exclusive new features
which make it a truly outstanding firearm. No other revolver made can compare to the
Redhawk revolver in these important details.

The 'rugged construction of this revolver ensures a service life in excess of many
thousands of rounds with no appreciable signs of wear - a durability that has yet to be
fully measured. The great strength inherent in the Redhawk design is accompanied by a
velvety smoothness and elegance in the function of its components which represent the
unmistakable mark of quality - the outcome of creative Ruger engineers reaching for
perfection. The Ruger Redhawk revolver demonstrates its superiority by the results it
produces at the target. A simple comparison of the Redhawk revolver, point by point,
with any competitive model will convince even the most critical user of this superiority.

.44 Magnum.357 Magnum .41 Magnum

Copyright 1983 by 'Sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc.

RUGER and REDHAWK are U.S. registered trademarks

This detailed cross-section of the REDHAWK
mechanism shows this massive double-action
revolver actual size.
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More Ihan World·Class--
World's GREATESTI

o
o
o

THESE NEW EXCLUSIVE FEATURES MAKE IT
THE BEST DOUBLE-ACTION REVOLVER EVER MADE

Heat-treated 416 stainless steel with extra metal in top strap and critical areas around barrel
threads.

Barrel forged with integral rib and ejector housing. Note thick walls of barrel breech and largest
diameter threads ofany production revolver made (3/4' x 20!)

Massive cylinder with wall thickness greater by 25% than that of comparable competitive
models. Locking notches are offset - not cut into thinnest part of cylinder wall over center of
chamber.

REDHAWK REVOLVER WITH OPTIONAL 5W' BARREL

SCOPE SIGHT MODEL
INTEGRAL SCOPE MOUNTS WITH ONE INCH

STAINLESS STEEL RINGS

Grip frame contoured to provide full Magnum-style grip for security and comfort, results in
better control and less perceived recoil. No need for adapters, spacers, or overhanging grip
panels.

New, patented Ruger Single-Spring Mechanism - hammer and trigger are powered by a single
heavy coil spring that provides reliable ignition with a light, controllable double-action trigger
pull. Parts linking hammer and trigger transmit spring energy with minimum friction loss.

New, patented Ruger Locking System locks cylinder in firing position by bolting crane directly
into frame at front, with a strong pilot bearing at rear of cylinder. No reliance on ejector rod for
locking.

Strong solid side-wall frame eliminates need for removable sideplate and contributes to the
great strength of the Redhawk revolver. Field stripping for cleaning and maintenance is quick
and simple - entire mechanism is readily removed from frame without tools.

New Front Sight System features interchangeable front sights. Standard steel red insert front
sight mounts with spring-loaded plunger and is matched to adjustable steel rear sight with white
outline notch. Colored Nylon front sights or gold bead front sight with matching "V" notch rear
sight leaf are optional accessories. Scope sight model incorporates patented Ruger Integral
Scope Mounting System, with one inch stainless steel scope rings included.

Calibers: .357 Magnum/.38 Special, .41 Magnum, and .44 Magnum/.44 Special; Barrel Lengths: 7'h", 5'h";
Overall Length (7'h" Bbl.:) 13"; Weight (7'h" Bbl.:) approx. 3'12 Lbs.; Sight Radius (7W' Bbl.:) 9'h"; Scope
Sight Model: Equipped with Ruger Integral Scope Mounting System, with one .inch stainless steel scope rings
furnished; Finish: Stainless Steel, satin polished.

SPECIFICATIONS:

WRITE FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG OF THE ENTIRE LINE OF FINE RUGER FIREARMS.
SINGLE COPIES OF INSTRUCTION Mt.NUALS FOR ALL MODELS OF RUGER FIREARMS ARE
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST - PLEASE SI'ECIFY MODEL FOR WHICH YOU REQUIRE A MANUAL.

STURM, RUGER & Company, Ine.
2 Laeey Place
Southport~Connecticut 06490 U.S.A.
ALL RUGER FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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100
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(801)
377'1583

Quality loads for your finp hand!!uns carpful
ly asspmblpd on Star pquipmpnt fpaturin!! ac
tual H&G hand-cast or Siprra Jacketpd
Hollow Cavity bullpts. This factory npw
custom ammunition is d~si~n~rl for target,
huntin!!. and self prpsprvat ion, and is wpll
tested in thp forpsts of northprn Npw Mex
ico. Dpalprs, Law Enfon·pI11pnt. and Shootprs
send for list of Spl'('S and pri..ps.

Send decal Of ~tterhead to·PO box IZ76·Provo UT-S4603

,32 Long 9mm Para .38 Super
,38 Special .357 Magnum
.44-40 WCF .44 Special

.44 Magnum .45 ACP & AR
.451 Detonics Magnum .45 Colt

VAN RIPER AMMUNITION CO.
(505)758-3891 Carson, N,M. 87517

(505)758-9821 Ship & Receive:
Governor Bent House, Taos, NM 87571

TYLER'S
BETTER SHOOTING .
with this improved
cost Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt,
S & W ond Ruger D.A.
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED or BLACK $6.00; GOLD $6,50
- ---- TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE

Duroble light weight cost aluminum for Colts, S & W,
Ruger and other modern pistols, rifles and shotguns.
POLISHED or BLACK $4.50; GOLD FINISH $5.
AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT. Send
moke & model of gun. No C.O.D.'s pleose. Add $1.00
for Shipping Charges. Fully Guaranteed. Genuine
Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips & Access~ries.

Buck Knives-Hand·mode Leather Holsters & Belts.

New! IVOREX® GUN GRIPS
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.

1326 W. Britton Rd.• Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114
Call tOil free 8oo-654-B415 Outside Oklahoma

VAN RIPER
CUSTOM HANDLOADS

YOU CAN BE AN EXPERT

I GUNSMITH IN LESS THAN
SIX MONTHSI START NOW AND EARN YOUR DIPLOMA

AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
lOUR fAMOUS STAff OF EXPERTS WILL TEACH YOU:

I
. BASIC/MASTER GUN REPAIR· CUSTOMIZING· CHOKES
• ACCURIZING • BLUEING. SPORTERIZING • SCOPES
• BALLISTICS SECRETS. HOW TO BUY WHOLESALE

I ' RELOADING FOR PISTOL ANO RifLE· SHOTGUNS
• HOW TO GET YOUR FEOERAL fiREARMS LICENSE

I PLUS MUCH MORE'
PROVEN METHODS-CHARTS-EXPLODED VIEWS

I ACCREDITED & APPROVED BY STATE & NAT/ONAL
AGENCIES & BY THE VA. FOR GI BENEFITS

I OVER 40.000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946
MAIL TODAY OR CALL (602) 99CJ.8346

1-------------1• Please RUSH full mfo on how I can become a profes-

I
Slonal gunsmith the QUICK, easy home study way. I

~, '~ No obligation. No salesman will call.

I NAME ------ AGE --I
ADDRESS _~ ~

I CITY STATE lIP I
MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL DEPT. CG54

• • 2538 N. 8TH ST., PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85008 I..._----------

I am writing concerning an error in the
March/April issue,

In Mike Dalton's article on the 1983
IPSC World Championships. he lists
fifth place winner Rick Castelow as
using a Pachmayr .Speciaf in the
match, This is incorrect. The gun used
was a custom Craig Westein of the
Auto Shop in Culver City, California.

Mr. Westein was rather shaken by
this error and we would greatly appre
ciate a correction.

To: American Handgunner:

In the interest ofaccuracy, we publish
the following letter, and our apologies
to all parties concerned.

CORRECTION

during World War II. but it probably
went to Air Force crews who were
issued standard Model 1911 or
1911 A1 pistols The ammo packed
With the General Motors" Liberator"
pistols was standard ball ammo.

I have read two interesting claims
with respect to this pistol The first is
that more enemy soldiers were shot
with the" Liberator" pistols than With
all the Model 1911 or 1911A1
pistols, because they were used by
desperate resistance workers. or
guerilla soldiers, who had to make
every shot count. and fired at very
close range.

The second claim is that the
.. Liberator" was the only gu never
manufactured in less time than it
would take to load and shoot It. This
was due to its simplified riveted-and
stamped construction. on an
assembly line.

It is my understanding that the
.. Liberators" were issued mainly in
the Philippines, not occupied Europe.
European resistance fighters were
more likely to receive Sten guns from
the British Special Operations
executive. (The Sten gun may qualify
for the cheapest submachlne gun
title)

The illustrated instruction sheet
that came with each gun had no
written words. Such an instruction
sheet would have been espeCially
useful in the South Pacific, where
there were so many different
languages and dialects (some were
only spoken), and so many natives
who were illiterate .
James B. Eckel
Farmington. Michigan

Rick Castelow
Madison, Indiana

Continuedfrom page32
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\!£~ By..
ACCURATE
PLATING

& WEAPONRY
lite.

·STAINLESS - STEELI
FINISH ~

5 END S-A.S.• FOR PRICE LIST-DEALERS tNC. FFL

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31

1937 CALUMET ST.
CLEARWATER~ FL .33.1.

Phone 813-733- \.1923
"AccompH$he(i With H$ttl P,hfOIft.;. lJ1.,ltog,WearS like

Stairtless. Hlilrd M Stainless,

Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from Forcing
Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in either 38-41-44-45
cal. Brass cloth patches (Pk. 10) $2.30. Order direct or from
your dealer. Check or Money Order.

2nd Annual ~~UE~ eqos.
Tin Cup Shoot & Pig Roast

MAY 5 & 6, 1984
Robertsville, MO (near St. Louis)

NRA
Practical Shooting Tournament

sponsored by Brauer Bros. Mfg. Co.
and Glendale Gun Club

(you're invited)
$1,000.00 first prize. Plenty more prizes.
$50.00 entry fee includes pig roast, refreshments,
use 'of primitive campground. Send check for
$50.00 to: Glendale Gun Club, c/o Brauer Bros.,
2012 Washington, St. Louis, MO 63103.

~~UER BROS. MFG.~. ~~1~~864

BLUING-NI CKEL
HARD CHROME-GOLD

•45 CUSTOMIZING
COMPLETE GUN SMITHING

WE PLATE MOST ALVMlNUM
ALlOYS

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

$11.75

• Target. Police and Combat patented sights and full length •
• rib sighls for the competitive shooter. •

NEW COMBAT SERVICE! Your slide milled deeply for a
• BMCS BO·MAR rear installation $39.50. Sights exIra. •

• BO-MAR •
• World's Finest Handgun Sights •
• at a"ordable prices Serrated blade ~ •

• Route 12. Box 405 Longview, TX 75605 214·759·4784 •
Send stamped self·addressed envelope lor catalog

••••••••••••••••
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VAN RIPER
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I PLUS MUCH MORE'
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AGENCIES & BY THE VA. FOR GI BENEFITS

I OVER 40.000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946
MAIL TODAY OR CALL (602) 99CJ.8346

1-------------1• Please RUSH full mfo on how I can become a profes-

I
Slonal gunsmith the QUICK, easy home study way. I

~, '~ No obligation. No salesman will call.

I NAME ------ AGE --I
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• • 2538 N. 8TH ST., PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85008 I..._----------

I am writing concerning an error in the
March/April issue,

In Mike Dalton's article on the 1983
IPSC World Championships. he lists
fifth place winner Rick Castelow as
using a Pachmayr .Speciaf in the
match, This is incorrect. The gun used
was a custom Craig Westein of the
Auto Shop in Culver City, California.

Mr. Westein was rather shaken by
this error and we would greatly appre
ciate a correction.

To: American Handgunner:

In the interest ofaccuracy, we publish
the following letter, and our apologies
to all parties concerned.

CORRECTION

during World War II. but it probably
went to Air Force crews who were
issued standard Model 1911 or
1911 A1 pistols The ammo packed
With the General Motors" Liberator"
pistols was standard ball ammo.

I have read two interesting claims
with respect to this pistol The first is
that more enemy soldiers were shot
with the" Liberator" pistols than With
all the Model 1911 or 1911A1
pistols, because they were used by
desperate resistance workers. or
guerilla soldiers, who had to make
every shot count. and fired at very
close range.

The second claim is that the
.. Liberator" was the only gu never
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would take to load and shoot It. This
was due to its simplified riveted-and
stamped construction. on an
assembly line.

It is my understanding that the
.. Liberators" were issued mainly in
the Philippines, not occupied Europe.
European resistance fighters were
more likely to receive Sten guns from
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for the cheapest submachlne gun
title)

The illustrated instruction sheet
that came with each gun had no
written words. Such an instruction
sheet would have been espeCially
useful in the South Pacific, where
there were so many different
languages and dialects (some were
only spoken), and so many natives
who were illiterate .
James B. Eckel
Farmington. Michigan

Rick Castelow
Madison, Indiana

Continuedfrom page32
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lite.
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FINISH ~

5 END S-A.S.• FOR PRICE LIST-DEALERS tNC. FFL

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31

1937 CALUMET ST.
CLEARWATER~ FL .33.1.

Phone 813-733- \.1923
"AccompH$he(i With H$ttl P,hfOIft.;. lJ1.,ltog,WearS like

Stairtless. Hlilrd M Stainless,

Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from Forcing
Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in either 38-41-44-45
cal. Brass cloth patches (Pk. 10) $2.30. Order direct or from
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~~UER BROS. MFG.~. ~~1~~864

BLUING-NI CKEL
HARD CHROME-GOLD

•45 CUSTOMIZING
COMPLETE GUN SMITHING

WE PLATE MOST ALVMlNUM
ALlOYS

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

$11.75

• Target. Police and Combat patented sights and full length •
• rib sighls for the competitive shooter. •

NEW COMBAT SERVICE! Your slide milled deeply for a
• BMCS BO·MAR rear installation $39.50. Sights exIra. •

• BO-MAR •
• World's Finest Handgun Sights •
• at a"ordable prices Serrated blade ~ •

• Route 12. Box 405 Longview, TX 75605 214·759·4784 •
Send stamped self·addressed envelope lor catalog

••••••••••••••••
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American RIFLEMAN
"The RL-450 is an easy machine to use ... is simple
and fast. Ammunition reloaded on the RL-450 gave
uniform results, functional reliability, and good
accuracy."

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Phil Briggs says
. . . this reloader is the one to have if you'd rather
shoot than reload. There's no penalty for the speed ...

SHOOTING TIMES Rick Jamason
Dillon's RL-450 Press: "A masterpiece of simplicity in
a progressive reloading tooL"

BUDMMO Art Blatt says
The Dillon RL-450 actually surpasses the

manufacturer's claims. Its most desirable
feature is its versatility. Dillon's newest cre
ation reduces reloading time and produces
a high quality reloaded metallic cartridge.

RL-450 AMMO WINS
1983 Bianchi Cup . . . . . 1st Place
1983 IPSC Nationals .. . 1st Place
1983 IPSC Nationals .. 2nd Place
1983 IPSC World Match . 1st Place

ONE GOOD BULLET can make the di nee between winning or being dead last.

"-The Dillon RL.450 $l!:~~:~omPlete
EVEN BIGGER SURPRISE

Those of you who have been following the mag
azine reviews already know that Dillon Precision's
RL-450 has done more to bring down the price of
progressive reloading than any other machine
ever manufactured. Shooters who have used the
450 were immediately surprised that they could
assemble 400 rounds in a single hour. Now Dillon
has an even bigger surprise. By marketing our
products direct to our customers we can now sell
you a complete RL-450 for only $185.00 instead
of $365.00. This new price even includes both
large and small powder bars.

SPEED & ACCURACY
World combat pistol champion Rob Leatham

says, "I soon realized the accuracy and consis
tency of the ammo assembled on the Dillon 450
was better than the ammo I had loaded on my
single stage press. Not only was I spending less
time reloading -I was getting better ammunition."

A PLAN
We at Dillon Precision Products had a plan to

make shooting easier for everyone. We wanted
to create a progressive loading machine that
would be versatile enough to load both rifle & pistol
calibers. It had to be easy to operate. It had to
out-perform, out-produce and out-class the com
petition. Most of all it had to fit within the budget
of any serious shooter. Now, by factory direct
sales we are able to realize that goal.

TWIN MYTHS EXPLODED
For years gun writers had advanced the notion

that progressive loading machines did not pro
duce ammunition as accurate as that loaded on
a single station press.

At the same time the factories were telling us
that factory ammunition was better than any re
loads. Well, when the smoke cleared at the three
biggest matches of 1983, not one of the winners
had shot factory ammo - all of the winners had
loaded their ammo on Dillon 450 Progressive
Machines.

TRUTH IN OLD SAYINGS
"When you want something done right, do it

yourself."
In these days of government interference, large

factories are no longer free to hire who they want
or fire those who don't give a damn about the
quality of their work. So if the quality of your '
ammunition is important to you ... load it
yourself. Ask Ray Chapman of the Chapman
Academy in Columbia, Missouri. A factory round
with NO FLASH HOLE knocked him out of the
running in the 1977 world match in Rhodesia.
Chapman says, "I have a whole collection of
factory rounds that failed. Some had no anvil in
the primer, some had burred necks that caused
jams, some had no compound in the primer cup

and several had no flash holes. Chapman
emphasizes, "One of the first things I tell the
students who come to my academy is that they
can reload better ammunition than the factories
make. On police duty I always carry my own
reloads - I know mine work."

If you are a serious match shooter or if you're
loading that "one good bullet" that you may have
to one day use to "shoot for your life," do it
yourself.

The RL 450 uses standard %-14 dies.
Rotary, sequential method of cartridge han
dling makes rapid consistent ammunition as
sembly a snap.

SYMBOL OF EXCELLENCE &
STANDARD OF THE INDUSTRY

Last year more than one hundred million rounds
of ammunition were loaded on Dillon machines.
That's probably more ammunition than was loaded
on all other loading presses put together. As the
stainless steel Dillon RL-1000 became the stan
dard of excellence among commercial loaders,
the Dillon RL-450 has become the standard of the
industry among serious shooters. How could a
small company like Dillon claim such a large part
of the ammunition market in such a short time?

SIMPLE DESIGN &
-REASONABLE PRICE

The Dillon 450 is a major breakthrough. The
450 is not only efffcient, it's simple. As the 450's
four position shell plate rotates, the cartridge
cases are carried around first to the size and de
cap die (where it is sized, decapped and primed),
second to the powder and expand die and then
to bullet seat die and finally to the crimp die. A
loaded round is removed after each stroke and an
empty case fed in. This means it only takes 50
strokes to make fifty rounds, or about eight min
utes. The 450 comes with an easy to use primer
system and match accurate powder measure.

FACTORY DIRECT
We feel that users of precision reloading equip

ment are entitled to deal with experts. That's why
we've decided to sell DILLON direct from our fac
tory. When it comes to customer satisfaction, we
take full responsibility. Knowledgeable support
and professional service are only a phone call
away.

If you want the best, there is no reason to look
elsewhere. Try a Dillon RL-450 for 30 days, put
it on your bench and load on it. If you're not ab
solutely satisfied, we'll promptly refund your pur
chase and mailing cost. There is no way you can
lose.

DO IT TODAY
Ordering a Dillon RL-450 is simple

by phone or mail.
BY PHONE: Call us toll free. A

member of our sales staff will be glad
to answer any questions and take
your order. (Please have your Visa or
Master Card handy when you calL)

CALL TOLL FREE 800-421-7632
IN ARIZONA •.•.•• 948-8009

BY MAIL: We'll need to know your
name, address, daytime phone num
ber and what caliber you will want to
load. Please enclose a bank check,
money order or card number and ex
piration date from your Visa or Master
Card.

THE DILLON RL·450 $185.00
(less dies). Arizona Residents add 6%
sales tax.

NOTE: This $185.00 price now in
cludes the shell plate, powder funnel
AND both large and small powder
bars and large and small primer sys
tems.

QUICK CONVERSION KIT for
other calibers $21.00.

Speedy Delivery
If you order with a bank check, money order, credit

card, or wire transfer, your order is processed for ship
ment immediately. Personal or company checks require
an additional 18 days.

Write or call for the new factory direct pricing on all
Dillon Products.

ilion
• •recIsion

Products. Inc.

7755 E. Gelding Dr.
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
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The BDA offers such features as an ambldextraus safety and walnut grips.

On the range the Browning BDA was accurate and completely reliable.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MAY/JUNE 1984

Designed by John Browning in 1908,
the .380 Automatic cartridge as we

know it today, saw the light of day as the
9mm KUIZ (Corto) in Europe.

Current factory loadings show bullet
weights of 85, 88, 90, 95, and 100 grains;
bullet types from the newest "Silvertips"
through hollow points and full metal jack
eted designs. Velocity is right up there
punching the 1000 fps mark, but energy,
because of the light bullets only averages
193 pounds. Not excessively powerful, but
no slouch either.

Pitted against the average homeowner's
protection piece of either the .32 ACP or
the .38 Special, the .380 really shines; es
pecially in a high capacity 14-round mod
ern automatic pistol. Where the standard
8-round .32 ACP auto will deliver roughly
1032 foot pounds for the total magazine, or
the .38 Special about 1200 fpe for six
rounds, the .380 will spit out more than
double, or 2702 foot pounds of muzzle en
ergy. It doesn't take long to realize that a
high capacity .380 auto will give you a bet
ter shot at the odds-no matter the odds.

Browning's entry into the market with
its version ofa 13-round .380 auto is sure to
be a winner. Made under contract by Be
retta for Browning, and showing only
minor differences between the Beretta
Model 84 and our test sample Browning
BDA, they are basically the same gun.

Where the Beretta has a semi-opened
top slide, the Browning is fully enclosed.
The Beretta has its safety lever pivoting on
the frame, the Browning has its safety on
the slide. The Model 84 has a "Com
mander" type hammer, the BDA's is pro
filed much like the standard government
models. Other than that and a small dif
ference in price or exterior finishes, they
can be called brothers.

Straight from the box the BDA (Brown
ing Double Action) is a handsome gun.
Browning forwarded both blue and nickel
models for testing and since I am ex
tremely bias to nickel finished automatics,
that one immediately caught my eye.

The exterior finish of the piece was out
standing. The front and backstrap is highly
polished, the rest of the automatic is final
buffed to a satin sheen. The side benefit
here is a reduction in glare coming back to
you over the top of the slide into the sights.
The gun is complemented by a pair of un
checkered walnut grip panels with a high
gloss finish.

It was while reading the instructions in
the Browning owner's manual for field
stripping that I noticed the procedure for
taking the gun down in any easy manner
did not quite match the written text.

After locking the slide open, removing
the magazine and inspecting the chamber
for live ammo, Browning states that you
should rotate the takedown lever down
ward to remove the slide assembly. I found
that I had a hard time getting the lever to
rotate in this direction, about 90° from its
rest position.

Continued on poge 55
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WINIHIS.44
SPECIALIEBMINAmB
Sponsored by American Handgunn. and
Personal Protection Syslems,Lid.

The .44 Terminator was developed as the ultimate defense revolver. It is
a remanufacture of Charter Arms Model 74433P Stainless Steel Police
Bull-Dog. Remanufacture is done by Trapper Gun of Fraser, Michigan
to Personal Protection Systems specifications. The remanufacture con
sists of:

1. Complete re-work of the action removing single action completely
and removing grooving on top of hammer and trigger, accomplish
ing a smooth double-fast tuned action with a 9 lb. plus or minus
10% smooth-staged pull along with installing adjustable trigger
stop with wrench provided.

2. Grooving front of trigger guard for two-hand hold.
3. Chamfering and polishing of chambers.
4. Slabbing sides of barrel, milling front sight for nitesite phosphorus

paint, milling back of frame for nitesite phosphorus paint, ac
complishing a three-dot-sighting system which during day appears
white, but upon exposure to natural or artificial light will glow
violet in darkness.

5. Glass beading entire revolver to create a non-glare fmish.
6. Tasteful engraving on barrel and frame which includes serial

number of conversion. Serial numbers start with 0001 and con
tinue on.

7. Test firing for accuracy with .44 Special ManStopper ammunition
and, for police use, .44 Special Glaser Safety Slugs.

The .44 Terminator comes with its own leather carrying case and
includes a special wallet of 10 rounds of .44 ManStopper ammunition.

Those interested in the .44 Terminator and other specialized hand
guns, ammunition and accessories should have their dealer contact
Personal Protection Systems, Ltd., 101 Pittston Ave., Scranton, PA
18505. Personal Protection Systems deals only through full time fire
arms dealers.

40

TO IIJ1'fllll COJl'fIlS!: Use a postcard,
follow sample; include name, address,
HOM-M/J, local dealer name and address
Mail before June I, 1984. Send to
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER, Box 16025,
San viego, CA 92116. 4

Dealer

Addrees

City Zip

Contest void where taxed or prohibited by law. No
purchase necessary. Winner must comply with all
federal and local laws. Employees and agents of
Publisher's Development Corp. not e1lglble.
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19811H.SA
INTBRNATIOIIALS

More than 1400 shooters'compete in handgun
shooting's fastest-growing sporting event

42

By Philip C. Briggs

T he crowd fell silent as the command
"Load" was called. After six days of

hot and heavy competition, some of
IHMSA's best shooters were on the line to
settle up the remaining ties. The targets
were a mixture of short-course, half-size
chickens and pigs, set at 200 meters.
Twenty shots total; may the best man win.

At the moment the top production
shooters are on the line. Ron Cottriel,
Dave Whitman and Jim Henry are among
the fourteen shooters in International Pro
duction that have logged 80 x 80's and are
tied for third. Ron, shooting a Merrill in
7mm Merrill, has taken nine of the first
fifteen and although he doesn't seem to
know it, he is safely ahead. He has kept
quiet counsel throughout the breaks with
his coach, Jim Jonasen, focusing all of his
concentration on the task at hand.

"Fire." Ron takes the first target, and
with little quiet coaching from Jim, delib
erately works his way across the bank to
finish with three more for thirteen total; a
feat only equaled by five other shooters
and they were all shooting unlimiteds!

The 1983 match was held near Phoenix,

Ron Cottriel, shown here in final
shootoff, was one of 14 who shot an
80 X 80 in the production class.
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NEW GUNS AT THE INTERNATIONALS
Arizona at the nationally known Black
Canyon Shooting Range. This was the
third national match in Arizona; the first
ever was held near Tucson at the Three
Points Range in 1975.

The Internationals have grown a lot
since those early years and it takes a large
range to accommodate the crowds now
larger than anything that existed in the
country-even this range had to be built
for the event. With twenty banks oftargets,
the firing line was over 1600 feet long. With
all targets backed by bare dirt berms target
contrast and definition were excellent. The
match was a major operation, with over
100 target setters, score keepers, safety of
ficers and untold volunteers working in the
stat shack and elsewhere.

A great deal of advance planning and
effort goes into a major match like this one
and it all paid off as everything ran like
clockwork during match week. The bulk of
the credit for a successful event goes to
Maricopa County Parks and Recreation
Department's Lloyd Van Sickle (it's a
county park), Arizona State Director, Walt
Brantingham and IHMSA reps Bert and
Shirley Stringfellow.

There were over 1400 entries this year,
down about a 100 from last year's mid
summer match in Indiana, due partly I'm
sure to the November dates (it's far too hot
in Phoenix in the summer for all but liz
ards). The entries were split nearly equally
between the classes, with Revolver and
Standing drawing about 300 each and Pro
duction and Unlimired attracting about
400 apiece. Entries in the various catego
ries were the least in the lowest skill-level
categories, increasing in each up to the top
(International) level. It appears that the
beginning shooters, those in C or B catego
ries don't feel they can compete in a na
tional match-which is a mistake as the
lower classes often had fewer shooters than
the ten places that were trophied!
Competition was really tough in the upper
categories, and International was nearly
always the largest, with nearly 200 shooters
in the top Unlimited group.

Silhouette shooting (all forms, but es
pecially the long range handgun version)
has had a big impact on the firearms indus
try, but not on all of them, as they have to
work at it to develop the products the
shooters want and/or need.

Hornady ascribes a large part of their
business this past year to silhouette shoot
ers of all kinds and they were at this Inter
nationals in a big way as they have been
since the beginning. They've developed a
ventable handful of specialized bullets for
the silhouette shooter, including new
(revised?) jacketed pistol bullets to cope
with the jacket shedding problem some
have experienced in the .357 Maximum.
They've figured out that a lot of shooters
like to display their accomplishments on
the range and have been awarding straight
patches and hats to successful shooters for
some time now (on the spot at the
Internationals!). Naturally the patches
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T he past year saw work proceeding
on a few more new guns. Of most

interest to the silhouette shooter will
be the Wichita International. This is a
high-quality break-open single-shot
pistol that looks a lot like a Merrill
with exposed hammer. Designed by
IHMSA Vice-President and longtime
silhouette-shooter Bert Stringfellow"
the pistol will be manufactured by'
Nolan Jackson's Wichita Arms firm.
The octagon barrel wears a short
wooden forearm ala the NavY Luger.
Barrels will interchange, but due to
the tolerances that must be held to ob
tain the desired level of accuracy, they
must be fitted at the factory. There
were a couple of pistols from the first
test run of the production tooling on
Wichita's display table at the Interna
tionals; the guns picked up a lot of
fingerprints and a fair number of or
ders. The pistol will be available in
early 1984 in .357 Magnum, .357 Max
imum, 7mm International Rimmed
and .30/30. Price will ~e right at $400.

Anther new pistol at the Interna
tionals that was also subjected to a lot
of fondling is from a firm new to the
silhouette game. M.O.A. Corporation
(110 Front Street, Dayton, Ohio
45402; 513-223-6401) has adapted an
old action style, the falling block~ to

pistols for the first time, to provide
near bolt action rigidity while main
taining the light weight, compactness
and handling qualities of single
action or break-open pistols. Still, by
fitting extra barrels at the factory the
pistol can be converted to another
cartridge through the simple expedi
ent of unscrewing the installed tube
using a special spanner wrench.
Whether or not this interchange idea
will all work out or not is unknown at
this time; it's an interesting concept
though, and I'm eager to try one. The
pistol is a single action, with more
than a passing resemblance to a Colt
Bisley from the action back. The oper
ating lever lies along the front of the
grip/frame and is shaped in a closed
loop like that of a traditional lever ac
tion rifle. The pistol, dubbed the Max
imum, is currently available in .223,
.22-250, 6mm BR, .243, .250 Savage,
7mm BR, 7mmTCU, 7mm-08, .30
Herrett, and .308 in either 10 or 14
inch barrels. Prices are $499 for a
complete pistol and $129.95 for an ex
tra barrel.

Farther away from competition use
is a new break-open single-shot from
Butler Creek Corporation (P.O. Box
GG, Jackson Hole, Wyoming 83001,
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ammo and doesn't have a lot of time to
pull handles.

Dan Wesson was there to see how well
their guns would do and to minister to the
needs of shooters campaigning the mar
quee; their 'smiths did a lot of business,
some of which I'm sure was needed to
bring the guns up to snuff (I know mine
was ailing) and some of which were just
checked because they were there and the
price was right.

Thompson/Center has gotten involved
in the sport in a big way, and the pistols
have been improved tremendously be
cause of their interest. A few years ago the
lines outside their trailer were long and
ever present. This year they weren't too
busy, in fact the guns have gotten good
enough now that one of the group told me
he felt a lot like the Maytag repairman..

Jim Rock of RPM (714-990-2444), the
manufacturer of the Merrill pistol, was
there to shoot and to service competitors
shooting the pistol; Jim and others shoot
ing his guns did well on the line, and he
wasn't too busy fixing them.

Wichita was there, and their display
table held several of their bolt guns and
two copies of early production versions of
their new pistol, the Wichita International
single-shot Production gun. I never did see
a tool box in evidence so I must assume
that the Wichitas in use were trouble free.

Both Ruger and Remington have sil
houette versions of their pistols out, and
have been represented at other Interna
tional matches, but neither were in atten
dance at this episode. Hopefully they will
be back next year to recalibrate.

The handgun silhouette sport is still just
Continued on page 62

powders, has now begun to handle a line of
newly manufactured powders, and they
were there with the latest additions to the
line, four of which (#9, MP 5744, MR
223, MR-2460) look to be just right for
handgun silhouette shooters.

Western Gunstocks (408-688-5884) was
there, as always, with a large selection of
their fancy thumbhole stocks for the Xp,
and a new set of wood for the Unlimited
Contenders.

Silhouette shooters reload by necessity
and both Pacific and Redding were there
to show off their wares. Pacific's new Pro-7
progressive reloader may be just the ticket
for the competitor that needs a lot of

UNITED S~
"""'..,.~

Silhou

Seville in .375 Super Mag from United Sporting Arms.

--
Uf\lllf

bear the Hornady logo.
Speer was there, too and just like Hor

nady's troops some of "the good old boys"
shoot silhouettes and have an understand
ing of the market. Hence they've brought
out new FMJ pistol bullets for those that
want them, and moulds to cast similarly
shaped slugs for those interested in results
and saving money as well.

Sierra showed with a small display and
was interested enough to provide enough
samples of their newly redesigned.44 cali
ber silhouette bullet so that everybody that
signed up got twenty to try.

Accurate Arms Company (615-729
5301), who got their start selling surplus

LOADS OF THE WINNERS - 1983IHMSA INTERIIA1IONALS
Pistol Load

Place Score Shooter State Make Cartridge Bullet Powder Charge Case Primer

InternationalRevolver Class
4 78 Mike Averre WA DW .44 mag H240SIL 296 23.5 WW CCI350

Rams H265FP 296 23.0 WW CCI350
5 78 Jim Jonasen CA DW .44 mag S240JHC HlIO 23.5 WW W7-111
6 77 Dave Whitman CA Rug .357SM H180SIL H4227 21.5 FC F210

International Production Class
2 80 Adrian Jaroslavici CA Mer 7 Mer H154SP 748 31.5 WW F2iO
3 80 Ron Cottriel CA Mer 7Mer H175SP 748 30.0 WW F2IO
4 80 Dave Whitman CA TIC 7TCU S140S H4895 24.0 WW F205
5 80 Jim Henry CA TIC 7TCU S140S H4895 24.0 WW F205

International Standing Class
2 62 Jim Jonasen CA TIC 7TCU H162SP H4895 22.5 RP R61/2

Rams H162SP 748 25.0 RP R61/2
3 62 Jim Musser AZ Mer 7Rkt S140S 748 29.0 WW F2IO
4 61 Dave Whitman CA TIC 7.TCU H139SP H4895 26.0 GI CCI400

Rams S160S H4895 25.0 GI CCI400
5 61 Mike Stimson TX TIC 7TCU Rl25S H322 26.0 WW CCI400

Rams N162S H322 26.0 WW CCI400
International Unlimited Class
4 80 Jim Jonasen CA XP 7INT H162SP H4895 32.0 INT F2IO
5 80 Mike Averre WA XP 7INT H175SP 748 36.0 RP F2iO

Note: Loading data in the above table is for information purposes only - do not use as recommended loads.
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PROFILE

By Sam Baiocco

T raditionally, pistolsmiths have for one
reason or another always been men.

Seeing or even hearing about a female
pistolsmith was indeed a rare event.
Female shooters sure; but a female
pistolsmith-never!

This could be the beginning of a new
era; I recently met my first female
pistolsmith.

She is Virginia (Ginny) Greider who
lives and works in Abilene, Texas. Ginny is
married to a military pilot (Bob), who also
is a competitive shooter. Together they run
Greider's Custom .45 Shop, which special
izes in target, IPSC and combat conver
sions of the .45 auto.
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She does it all, in
cluding fullhouse ac
curacyjobs on .45 au
tos. And she's mighty
talented on lathes
and milling ma
chines. Her fine-line
checkering is superb.

Ginny acquired a background for
pistolsmith work through some of her ear
lier jobs. Working for Timex Corporation
in Little Rock, Arkansas, she developed a
fine touch for fitting and assembling parts.
Over a lO-year period she worked her way
up to quality control supervisor. Later she
went to work for an oil survey company,
where she learned to use precision tools
such as lathes and milling machines.

During this period she met and married
Bob Greider, a pilot in the Air Force. Bob
was also a competitive shooter who had a
big interest in building his own guns. He
eventually expanded his interest and

Continued on page 56
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$~ PISTOL SHOOTING
INTHI SOYliTUNION

Two small Soviet boys practice shooting with their Margolin Me .22LR pistols.

By Heinrich Harke

Pistol shooting in the Soviet Union may
not be everyone's idea of an adven

ture-holiday. It wasn't mine either when I
went to the Ukraine in the summer of 1981.
And it was neither an adventure nor a holi
day that I was heading for; rather, some
hard and interesting work: three months
on a joint Soviet-West German archae
ological excavation in the southern
Ukraine.

Ifyou are an avid pistol shooter, you will
appreciate my glumness about the pros
pect of going about three months without
the feel of a gun, and the smell of cordite!

Yet, I did not acquiesce to the prospect
of such a long interruption of my target
pistol practice; I questioned my Soviet col
leagues about the possibility of attending
practice sessions at a local gun club. Their
reactions ranged from incredulity at such
an "exotic" desire to outright embarrass
ment. One of my Ukrainian friends
spotted an opportunity to score a few
points over his more wary colleagues. We
went together to the sports complex in a
small town just down the road from our
camp, Ordzhonikidze, in the district of
Dnepropetrovsk. There, my friend cut
through all the red tape by walking
straight into the director's office. After a
few minutes, he was back with the good
news: "No problem, in principle. But the
coach is still on holiday, and we have to
wait another fortnight."

This tiny provincial town, somewhere
between Kiev and the Crimea, has a full
time target shooting coach!

WOMAN INSTRUCTOR
Two weeks later, we tried again. This

time, my friend returned with a middle
aged woman whom he introduced as the
target shooting instructor.

Together we walked the hundred yards
to the range, located within the same
sports complex.

"In the way of pistols;' the woman apol
ogized, "we have only the Margolin here."
That sounded fine to me. I never expected
a tantalizing choice of Hammerlis and Hi
Standards here in the Ukrainian steppe.
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After all, Margolin's creations have been
considered good enough for the Soviet na
tional squad (and, perhaps even more sig
nificantly, for export to the West).

As it turned out later, that apology was a
nice bit of understatement.

I was still waiting for a date to be fixed
for my first practice session when we ar
rived at the range. There I was introduced
to two other women, Olga, the charming
18-year old top pistol shot of Ordzhoni
kidze, and Raissa Ivanovna, the armorer.
Yes, the range has a full-time armorer, too.

The formidable arm~rer grumy ordered
me to show her my right hand. Somewhat
baffled, I complied. A moment or two later,
I was handed a smallbore target pistol-a
Margolin MC with wooden target stocks
that fitted my hand-a box of Vostok
ammo, a target scope and ear protectors.

Perplexed by such quick service, I
signed the armorer's book for the gun and
followed the instructor to the 25-meter in-

Full-time armorer Raissa Ivanovna is
sues .22 free pistol and spoHing scope.
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$~ PISTOL SHOOTING
INTHI SOYliTUNION

Two small Soviet boys practice shooting with their Margolin Me .22LR pistols.

By Heinrich Harke
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WOMAN INSTRUCTOR
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Entrance to the Soviet stadium and sports center. Board of honor is on the right.

door range, trailed by my archaeologist
friend, Olga and Raissa Ivanovna who had
locked up her armory. We had the range to
ourselves because it was August and every
one was still on holiday.

FREE AMMO
After some firing, I was told that I could

come to the range any time I'd like, with
the exception of Mondays when the range
was closed all day. The range is open six
days a week, from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

When I offered to pay for my ammo, I
was told it was free! Such generosity
extends to big bore ammunition as well,
and it is not limited to foreign visitors.

I resolved to burn as much of the free
ammo as would be compatible with my
work at the excavation site and in the
camp.

After another two or three weeks, the
quiet scene on the range was drastically
transformed. At the beginning of Septem
ber, the school holidays ended; from that
day on, the range was always packed with
school children, ages 10 to 19.

The range is owned by the GTO, the
state organization for technical and sport
instruction of the Soviet youth, the Ukrai
nian section being called A vangard.

There were no shooters over the age of
20; the organization does not concern itself
with anyone beyond school-leaving age.
Adult shooters are offered similar facilities
at the sports clubs of their factories, kolk
hos (state farms), army units, or universi
ties-wherever they may be working,
serving or studying.

Systematic sports instruction in the
Soviet Union starts at an early age; pistol
shooting is no exception. At Ordzhoni
kidze, school teachers send interested chil
dren at the age of 10 or 11 to the GTO,
where they have an opportunity to learn
the sport properly. Everything is free;
there are no financial burdens.

Small town range
caters to young shoot
ers. Everything is
free, including ammo.
Range has full-time
armorer andfull-time
instructor. Range is
open nine hours a
day, six days a week.

Ordzhonikidze is a small provincial
town, as Soviet towns go, numbering about
42,000 inhabitants. The local GTO is open
to all children and youths of the town. At
the time of my visit, the shooting section
had about 60 to 70 members practicing
regularly. Most shot smallbore rifles, but
about 20 or 30 youngsters fired pistols.

At the beginner's level, this generally
was smallbore precision shooting, supple
mented by smallbore duelling to make up
the full U.LT Standard Handgun course
(or Ladies' Pistol). More experienced
shooters would later graduate to U.LT
Fullbore Pistol shooting, or move into Free
Pistol or Rapid Fire, according to inclina
tion and talent. In this process, they are
supervised and supported by four full
time staff members-a coach, two instruc
tors (one each for pistol and rifle), and an
armorer.

Note typical political propaganda poster and broad streets
and trees in this new town of Ordxhonikidxe (see map).
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a fixed cylinder and single-action lock
only.

• Fullbore Revolver TOZ-49, caliber
7.62 Short, built along the same lines
as the TOZ-36, but shooting a round
that appears to be identical to the .32
S&W Long.

CIVILIAN COURSES LIMITED
Pistols of the Makarov, Styetchkin and

Tokarev types are conspicuously missing
from this list, reflecting the absence of
Practical Pistol, Police Pistol, and Service
Pistol disciplines in the Soviet Union (for
civilians, at any rate). But for conventional
U.LT. and club target pistol shooting, the
armory's basic inventory covers all needs
and requirements. There are enough guns
and equipment to insure that a number of
shooters sharing in the use of anyone gun
is kept to a minimum. The advanced team
members each have their own guns, which
no one else may use.

All ammunition is supplied free, and in
any quantity required for practice and
competition. Fullbore ammo comes in
white or yellow boxes, labelled "7.62 sport
revolver ammunition." It seems to be
remanufactured ammo; empty cases are
returned to the armory. No reloading is
done on the premises. Smallbore ammo
offers a wider choice of brands:

• .22 Short Siluet for Rapid Fire.
• .22 L.R. Vostok-the standard Soviet

brand.
• .22 L.R. practice ammo with grey steel

cases.
• .22 L.R. Tselevye for Free Pistol and

rifle shooting.
• .22 L.R. Temp and Extra for compe

tition.
Special competition ammo is rarely

found at this lower level. Steel cases for
smallbore rounds may sound unusual, but
they do have one big advantage: clearing
up the range after shooting is fast and easy,
with a strong magnet on a string!

STRICT DISCIPLINE ENFORCED
Target practice is considered hard work,

and the coach enforces an accordingly
strict discipline. One of the main reasons
Soviet kids are required to submit to such
discipline is based on the high prestige of
successes in this sport and the sometimes
hidden, sometimes more obvious, prere
quisites. If you qualify for the title of
"Master of Sport:' your picture will go up
on a "Board of Honor" set up in front of
the main entrance to the sports complex
and stadium of your town.

Among the more tangible effects of suc
cessful practice and competition are the
frequent trips to matches within the coun
try, all expenses paid. In September,
shortly after the end of the vacations, the
town's top pistol shot-Olga-travelled 200
miles to Kiev and stayed there for about a
fortnight to compete in the Ukrainian
Championships. Olga is still a high school
student in Ordzhonikidze. She began

Continued on next poge
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•KIEV

• Free Pistol TOZ-35, caliber .22 L.R.: a
conventional single-shot falling-block
pistol with a set trigger.

• Fullbore Revolver TOZ-36, caliber
7.62mm Nagant, still using the
Nagant gas-check system and car
tridge developed for the service re
volver of the Tsarist Empire, but with

Full-time pistol I rifle coach Grogorl;
Alexandrovlch beside board of honor.
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•PARIS
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•
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GUN OWNERSHIP RESTRICTED
All guns used on the range are kept be

hind the solid steel doors of the armory, in
the care of the armorer, Raissa Ivanovna.
Soviet legislation effectively bars private
ownership of firearms with rifled barrels
in contrast to shotguns, the acquisition and
possession ofwhich is much less of a prob
lem. In this case, all guns are the property
of the GTO, which buys the ammo and
any new guns required.

Only the armorer and the coach have
access to the two rooms. Club shooters are
handed their guns and equipment through
a window in the armory door. They must
sign the armorer's book for each gun taken
out. There are about 40 target pistols and a
roughly equivalent number of rifles at the
Ordzhonikidze GTO, most of them of
Soviet make.

Being a pistol shot with very little inter
est in conventional target rifle shooting, I
took a close look at their inventory ofsemi
autos and revolvers. It comprised:

• Standard Pistol Margolin MC .22 L.R.
• Rapid Fire Pistol Margolin MCU .22

Short.

The range is part of a sports complex in
the town center. There is a 50-meter range
with II indoor firing points for rifle and
Free Pistol, and an indoor 25-meter range
for smallbore and fullbore pistol shooting,
with five firing points and a bank. of Ger
man LRM turning silhouette targets. Pre
cision targets are simply fixed to a wooden
bar with drawing pins. The range building
also accommodates a wash room, a chang
ing room (with shooting jackets and shoes
provided free), a common room, the
coach's office, and the armory.
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h ULTRA-VIBE 18
THUMLER'S TUMBLER

pistol shooting at the age of 14 (rather late
for a Soviet youngster aspiring to top hon
ors in sport), and it took her four years of
daily practice to work her way up to the
level of "Master of Sport:'

This is the highest level of a hierarchy of
awards that have been created for all
sports disciplines in the Soviet Union. In
target shooting, this award may be ac
quired from the age of 16 by fulfilling the
minimum requirements twice within one
year. For lesser awards, you must meet the
conditions only once.

'MASTERS OF SPORT'
To give you a standard of comparison,

the Soviet "Master ofSport" designation is
the equivalent of Regional Squad levels in
most Western countries, and close to Na
tional Squad performance in many of
them. The small provincial town of Ordz
honikidze takes pride in having five "Mas
ters of Sport" in pistol shooting alone.

Hardly anyone bothers to wear ear pro
tectors, not even for fullbore shooting in
the indoor range.

Psychological training comes later, at
the National Squad level.

Range safety was not quite as strict as I
would have wished; but then, you may say
the same about a disturbingly large num
ber of clubs in the West. At any rate, I
never saw an accident, or even an acciden
tal discharge, not even with all those
school kids in their early teens having a
first-go at pistol shooting.

Ifthe observations I've made on practice
discipline, range atmosphere, and shoot
ing standards generally give you the im
pression that young Soviet shooters are
tight-lipped pedants, with just one purpose
in life, to become a "Master of Sport;' for
get it! The ones I met at Ordzhonikidze
were a good bunch, having at least as much
fun as any Western pistol shooters. They
made me feel welcome and after but a few
days I really felt at home on the range. My
presence created quite a bit of curiosity
among the youngsters when I arrived, but
after awhile I became totally accepted as
one of them.

Get the facts
straight'
ONLY

aU06 ~

@D¥lJ'onman-

I
:,FA Progressive Pistol
i Ammo Loader
1 loads all calibers

with one,Ii machine!
. *CH~CKOUT

AUTO-CHAMP
BEFORE YOU
BUY!
* Time proven

* Thousands
in use
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14GAUGE STEEL BOX

RUGGED HEAVY-DUTY CAM LOCK
An affordable hidden storage box tor your valuables:
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PACKMULE PRODUCTS-=- 11043-C Oroville Hwy. ..
_ Marysville, Calif. 95901 . _

Phone: (916) 742-152157
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WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER

OF GUN PARTS
BIGGEST NEW - up to date - ISSUE
EVER LISTS & PRICES the 200 mIlhon

items we stock. GUN PARTS
FLINTLOCK to MODERN - U.S.
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Military - MACHINE GUNS

1000 's of Illustrations
Helpful Schematics
OVER 425 pgs.

Used by Gunsmiths,
Shooters, Collectors,

Militaries the world over.
Surlm flrelg. $5.95

Alrllall foreign $12.00 U.S. F.._.
Ir-:-~__~........,..

FULL-TIME COACHES
Is there a lesson to be drawn from all

this? I think there is, because pistol
shooting at Ordzhonikidze is, in many
ways, a representative case. Target shoot
ing is not the only sport offering free facili
ties and full-time coaching staff in this
small Ukrainian town. The entire sports
complex has about 30 full-time coaches for
most disciplines. Have you ever ~eard of a
Western provincial town.with that number
of coaching staff members for youth
instruction alone? In the Soviet Union,
these figures are considered to be perfectly
normal.

Ordzhonikidze is also typically repre- .
sentative of Soviet pistol shooting at local
levels. The training of coaches is cen
tralized at a coaching academy in
Moscow; this means that the general ap-

ANOTHER QUALITY PRODUCT
FROM THE LEADERS IN
CARTRIDGE CLEANING .

Thumler's Tumbler
• Fast
• Twice the production of similarly priced

tumblers

• Handles 200 - 300 rifle and up to 700
pistol cartridges

• Wide stable base

• Heavy steel construction

• Overload protected motor

• Versatile - Polishes
Brass Cases
Silverware
Fish Lures
Coins
Jewelry
Deburrs and Polishes Metal Parts
Polishes Rocks in 1/3 the time of
conventional tumblers

Tru Squara M atal Product.
P.O. Box 585 - Auburn. WA 98002
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manufactured using only the finest lead al
loys to insure consistency bullet after bul
let!! So if you shoot Bullseye Target, IPSC,
PPC, or Metallic Silhouette, O.S.S. Co. has
the bullet to meet your needs. We are so
sure that you will be satisfied with our bul
lets that every box we sell comes with a
100% guarantee!!!!
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proach, and very probably even details of
technique, are basically the same every
where in Russia. It also implies that the
promotion of target shooting, as I experi
enced it in the Ukraine, is not an exception
but the rule. Such an intensive instruction
system, and the strict training attitudes de
scribed do have their disadvantages; the
attentive reader will already have spotted
some of them.

There are also limitations to certain,
orthodox target disciplines. The plinker or
aspiring Practical Pistoleer, for example, is
unlikely to get any free ammo in the Soviet
Union, let alone official approval.

And yet, when comparing East and
West, one wonders why so many countries
display an increasing urge to harass shoot
ers and confine their activities, while the
socialist Soviet Union offers free use of
ranges and guns, free coaching, and free
ammunition.

I, for one, feel I am a bit nearer to under
standing the "secret" behind Soviet
successes in international
sports.

the trails used across the plains in the
1840's and on into the gold rush period:'

Elgin's first involvement with an
organized sporting event came when, as a
distributor for a line of outboard motors,
he became involved in outboard boat rac
ing. During the period from 1948 to 1960
he won several national and a number of
international championships and set 26
U.S. and international records.

.Throughout his life though, Elgin has
been most interested in firearms and
shooting. Toward the end of the 1950s,
Elgin took up clay-target shooting, win
ning 17 national and internat.ional
championships.

"My father was quite a shooter and re
loader and as a young boy 1can remember
working and watching him-I used to do
some of the odd things like weighing
powder.

"I watched my father develop a
cartridge-a .30-06 necked to twenty-five.
He wasn't the first one to do it;' Elgin al
lowed, "but it gave me an interest in wild
catting and later, when 1 was hunting in
Africa in the mid '50s 1 developed a series
of oddbalI-short-cased cartridges. Every
trip I made to Afri~a 1 took a rifle in one or
two of these experimental cartridges.

, "On one trip to Africa with Roy Rogers
(an old hunting, boatracing buddy) I took
a single shot that used a cartridge that later
was to become the .357 Maximum. It was a
long .357 cartridge based on an old Ballard
cartridge (probably the .38 Ballard extra
long)."

With this background 1could better un-
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derstand one of Elgin's earlier statements.
We'd been talking about the second na
tional match and the beginnings of the
game as we know it today.

"At the second day of the match (Octo
ber 2, 1976) we formed IHMSA-there
were 12 founders. Having been involved in
several types of racing-boat, car and
motorcycle-I was well aware of the matter
of modifications and the equipment-race
syndrome. So I proposed two categories of
competition (Production and Unlimited)
that have basically survived to this day."

A full and satisfying career to be sure,
but not one Elgin dwells on. His conversa
tion, in fact his life, now evolves around
the handgun silhouette sport he has been
so instrumental in creating. After living
most of his life in southern California,
Elgin now resides in Idaho Falls, Idaho,
home of IHMSA.

I concluded the interview by asking
. what was next, what were his goals.

"Current goals, right now?" he inquired,
"Well. : . the permanent range project ...
that has occupied virtually 18-20 hours of
my time seven days a week for the last year
and a half (Elgin is handling the entire
project himself, designing, contracting,
supervising-and this last summer he
adopted the herculean task of growing
grass on the sand dune on which the range
is built), and will continue to do so until
the range is completed.

"Above and beyond that I'd like to fin
ish some of the books I have in process,
and hopefully slow down enough to do
some fly fishing again. I've got a cabin up
near West Yellowstone (not too far from
Idaho Falls) that I've been to twice this
year-I'd like to get up there a few more
weekends-I would say that would be a
worthy goal:'

Elgin's family consists ofwife Dollie and
five children. All the children are grown
and save Robert have moved on. Only
Randy, who is on the Army marksmanship
team at Ft. Benning and Robert, who is
part of the IHMSA headquarter's staff
have followed their daq's interest in
shooting.

The interview over, I turned off the
recorder.

Elgin, thoughtful at the memories we'd
brought back, observed, "I've been in
volved in a lot of things in my life, but his
silhouette game is the best:'

There are a lot of us that think that, too.
Thanks Elgin for helping make IIIIIIM-
it all possible. ~
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The slide release serves multiple functions, including that of a key pin for its
disassembly. The M28 looks and feels good and is a mechanically sound pistol.

By Al Pickles

T he new Star M28 double-action 9mm
autoloading pistol is the third pistol

I've owned made by Star Bonifacio Eche
verria, S.A. of Eibar, Spain.

The last one, which I still own and favor,
is the much-touted Star PD. The PD, a cut
down and lightweight .45 auto, was de
veloped around 1975 and is the pistol most
younger shooters and many law enforce
ment officers associate with the firm bear
ing the trade name "Star." It is a high
demand back-up gun still marketed in the
U.S. by Interarms.

My first Star dates me. It is a war sou
venir Model B in 9mm Luger (Para
bellum). Introduced in about 1928,
the Model B roughly resembled the
Browning/Colt design. Mine had the
German markings "WaA 251;' indicating
it was one of the 35,000 purchased by the
Nazis for use in World War II. I picked up
my copy in Italy a few years after the close
ofhostilities, and lost it when my gunsmith
was burglarized in 1958.

The Star Model B and the Star PD are
what one might categorize as "world fa
mous guns." The new Star M28, however,
might easily outclass them and become at
least a contender for the term "classic." It is
a good bet that the double-action M28 will
again be submitted for the next session of
the Joint Service Small Arms Program
(JSSAP) tests to select a new U.S. military
service pistol. .

The new Star M28 double-action auto
loading pistol was introduced in 1979-80.
I'm not trying to be vague on the date. The
first one was "seen" in the U.S. in 1980, so I
assume they were in Spanish production
before that. The first "quaint English"
printing of an operating manual went to
press in December 1980.

STAR FEATURES
The gun, as far as operating principle,

locking system and controls are concerned,
may be roughly compared to the Browning
Hi-Power, except that the Star is double
action.

The M28's square notch rear sight is
adlustable for right and left movement.

The manual safety is ambidextrous and
pushes up to disengage. It opera tes
smoothly and once you've gotten used to
the seemingly opposite (for those Colt
users) direction, it can be quickly engaged
and disengaged with the thumb of the
shooting hand-whichever hand that may
be.

Engaging the safety forces the firing pin
into its recess, where it cannot be struck by
the hammer-a rather novel approach.
There is also a magazine safety, which pre
vents the gun from being fired when the
magazine is removed. This can be a big
safety-plus, or combat-minus-depending
on how you look at it. In any event the
feature could be cancelled quickly by a
competent pistolsmith.

There is also a live-round indicator, vi
sual and tactile, in the form of a bar for
ward of the rear sight that pops up slightly
when a round is in the chamber. This is 'a
great feature that I wish more American

Continued on page 54

STAR
HISTORY
Have you ever wondered why it is

often difficult to gather historical
data about arms plants, or munitions
factories?

Actually, there are several logical
reasons. By the very nature of their op
erations, they are subject to accidents.
More importantly, during times of war
or civil strife, they are obviously prime
targets. Often, good records were not
kept, simply because the gunmakers
never though anyone would be inter
ested. Even the requirement of serial
numbering is relatively recent.

The historical background on Star
Bonifacio Echeverria, S.A. is, unfor
tunately, somewhat vague. The com
pany has always been located in the
City of Eibar, Spain but all of its rec
ords were destroyed during the Spanish
Civil War (1936-39). When the vic
torious General Francisco Franco took
control of the country he "allowed"
only three quality handgun makers to
remain in business: Astra, Llama, and
Star. This government policy did much
to improve the image of Spanish gun
manufacture, which had been marginal
at best.

As best we can guess, Star had its be
ginnings around 1908 with a pistol de
signed by Jean Echeverria. From that
beginning the guns were called "Star;'
but it did not become an official trade
name until 1919.

SOUTH AMERICAN NATIONS
In those early years Star 6:35mm (.25

ACP) pistols were fairly close mecha
nism copies ofthe Mannlichers of a few
years earlier, except for caliber. There
have been dozens of Star models since
then; and later examples, while still uti
lizing modifications of proven existing
designs, are well made.

Several South American nations
adopted Star pistols, at one time or an
other, as their standard service arm.
The famous Model B became the offi
cial Spanish service handgun, and the
Germans picked it up as a substitute
service arm during World War II.

An historically interesting Star was
the Model MD, which was a modified
Model B with selective fire, shoulder
stock and an extended magazine hold
ing up to 32 rounds-depending on
caliber.

These rare guns were once purchased
by the Nicaraguan government and
are resurfacing in that much troubled
nation.

As you can see, some Stars, such as
the old Model MD and the brand new
M28, are busy "making history."
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demand back-up gun still marketed in the
U.S. by Interarms.

My first Star dates me. It is a war sou
venir Model B in 9mm Luger (Para
bellum). Introduced in about 1928,
the Model B roughly resembled the
Browning/Colt design. Mine had the
German markings "WaA 251;' indicating
it was one of the 35,000 purchased by the
Nazis for use in World War II. I picked up
my copy in Italy a few years after the close
ofhostilities, and lost it when my gunsmith
was burglarized in 1958.

The Star Model B and the Star PD are
what one might categorize as "world fa
mous guns." The new Star M28, however,
might easily outclass them and become at
least a contender for the term "classic." It is
a good bet that the double-action M28 will
again be submitted for the next session of
the Joint Service Small Arms Program
(JSSAP) tests to select a new U.S. military
service pistol. .

The new Star M28 double-action auto
loading pistol was introduced in 1979-80.
I'm not trying to be vague on the date. The
first one was "seen" in the U.S. in 1980, so I
assume they were in Spanish production
before that. The first "quaint English"
printing of an operating manual went to
press in December 1980.

STAR FEATURES
The gun, as far as operating principle,

locking system and controls are concerned,
may be roughly compared to the Browning
Hi-Power, except that the Star is double
action.

The M28's square notch rear sight is
adlustable for right and left movement.

The manual safety is ambidextrous and
pushes up to disengage. It opera tes
smoothly and once you've gotten used to
the seemingly opposite (for those Colt
users) direction, it can be quickly engaged
and disengaged with the thumb of the
shooting hand-whichever hand that may
be.

Engaging the safety forces the firing pin
into its recess, where it cannot be struck by
the hammer-a rather novel approach.
There is also a magazine safety, which pre
vents the gun from being fired when the
magazine is removed. This can be a big
safety-plus, or combat-minus-depending
on how you look at it. In any event the
feature could be cancelled quickly by a
competent pistolsmith.

There is also a live-round indicator, vi
sual and tactile, in the form of a bar for
ward of the rear sight that pops up slightly
when a round is in the chamber. This is 'a
great feature that I wish more American

Continued on page 54

STAR
HISTORY
Have you ever wondered why it is

often difficult to gather historical
data about arms plants, or munitions
factories?

Actually, there are several logical
reasons. By the very nature of their op
erations, they are subject to accidents.
More importantly, during times of war
or civil strife, they are obviously prime
targets. Often, good records were not
kept, simply because the gunmakers
never though anyone would be inter
ested. Even the requirement of serial
numbering is relatively recent.

The historical background on Star
Bonifacio Echeverria, S.A. is, unfor
tunately, somewhat vague. The com
pany has always been located in the
City of Eibar, Spain but all of its rec
ords were destroyed during the Spanish
Civil War (1936-39). When the vic
torious General Francisco Franco took
control of the country he "allowed"
only three quality handgun makers to
remain in business: Astra, Llama, and
Star. This government policy did much
to improve the image of Spanish gun
manufacture, which had been marginal
at best.

As best we can guess, Star had its be
ginnings around 1908 with a pistol de
signed by Jean Echeverria. From that
beginning the guns were called "Star;'
but it did not become an official trade
name until 1919.

SOUTH AMERICAN NATIONS
In those early years Star 6:35mm (.25

ACP) pistols were fairly close mecha
nism copies ofthe Mannlichers of a few
years earlier, except for caliber. There
have been dozens of Star models since
then; and later examples, while still uti
lizing modifications of proven existing
designs, are well made.

Several South American nations
adopted Star pistols, at one time or an
other, as their standard service arm.
The famous Model B became the offi
cial Spanish service handgun, and the
Germans picked it up as a substitute
service arm during World War II.

An historically interesting Star was
the Model MD, which was a modified
Model B with selective fire, shoulder
stock and an extended magazine hold
ing up to 32 rounds-depending on
caliber.

These rare guns were once purchased
by the Nicaraguan government and
are resurfacing in that much troubled
nation.

As you can see, some Stars, such as
the old Model MD and the brand new
M28, are busy "making history."
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D:"---__"AST DRAW
~- FOR THE BEGINNER

A complete instruction book detailed with
illustrations on FAST DRAW, gun conver
sions and safety procedures written by three
time world FAST DRAW champion BOB
GRAHAM. Learn the secrets and tips of the
professionals so you can practice with fun
and safety. Send $7,95 to:

TIlE W&STERNER COMPANY
P.O. Box 3394 Conroe, Texas 77305

FIND OUT WHAT'S HAPPEN·
ING IN THE EXCITING
WORLD OF HANDGUNS.
READ EACH ISSUE OF AMER·
ICAN HANDGUNNER.
Use the Handy Order Card to
send for your subscription to
day,

357-DREADNAUGHT
Convert your S&W 27-28

Ruger Blackhawk & T.C. Blls.
Ballistically Equal to 357 Max.

COMPLETE GUNSMITH SERVICE
BAIN & DAVIS
307 E. Valley

San Gabriel CA 91776

Official Cleaning Rod &
Equipment for the U.S.

Olympic Shooting Team.

RR8·2
HANDGUN COMBO

The amazing RR8-2
handgun combo opens
from a compact 4V" to a
full 7%" stainless steel
cleaning rod. The RR8-2
handgun combo comes
complete with .22. .38,
.45 caliber phosphur
bronze brushes and ,
brass jags. and a delrin "
bore guide in a heavy
duty zip-lock plastic
case.
Once piece solid stain- A,

less steel cleaning Rods II
also available.
Write for our complete catalog of

Gun Maintenence Products.

RIG~ PRODUCTS. DEPT. HG5
P.O. BOX 1990

SPARKS. NEVADA 89432.1990
f(, 1983 MITANN INC.

OUf custom·designed
rasp has both a coarse
& fine cut. Perfect for

b. arrel inJetting. wh~r~ fast 51570 '.' c~·
cutting & smooth finishing . .". IN 1
IS desired. Diameter: 1/2", ~$1.50Pslge '
5/8", 3/4" length 2"' 0'" Set 01 3 rasps, ~.
NEW GUNSMITH CATAlOG."s2.00 1 h.ndle..S44.85 '.'

FRANK MITTERMEIER. INC. (Esl.1936)
Uepl. AK-405, 3577"Easl Tremont Avenue, New York 10465

manufacturers would incorporate.
The magazine release button is exactly

where it belongs, at the bottom-rear of the
trigger guard on the left side. Right-hand
ers can easily punch it with their thumb
and lefties can just as easily depress it with
their left index finger. The magazine drops
clear with considerable force, even when
empty. Seating is positive, due to a forward
lip on the base plate. ;

The slide release, as with the Colt, serves
multiple functions including that of a key
pin for disassembly. At first my sample
took considerable pressure to operate, but
once the gun digested its first box of
ammo, all was smooth and easy. This was
my first indication that the gun had not
been doctored, preparatory to a gun eval
uator's test.

The all-black finish is perfect for a mili
tary pistol. Surfaces that might pick up un
desirable glare are nicely dulled. The top
of the slide is lightly grooved; so are the
front and back straps. The black, high
impact plastic stocks are perfectly check
ered for positive gripping. The square
notch rear sight is adjustable for right-and
left-impact adjustment, with no rough or
sharp edges. Disassembly is simple.

.Magazine capacity is 15 rounds and, the
oretically, with one in the chamber this
would give you a total of 16 rounds. As of
late, however, I have gotten away from this
practice. It overtaxes the magazine spring,
sometimes to the point of being unable to
seat the magazine, and it just seems to be
an unnecessary practice. Loaded with 15
rounds of military type ammo, the gun
weighs just under 47 ounces.

One interesting feature ,of the Star M28
is that it can be converted into a single
action-only pistol, like the Browning or
Colt, simply by replacing the trigger as
sembly with another available from the
factory on special order.

The M28 looks and feels good, and is
mechanically sound. I did not expect any
malfunctions and was not disappointed. It
chambered a wide variety of cartridge
makes and bullet types, with no hang-ups.
Single-action trigger pull was about four
pounds, with a crisp let off. Double-action
was a little creepy, but it smoothed out just
prior to break.

Accuracy was excellent. Of three brands
of ammo tried-Federall23-grain full
jacketed (# 9AP), Winchester U5-grain
STHp, and obsolete S&W lOO-grain JHP
all grouped under 3\t2 inches, shooting
rapidly from a Weaver stance at 25 yards.

The trigger pull was so nice in the single
action mode that I was tempted. to fire for
target pistol accuracy with both the
Federal and Winchester ammo. Shooting
slo~ly, off the bench, I was able to deliver
one-inch groups at 50 feet.

My sample Star is stamped "MOD. 28
M" while the instruction manual calls it
the Star M28.

The Star line is handled in the U.S. by
Interarms, 10 Prince St. (Dept. IIIIIIIM-
AH), Alexandria, VA 22313. ~

COMBAT CORNER, one of. the
oldest and most experienced firms
specializing in products related to
practical pistol shooting, has
added a new dimension to cus
tomer services. MASTERCARD;
VISA orders are now being pro
cessed by telephone.
Mike Braun and Jim Wilcox have
been involved in IPSC shooting for
over five years. They started sup
plying the shooters in the Western
New York Practical Pistol League
and have been expanding ever
since. Being experienced shoot
ers, they are aware of the needs
and problems of practical pistol
competitors. They strive to main
tain a complete inventory of equip
ment and accessories for the prac
tical pistol shooter. For further
information call 716-672-4218 or
716-627-3762 Monday-Friday be
tween 4-10 PM EST. Or write for a
free catalogue to: COMBAT
CORNER, RD # 1 9518 Rt. 60,
Fredonia, NY 14063

COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS
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manufacturers would incorporate.
The magazine release button is exactly

where it belongs, at the bottom-rear of the
trigger guard on the left side. Right-hand
ers can easily punch it with their thumb
and lefties can just as easily depress it with
their left index finger. The magazine drops
clear with considerable force, even when
empty. Seating is positive, due to a forward
lip on the base plate. ;

The slide release, as with the Colt, serves
multiple functions including that of a key
pin for disassembly. At first my sample
took considerable pressure to operate, but
once the gun digested its first box of
ammo, all was smooth and easy. This was
my first indication that the gun had not
been doctored, preparatory to a gun eval
uator's test.

The all-black finish is perfect for a mili
tary pistol. Surfaces that might pick up un
desirable glare are nicely dulled. The top
of the slide is lightly grooved; so are the
front and back straps. The black, high
impact plastic stocks are perfectly check
ered for positive gripping. The square
notch rear sight is adjustable for right-and
left-impact adjustment, with no rough or
sharp edges. Disassembly is simple.

.Magazine capacity is 15 rounds and, the
oretically, with one in the chamber this
would give you a total of 16 rounds. As of
late, however, I have gotten away from this
practice. It overtaxes the magazine spring,
sometimes to the point of being unable to
seat the magazine, and it just seems to be
an unnecessary practice. Loaded with 15
rounds of military type ammo, the gun
weighs just under 47 ounces.

One interesting feature ,of the Star M28
is that it can be converted into a single
action-only pistol, like the Browning or
Colt, simply by replacing the trigger as
sembly with another available from the
factory on special order.

The M28 looks and feels good, and is
mechanically sound. I did not expect any
malfunctions and was not disappointed. It
chambered a wide variety of cartridge
makes and bullet types, with no hang-ups.
Single-action trigger pull was about four
pounds, with a crisp let off. Double-action
was a little creepy, but it smoothed out just
prior to break.

Accuracy was excellent. Of three brands
of ammo tried-Federall23-grain full
jacketed (# 9AP), Winchester U5-grain
STHp, and obsolete S&W lOO-grain JHP
all grouped under 3\t2 inches, shooting
rapidly from a Weaver stance at 25 yards.

The trigger pull was so nice in the single
action mode that I was tempted. to fire for
target pistol accuracy with both the
Federal and Winchester ammo. Shooting
slo~ly, off the bench, I was able to deliver
one-inch groups at 50 feet.

My sample Star is stamped "MOD. 28
M" while the instruction manual calls it
the Star M28.

The Star line is handled in the U.S. by
Interarms, 10 Prince St. (Dept. IIIIIIIM-
AH), Alexandria, VA 22313. ~

COMBAT CORNER, one of. the
oldest and most experienced firms
specializing in products related to
practical pistol shooting, has
added a new dimension to cus
tomer services. MASTERCARD;
VISA orders are now being pro
cessed by telephone.
Mike Braun and Jim Wilcox have
been involved in IPSC shooting for
over five years. They started sup
plying the shooters in the Western
New York Practical Pistol League
and have been expanding ever
since. Being experienced shoot
ers, they are aware of the needs
and problems of practical pistol
competitors. They strive to main
tain a complete inventory of equip
ment and accessories for the prac
tical pistol shooter. For further
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HANDGUNNERS
Now Available to

(1) Phenomenal molecular bond
guaranteed will not chip or peel

(2) Extremely Hard satin finish (70
Rock. "C") with super lubricity

(3) Excellent protection against
rust

(4) All internal and external parts
processed

Metaloy Industries, Inc.
Rt. 3, Box 211-D
Berryville, Ark. 72616

Write:

1983 IPSC National
Champion Robert Leatham's
Metaloyed WILSON COMBAT
"Accu-Comp".

1% X 14" or 1%': X 28" unturned blanks; smaller diameters can be
made to customer specification.

Insist on the best - Insist on Shilen.
Dealer Inquiries are invited.

SHILEN RIFLES, INC.
205 Metro Park Boulevard • Ennis, Texas 75119 • (214) 875-5318

Shilen barrels are offered in two grades:"Lone St*r"
and "Match". They are made of a special 4140

chrome moly steel, button rifled with eight lands and
grooves, and stress relieved.

Caliber Groove Diameter Twist
22 R.F. .222 16"
22 C.F. .224 14"
9mm .355 16"

~~ 38 .357 14"-- - .357 .357 18"
44 .429 20"
45 . .451 16"

The ..d!{e.ta{oy" Finish - Available Exclusively Thru

Jiiit::J::'~~~~ WILSON'S GUN SHOP

An easier solution for me, after inspect
ing the pistol for live ammo and removing
the magazine, rather than locking the slide
back via the slide stop, is to let the slide
return so that it is exactly even with the
rear of the frame. A little pressure with
your hand is needed here to hold it in
place. Then, push in on the takedown lever
stop, turn the takedown lever 90° down
ward and proceed to draw the slide off the
frame.

The same will work in assembly. If I in
sisted in locking the slide back in order to
tum the lever up, my two samples would
not field strip. Line up the slide with the
frame backstrap after the barrel is in, and
it goes together as easy as 1-2-3.

Barrel length on the BDA is three
inches. Complete with its alloy frame and
carbon steel slide, the Browning .380
checks in at 24 ounces, empty. Add 14
rounds-13 in the magazine, and one in the
chamber-and you're approaching 28
ounces. But thanks to the wider than nor
mal girth over the grip itself, the gun still
feels very comfortable in the hand in both
purchase and balance.

Safety features abound, and the Brown
ing incorporates both a thumb .safety de
cocking lever, plus a )1lagazine disconnec
tor to make the gun inoperable during re
filling or charging.

The thumb safety is ambidextrous, a
thoughtful consideration for the south
paws in the group. It is also the "decocking
lever" in that it allows the hammer to fall
in a rest position without touching the fir
ing pin. In that mode, the hammer will not
stay back when cocked, nor will the trigger
function. This is not only a definite plus in
this safety-conscious world, but it allows
the user to carry the gun completely
loaded, yet safe, even with a round in the
chamber. When doing so, the shooter is
also reminded of a loaded pistol by a
loaded chamber indicator conveniently
highlighted by a red mark on the extractor.

The gun operates in either single or dou
ble action. While some people of note do
not favor both modes on any automatic, to
me an autopistol without the double action
feature is like a rifle without a scope. Pull
registered five pounds single; about 11 to 12
double action.

Sighting equipment is straight forward,
basic and adjustable for windage only via a
drift. Taking into consideration the gun,
cartridge or range used, they are adequate
for all intended purposes.

Blowback in operation, the BDA's slide
travels rearward to extract, eject and cock
the hammer. On its forward momentum it
strips a new cartridge from the magazine,
feeding it into the chamber, allowing the
pistol to come to complete readiness for
the next shot. All this happens in about
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chamber-and you're approaching 28
ounces. But thanks to the wider than nor
mal girth over the grip itself, the gun still
feels very comfortable in the hand in both
purchase and balance.

Safety features abound, and the Brown
ing incorporates both a thumb .safety de
cocking lever, plus a )1lagazine disconnec
tor to make the gun inoperable during re
filling or charging.

The thumb safety is ambidextrous, a
thoughtful consideration for the south
paws in the group. It is also the "decocking
lever" in that it allows the hammer to fall
in a rest position without touching the fir
ing pin. In that mode, the hammer will not
stay back when cocked, nor will the trigger
function. This is not only a definite plus in
this safety-conscious world, but it allows
the user to carry the gun completely
loaded, yet safe, even with a round in the
chamber. When doing so, the shooter is
also reminded of a loaded pistol by a
loaded chamber indicator conveniently
highlighted by a red mark on the extractor.

The gun operates in either single or dou
ble action. While some people of note do
not favor both modes on any automatic, to
me an autopistol without the double action
feature is like a rifle without a scope. Pull
registered five pounds single; about 11 to 12
double action.

Sighting equipment is straight forward,
basic and adjustable for windage only via a
drift. Taking into consideration the gun,
cartridge or range used, they are adequate
for all intended purposes.

Blowback in operation, the BDA's slide
travels rearward to extract, eject and cock
the hammer. On its forward momentum it
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PYTHON BBLS: 8"-$94, 6"-$82
1I1Oth of the time it takes to tell.

At the range, the question of reliability
never came up. It never had to. This
Browning perked along without missing a
beat through 250 plus rounds of Frontier
ammunition.

Considering the non-adjustable sighting
equipment, accuracy was on par with other
guns in its class. At 15 yards from a braced
rest, three inch groups were no sweat.
Thanks to a good grip configuration, the
BDA held steady throughout all strings.
Off the bench, with a two-hand hold, the
Browning was again easy to control, ob
viously due in part to the mild recoil of the
.380 cartridge.

On shooting subsequent strings, the
loading of the magazine is always a strong
consideration. On high capacity autos,
most will load well up or until the last cou
ple of rounds. It's then that the magazine
spring is fully compressed giving way to
broken finger nails or a few choice words
muttered under one's breath. The Brown
ing's were no exception, although only
moderate pressure was needed to fully seat
the last cartridge.

The Browning BDA .380 is one of the
better autos. I found it to be a highly relia
ble, fully dependable automatic pistol.

For more information contact, Brown
ing Anns, Route One, Morgan, ~
Utah 84050. '"

LADY 'SMITH
Continuedfrom page 45

started to build or modify guns for his fel
low military shooters. During this time,
Ginny's interest also grew and she began
to specialize in working on the .45 auto.
She picked up considerable knowledge in
accurizing the .45 pistol from her husband.
She also developed her own design phi
losophy and style by studying the work of
some of the Master Pistolsmiths she met.

Soon, Ginny was working alongside her
husband. Their specialty was accurizing
and building combat-style .45 autos.
Ginny would do all of the work on the
lathes and milling machines-such as
cutting receivers for beavertail safeties,
turning barrels and fitting bushings-while
her husband would perform all the preci
sion fittings and final assembly. Her inter
est soon grew to the point where she
wanted to do the complete gun, from start
to finish, As time passed, she became more
and more proficient and soon took on the
responsibility of building the entire pistol.

USEFUL INNOVATIONS
A recent visit to the Greider's shop in

Abilene showed a now-thriving business in
which Ginny plays an important role. A
tour of their workshop revealed some use
ful innovations for building combat .45s.

Pistol frames are modified so that the

:::E: •
Call (805) 466-6266

Open 9-5 PST
Brochure available for $1.00

~u-1fiiuc QDuus, clue.
Dept. AH

1053 CAULKS HILL ROAD
HARVESTER. MISSQURI63303
(314) 441-4500 (314) 447-4501

MACHINED FROM
4140 STEEL

ALL SHARP CORNERS
ROUNDED

FRONT SIGHT IS
MODIFIED RAMP

RICHARD HEINIE
821 E. ADAMS, DEPT.AH-5 / 84
HAVANA. IL 62644

S & W and COLT WARRANTY STATION
S & Wand COLT PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

.100%
reinforced
nylon 
No cheap
plastics.

Custom
Pistols

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO

CERTIFIED CHECK
OR

MONEY ORDER

COMBAT COMPETITION
FIXED SIG HT PAT PENOII~G

DESIGNED BY RICHARD HEINIE
PRICE:

$28.50 per set
add 1.50 postage & hdlg.

6" & 8" Python Bbl's fitted to K & N frame S&W
S&W Model 28 converted to 44SP & 45LC, etc.
K frame S&W converted to 25-20. 32. etc.
S&W N-frame-convertible to 45LC & 45ACP
S&W N-frame converted to K Round Butt
Ruger SA 357 converted to 44/40, 44SP. 45LC, etc,
Ruger SA fitted with 10" barrel, any caliber
Cylinders rechambered-Barrels relined
PPC guns built-Bull barrels fitted-Actions tuned
Electroless Nickel-Parkerizing-Reblueing

Whr d <!9un QEo no £f sion

S&W rear sight with our front sight fitted
to Colt slide & other Combat Modifications!

/Highest quality workmanship by a champion
competitor: -
• Member World Champion USA IPSC "Gold"

Pistol Team, 1982 .
• Twice Winn'er Mid-Winter Targetworld

Championship, 1980 and 1982.
• Third Place in USA IPSC Nationals, 1981
Developer of the Plaxco Compensator System

For more information and gun specifications:
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt. 1 Box 203
Roland, Arkansas 72135 501-868-9787

MONOGRIP~
Made for: K ' .
-S& W:Sq. & Rd. ButtK. L& N;Rd, ButtJ /~\
- COLT PVT~ON (I - Frame)
- RUGER: Security-Six'. Police

Service Six', Speed Six', '(Post 1976 senal numbe'S 151 andabeve)

MONOGRIP® features include: Unique,
ONE-PIECE construction' Hogue's famed
orthopedic hand fit· Fully relieved for all speed loaders
Exclusive COBBLESTONE® finish

$1895 Checkor HOGUE ®
money order C

plus$2.00 postage & OMBAT GRIPS
handling (California p,O, Box 2038
residents add 6% Dept. AH-5
sales tax.) Atascadero. CA 93423

$55.00 Installed
add $6.00 per gun ship. & hdlg.
III. Residents add 5% sales tax
send $1.00 for complete
brochure of services

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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PYTHON BBLS: 8"-$94, 6"-$82
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LADY 'SMITH
Continuedfrom page 45
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:::E: •
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Open 9-5 PST
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~u-1fiiuc QDuus, clue.
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(314) 441-4500 (314) 447-4501
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RICHARD HEINIE
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HAVANA. IL 62644

S & W and COLT WARRANTY STATION
S & Wand COLT PARTS DISTRIBUTOR
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reinforced
nylon 
No cheap
plastics.

Custom
Pistols

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO

CERTIFIED CHECK
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Whr d <!9un QEo no £f sion
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EXTENDED SAfETT
Positive safety operation with no more
'fumbles", Rounded comers eliminate snag
ping on holsters or clothing, Simple, drop-In
Installation. ~ppd

THE ULTIMATE
IN COMBAT ACCURACY

The "Linkless" Colt System
For Info pack. Send SI.OO to:

JIM & PHIL'S GUNSMITHING
753 G1bson·s Shopping Center

Alamogordo. New Mexico 88310
t ·505·434-1388

New improved Advantage Grip System complete with
checkered walnut stocks. $46.00 - Add $3.00 postage and
handling. California residents add 6'h% Sales Tax. I ship
immediately upon receipt of money order or certified check.
Allow 2 weeks for all other checks to clear. Dealer inquiries
invited. Write for additional information, brochure and
mathematical calculations to prove the recoil reduction,

"The Advantage Grip System was part of my
equipment I used to win the Bianchi Cup and
the Steel Challenge. Its screw on weighted
grip reduces recoil by 17%, allows quicker
sight picture alignment and speeds up shot to
shot recovery."

P.O. BOX 828, WHITTIER, CA 90608 (213) 695-4134

PLEASE NOTE ...
All prices are for blue parts,
stainless finish available, please
write or call for prices and delivery.

WlOE TRIGGER
Reduces felt trigger pull for better control.
~clusivedesign is better than atrig.ger shoe,

~~~p~~ i~~~~la~~~~e;IS~n e~:;i~af:s l~~~~~::e
safety. '32",",

HANDGUNNERSI
Get A Grip On Beauty, Accuracy, Value

Custom grips at affordable prices.
• Rosewood • Pearl • Ivory • Grey •

• Black Horn • Ebony • Stl:!g •
Handyarved or plain. Standard style replacements.

~
OverSized or wraparound Finger Position (cleared for

\ \ \\ speed loader).

~ Finest quality materials and workmanship. Handfitted
to all current models of Colt, S&W, Ruger, Charter

fi)
Arms, Dan Wesson and'other models.

. . Priced from $20.95 and up. Order direct from your
~ dealer or send $1.00 for color catalog. 48-hour delivery
~ ~ most cases. Satisfaction guaranteed. '

AJE, LTD., Dept. AH-5, 421 A Irmen Dr. Addison, IL 60101
Orders Only: Toll Free (800) 323-6144 • Visa & MasterCharge accepted.

TO ORDER
Send Money Order or Cashier's Check only. MasterCardMsa orders weIcoIned,
please supply complete card inlormation including expiration date, Sorry, no COD
orders. Phone orders accepCed lor credit cards only. All orders prepaid via U.P.S.
in the continental U.S. AlaSka and Hawaii, please add $1.50 per item, Please fur
nish street address lor delivery.

BROWNING HI-POWER COMBAT ACCESSORIES. .
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_DEXTlIOUS COMBAT SAfETT
Now right or left hand safety o~ration for the
Hi-Power. Exclusive design Will positively fit

:~~~o~ar~:r~~~~i~.estruetable ~w.:
(S5crHltforJCMIrortllllll,lfAIltertcI,8rewItIllt-

COMBAT MAG. RELEASE
SCulptured magazine release will not snag or

~~~ag~~c~~~e~:~u:~i%~:~ 19~n~:~,fj~ns~
drill and tap one hole. (installation available for
$10) '21-""

(I
CYUNDE.... SUDE SHOI\ INC••

J"1 240 W. 6TH ST. •
!J P.O. BOX 937 :

FREMONT, NEBR. 68025 :
M: Ph: (402) 721-4277 :

PLEASE! nocallsalter12:00noonC.s:r. :
.•......•.................................•....•......•.............•....•.•...:

-Advantage Grip System competition proven
by MICKEY FOWLER

$agle {jl1pS
"For The Perfect Mating Of Iron To Hand"

I~

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••shooter has a choice of three different
types of beavertail safeties; each is a bit
smaller than the other. A homemade sear
jig enables Ginny to use a stone that oper
ates on rollers. The rollers place the stone
at precisely the same angle to the sear,
thereby always insuring the proper angle is
cut.

Match barrels are turned on a lathe to
insure maximum uniformity. Special
match bushings are fitted to the barrels to
provide the proper barrel/bushing mating.

Ginny also features such options as fine
line checkering of the receiver grip and
mainspring housing. If the customer spec
ifies, the rear of the slide alld front of the
trigger housing also can be checkered. Sev
eral grades of beveled magazine wells are
offered, depending on what the customer
requires for his specific pistol.

To complete the job, Ginny offers a
choice of finishes- black oxide, blue/
black, electroless nickel or tempered elec
troless nickel. The latter two can be done
on steel or alloy frames.

Greider's Custom .45 Shop offers two
basic packages; the Combat, or the IPSC/
Match package. The Combat Package is
the basic "functional" package. From that,
a natural progression adds more features
until the desired degree of modification is
reached for a given purpose.

The Combat Package focuses on those
items directly affecting reliability: polish
feed ramp; throat barrel and install soli!1
bushing; polish breech face and firing pin
hole; bevel and stone bottom of slide bear
ing on disconnector; contour, polish and
tension extractor; port slide and bevel
magazine well; check mainspring, ham
mer, sear, disconnector and trigger stop
setting. In addition, a trigger job, sights
and additional parts and finish are added,
requested by the customer.

Ginny offers virtually all services and
parts for the .45 auto. Trigger jobs to re
finishing can be ordered separately. I
found her prices to be reasonable, and was
impressed with the fine work she did on
some of the trigger jobs I tested.

She said it takes from three to four
months to complete a pistol job, depend
ing on what the customer specifies, and she
won't accept a pistol unless she can start
work on it within a reasonable period of
time.

One thing about female pistolsmiths: I
found it harder to say no to a woman. I
placed an order for a pistol before I left.

For an attractive brochure and price
sheet, write to her at Greider's Custom .45
Shop, 4625 Carrie Ann Lane, ....
Abilene, TX 79606. ~
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Ergonomics. Biotechnology. Both mean
human engineering in design; in our

case, gun deSign.
To an.engineer, for example, ergonomics

means the physical arrangements on a ma
chine that make it ~asy or hard to operate.

The word is derived from the Greek
ergon, for work.

Some ha~dguns are relatively easy to
work with and learn to shoot well; others
are just the opposite, despite_the talen.ts of
the person behind the sights.

It's about time that handgunners start
considering the "ergonomics of" their
tools, because ifthey do they'll stand a bet
ter chance of being able to give intelligent
input to manufacturers, so they can im
prove their products. As an added bonus, a
result also could be more people having
more fun shooting. And shooters might
apply more cold, calculating thought to the
modification and customizing of certain
handguns. _

An ergonomically-good gun is not nec
essarily one that has many special accesso
ries and space-age features, but one which
in its basic form feels right to the hands,
and whose parts are arranged sensibly.
End use is important. A handgunner train
ing for combat work, for example, would
have little use for a set of talget stockson
his .45 auto.

I recently had the opportunity to-exam
ine a particularly evil design, in the form of
a .32 auto !!larked."Spain:'lt had.a ne~rlL

90-degree grip-to-barrel angle, making it
feel like a T-square in my hand. Making
matters worse were its poorsafety (a lever
that turned through a full I80-degree arc
and positioned just about the. front of the
trigger guard) and a bottom-mounted
magazine release. You know tJ1e type-a
little st;rrated catch at the lower end of the
puttstock. This one had about a 40-pound
spring behind it; the first time I tried to
drop the magazine, I ended up releasing its·
f1oorplate, instead.

It was the worst gun I've seen in many
years, one of the least ergonomic imagin
able. Its owner did not have the pleasure of
handling other small-caliber pocket guns
for comparison; so it was hard to explain
the difference. .

ENT~R ERGpNOM/CS r l f I, ~ I f j t I
FflU AN ENGINEERI CS

I -r -r-- - 1 T - r - 1- -! •

Some handguns (fllel much ]- i t- f
-4----l-beffer thqn others; here, -i--·t --t-i- - t

the author explains why. It' t
By Richard Savi~o--r t t-i -~ -+-~--I--- -T-t_--

t I ,. ~- • ~-~
ENTER THE LUGER located in a position that makes i all but

Let's examine a 'few gUIfs;with odr eyes - impossib~e for thellotmal'h~nd tu actuate
peeled for ergon9mics. We'll look at some it while ~ssuming a good shooting grip.
~opular mod.els ~Ild s~ what makes them Worse still,Jhe1thl,Lmb (of a'rigilt:handed
tick, or not tick-and why. I person) must sWeep the safety "off;' by ro

The Luger pistol long has been known, tating it upwar1s. In assuming a grip, t~e
as a well-pointing gun. ([he plfotogives-ul - natural moviment is \ne opposite~ fuaCis,
a good indication of why this is so. The it wants to sweep dowJz to rest on the other
Luger's -grip angle ofllbout 58 degrees - fingers oragainst the stock."'! 1_
matches up quite well with the form of the The Luger safety defeats the gun's rt .id
human hand, as it is outstn:.tched and _iness_ fun.ctioJl. It simply can't be used
relaxed. I easily, with a minimum of worK, in an

The human hand seems to wrap,nicely emergenoy. I have met one man w~o advo
aroulld something, when that sometping is cated carrying Ii-Luger In a: jIlodem, butt
shaped like its o~n profile. The angle th.~ forward combat hol~ter (coc~ed anti
thumb makes wIth.the xest of the hand 1S _locked as aIlj' good smgl~-actldn auto
similar to the angle of the Luger frame, should be), and sweeping thlj safety off b~
Aiming the German pistol is very close id fore clearing leather. But this is agues-
"feel" to pointing one's own·tInger.1 ! - I - r I

Look, too, at the shape of the Luger but\ I I
and grip stoeks. The hand is not symmetr-i- +--t---+ r---...;I~ ~_-
cal: the little finger and ring finger a~en't a~

long, or_as well-situa.ted, aUhe gthers_
when it comes to curling around an c;>bject!
So it helps if the shape of the 1001 provide~
a perch for the-weaker'little finger by-vir- 
tue of the slight forward bul~e at the bot-
tom of the butt. - . -

Also, the gun shows good ergonomic de
sign in the gentle curve of its backstrap,
whic~ nestfes in the web of the shooting
hand firmly in place. And the trigger face,
whelie the pad of the index finger will exert 
effort in pldling it, is in line with the web.
This makes for comfort and, a natural
"feel:' - -I-~ I - --

All in ail, the Luger is an excellently de
signed gun and Ipoks Ilke a winner on-all- 
counts; most of its thousands of enthusii
asts probably would agree. . - - - --

But comfort in shooting is only one of.
the necessary qualities of a handgun. Be
cause the Ii'and'gun is such a versatile toof, 
more is demanded of it: A handgun is fori
recr~ational use, also for use in -an emer-,
gency. It might have to be used quickly,
without pr10I: warning, to defend h life.
Certainly, if any'tool is kept in cor-stant!
readiness for that purpose, it must be keptl
safely. -t -I .. I

The second photo shows the Luger's
main failing: its l safety. While positive
acting and prominent, the safety lever is!
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action. Does that make it a "smaller" gun,
a gun easier to use and get the feel of?

Hardly, when we consider that on most
double-action revolvers the trigger cen
terline is located considerably (H's") below
the centerline of the supporting hand.
Used in double-action mode, the Smith re
quires the gripping hand to remain level,
while the trigger is cranked through a sub
stantial arc, against a strong spring.

The human wrist, a great universal joint,
is asked to do an awful lot of work, learn
ing to handle a double-action revolver.
This may help explain why really good
double-action shooters are fairly scarce.
There are too many motions going on in
the use of the gun to make it a simple prop-
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A properly positioned safety can
be swept oH naturally by thumb; fingers
are ioined in a good combat grip. This Colt
comes close to being ergonomically perfect.

has a dual reputation. Some love it, some
hate it, and you still hear that it's a "big
gun" or a "big man's gun~' Plus the fact
that many shooters get the webs of their
hands pinched between the gun's hammer
and the grip-safety tang.

One reason for its "bigness" is the
trigger-pUll distance, which measures close
to 23,4 inches from the front of the trigger to
the web of the hand,' assuming that it's fit
ted ;.vith a "long" trigger (as in the original
MI911, or late-model custom jobs).

AUTO VS. REVOLVER
Now, compare the auto with the ree

volver in the same caliber. The S&W
measures about 2% inches in trigger pull,
and even less (2Ys") when used single-

THE .4Ss
Another factor affecting ergonomics is

the sheer size of a gun, along with its
weight.

If the bore of a handgun is relatively
high, in relation to the position of the hand
holding the gun, the force of recoil will
have a relatively greater distance in which
to act. The result is a greater feeling of re
coil, if for no other reason than the fact the
gun's muzzle will flip more with the same
amount of power applied.

Let's see what the .45s have to offer. You
can get the same cartridge in two totally
different designs-the Colt/Browning auto
ofcombat competition fame, and a six shot
revolver, such as the N-frame Smith &
Wesson.

With the automatic, which has a fairly
"vertical" grip-bore angle of about 72 de
grees, we see that the bore center is about
9/16 inches above the main pivot point
the place where the web of the hand rests.
This is not bad, considering that the gun is
a major caliber, .and compares favorably
with the Luger's 1% inches. Recoil thrust
should be close to the hand.

The .45 auto's safety is almost ideal,
placed as it is in a natural thumb-arc just
above the web. The magazine release, too,
is right where it can be used quickly, and
by the same thumb that operates the
safety. You pull the .45's slide straight back
to rack it, and the hammer usually is
reachable by the shooting hand thumb.

From these considerations, it would
seem that the Government Model has the
ergonomics licked: even its slide release is
accessible, and sensibly-shaped. Just add
one of the "ambidextrous" safety kits, per
haps a lengthened slide release, and we're
in business, right?

Well, maybe. It seems that the old Colt

tionable practice, and even ifpracticed in
tensively it could be a distinct danger to the
shooter.

The Luger toggle-lock action requires a
two-part motion to work it, as in jacking a
round into the chamber, or clearing a jam.
It has to be pulled a bit upwards, as well as
toward the rear. As a practical shooting
tool, the Luger is not ergonomically sound.
Accurate, yes. Comfortable for casual use,
definitely. But its basic ergonomics do not
contribute to versatility.

When Bill Ruger designed his revolu
tionary Mark I Auto, he adopted a grip-to
boreline angle close to that of the Luger
(it's only a few degrees more "vertical").
But, he made his safety more
ergonomically efficient, by putting it in an
-arc similar to that of the Colt Government
Model. The thumb can sweep it off by
pressing it in the natural course of assum-·
ing a grip. The ergonomic faults of the
Mark I Ruger are minor. The safety button
is too small, and it has no provision for bolt
hold-open after the last shot. That makes
reloading a somewhat difficult operation.
This condition, however, has been cor
rected in the Mark II pistols.
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From these considerations, it would
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in business, right?

Well, maybe. It seems that the old Colt
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The Luger toggle-lock action requires a
two-part motion to work it, as in jacking a
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It has to be pulled a bit upwards, as well as
toward the rear. As a practical shooting
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GUN CLEANING CLOTH

LEAD BUILD-UP

***Federal Firearms License
required for purchase or
Magnum Distributing will
arrange for transfer of gun
through a licensed firearms
dealer in your area.

Send for free catalog 39-H

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT

SPECIAL
$499.00'"

Introducing a different BUEHLER MOUNT-M83. In
stalls without drilling or tapping. For calibers up
through .357 Mag. Available in silver or black finish.
M83 will fit Smith & Wesson, Dan Wesson, Colt and
Ruger.

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM:

·WIPE AWAyTM

MAGNUM DISTRIBUTING INC.
CUSTOM GUN WORKS

1798 SHELLY COURT
MARIETTA, GA 30062

404/973·0883

COLT®
THESE GUNS FUNCTION! COLT QUALITY
MADE EVEN BETTER. PERFECT FOR IPSC.
DEFENSE AND TARGET SHOOTING.

STANDARD FEATURES
• MILLETT MARK II LOW PROFILE SIGHTS. ORANGE FRONT, BLACK REAR
• FULL HARD CHROME FINISH
• THROATED AND POLISHED FEED RAMP FOR WADCUTTER (HG 6S·s)
• ALUMINUM 3 HOLE NATIONAL MATCH TRIGGER
• CRISP COMBAT/CARRY TRIGGER JOB (4 lb. approx.)
• FinED MATCH GRADE SOLID BUSHING
• LOWERED EJECTION PORT
• COMBAT MAGAZINE WELL
• BOBBED HAMMER
• TUNED EXTRACTOR
• EXTENDED COMBAT SAFETY
• GUARANTEED 3" GROUPS AT 25 YARDS
• STANDARD ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD, BURN RINGS, & CARBON BUILD·UP
ON HANDGUNS, RiFlES & SHOTGUNS

COLT®
COMMANDER AND LIGHTWEIGHT COMMANDER. AVAILABLE WITH
SAME FEATURES FOR THE SAME PRICE. .

""'Registered trade mark
Colt Industries, Inc.

THE

MARTIAL ARTISTPACKAGE AS ACP

osition. And the same wrist has recoil (in
the case of the .45 S&W) operating over a
whopping 2 9/16 inches from boreline to
pivot point-an inch more advantage for
the recoil over the .45 auto.

Remember, we're measuring angles
from the boreline to the grip. We find that
the Smith & Wesson .45 revolver's grip
angle is almost exactly the same as the
Colt. 45 auto. But, owing to the low trigger
of the Smith, the guns don't point the
same; and because of the high bore of the
revolver, they don't flip the same in recoil.
The S&W is technically an ergonomically
"easier" gun to learn to operate, because
its controls are simpler. This conclusion is
validated by the universal use of double
action revolvers in police work, where
extra training funds are seldom available.

So, how do we come out of the discus
sion on ergonomics, the "work factors" in
hand gunning? I hope with some
appreciation of the effort that has gone
into modern gun development. Slowly, but
surely, gun manufacturers-some still
groping around in the dark-have started
making handguns that are easier to use.

Answers to the ease-of-use equation lie
with such automatics as the Heckler &
Koch VP70Z (with fewer than six moving
parts and a double-action only mode of
operation) and with revolvers such as the
Dan Wesson (with its clean profile and a
grip that can be custom-contoured by the
shooter).

We probably never will see an
ergonomically perfect handgun, although
some-such as the Colt .45 auto-come
close. Mass-marketing of any product en
tails compromises, and it seems to be as
true today as it was 70 years ago, when
gunmakers had to make their products for
the "average" hand.

What we have seen in this brief explora
tion is that some guns lend themselves to
certain tasks well and are simple to oper
ate, while others are sure turkeys.

To achieve maximum versatility, choose
a gun that is ergonomically sound. The
chances are it also will be a gun that shoots
accurately, and has ......
controllable power. ~

THIS AMAZING CLOTH CLEANS, LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH,
IS INEXPENSIVE" LONG LASTING

... I can vouch lor it really working. Just one or
two swipes of the cloth and leading around barrel
disappears ......SUPPORT

THE
ADVERTISERS

IN THESE
PAGES!

-Jerome Rakusan (Editor)
American Handgunner

Magazine
...... For removing leading & carbon build-Up
WIPE AWAY is the best that' have worked
with to date.·

-BobZwirz
Eastern Editorial Director
Gun World And Annuals

1. Removing lead fro~ the forcing cone, barrel and cy
linders is no longer a task. Simply cut a 1J2·x1l2
patch and wrap it around an old brush of the same cal

~ iber. A little scrubbing and the lead Is gone. Follow this
with a clean gun patch and that part is done.

2. To ctean the lace of the cylinders simply wipe the
lead away.
3. Lightly wipe the exterior with the WIPE AWAY
followed by a clean cloth and the job Is finished.
With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and time
consumIng job to clean a handgun.

Look for it at your Local Dealar, or sand $4.95 " 1.00 P" H to:

Belltown, Ltd.-P.O. Box 74, Rt. 37, Sherman, CT 06784 PATENTED
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TED BLOCKER'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS
PROUDLY INTRODUCES . ..

Farther away from competition use is a
new break-open single-shot from Butler
Creek Corporation (P.O. Box GG, Jackson
Hole, Wyoming 83001, 307-733-3599).
This one also has a great resemblance to a
single-action revolver. I should say will, as
the pistols at the Internationals were pro
totypes displayed to gauge shooter interest.
The barrel is permanently fitted into a
monoblock that is mated to a specific
frame. Once paired, drilling a hole for the
cylindrical latching bolt through both
frame and monoblock insures a perfect fit
and a precise lockup. The prototypes en
gendered a lot of looks. Availability and
price are unknown at this time.

The other newcomers are variations on
.357 Maximums, chambered for a new car
tridge that has been dubbed the .375 Super
Mag. Sig Himmelmann, impresario of
United Sporting Arms (2021 East 14th St.,
Tucson, Arizona 85719; 602-623-4001) had
one of his Seville's chambered for this
shortened .357 Winchester at the Interna
tionals. I expect there probably have been
several folks that have done some work on
the cartridge down through time, includ
ing Elgin Gates and Sig himself, who had a
dummy round worked up a year ago, but
the major factories are still in the chute on
this one. The long cylinder the Seville in
herits from the .357 Maximum version will
allow the use of long, heavy bullets and
this combo should be the cast bullet fans
dream. Formed by trimming .375 Win
chester brass (or any other .30/30 head size
case) to 1.600 inches, the round is not the
terror it seems on first glance; recoil is less
than the .44 Magnum but this caliber's bet
ter sectional density will give the new
round near-equal knockdown at 200
meters.

There will be an initial batch of .375
Super Mag Sevilles available to IHMSA
members early in 1984. Even more surpris
ing, Dan Wesson will be building some
.375 Super Mags too, with a trial batch
promised to IHMSA. Prices to IHMSA
members are to be $319.50 and $299.50 re
spectively. For more details contact
IHMSA at Box 1509, Idaho Falls, Idaho
83401; 208-524-0880. ,

IHMSAGUNS
Continuedfrom page 43

IHMSA REPORT
Continuedfrom page 43

for amateurs; competitors shoot for tro
phies only, and there is in fact a strong
ethic to keep it that way. In the face of this,
the manufacturers s~em to have chosen to
sponsor the entire sport through donations
of merchandise and award programs for
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International Shootist Inc.
P.O. Box 5254
Mission Hills, California 91345
Ph. (213) 891·1723

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are now available for pistol,
rifle and shotgun. The courses have
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205

(314) 696-5544

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price NEW ADDRESS: Open 9:00-5:00 Daily
years experience 119 COMMERCE ST. Closed Sunday

NRA Life Member COMMERCE, OK 74339 Phone (918) 6754688

Mike Dalton aDd
Mickey Fowler
say, "Ill today's
competition, this
is the 'State of the
Art' in leather
eqnipment. f
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This rig was designed and made for International Shootist Inc. under the expert gui
dance of Mike Dalton and Mickey Fowler to handle the most grueling demands of top
level practical pistol competition, and exceeds all1.P.S.C. requirements. This is the rig
you have seen used by the I.S.1. team lead by Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton at world
class events. All I.S.1. rigs feature full contour double thick belt, holster includes 18
gauge steel liner, metal lined hip plate, sight rails, adjustable tension device, muzzle
rake for strong side or cross draw. Revolutionary Tef-Lok double mag pouch which has
teflon coated spring retainers. Holster can also be ordered for strong side butt forward
and is available for Colt Commander Mark IV, Gold Cup, Hard Baller, Brgn. H.P., Safari
Arms, Pin Gun, guns with 6" or 7" long slide, guns with full Bomar Rib at no additional
charge. The competition rig as shown sells for $126.95 plus 5% shipping and handling.
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. This standard model can be delivered in less than 30
days. If ordering direct from Ted Blocker you may use Master Charge or Visa. Please
include your card number and expiration date.

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters
P.O. Box 821
Rosemead, California 91770i f/I

Ph. (213) 442·5772 3;',
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IHMSAGUNS
Continuedfrom page 43

IHMSA REPORT
Continuedfrom page 43

for amateurs; competitors shoot for tro
phies only, and there is in fact a strong
ethic to keep it that way. In the face of this,
the manufacturers s~em to have chosen to
sponsor the entire sport through donations
of merchandise and award programs for
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International Shootist Inc.
P.O. Box 5254
Mission Hills, California 91345
Ph. (213) 891·1723

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are now available for pistol,
rifle and shotgun. The courses have
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205

(314) 696-5544

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price NEW ADDRESS: Open 9:00-5:00 Daily
years experience 119 COMMERCE ST. Closed Sunday

NRA Life Member COMMERCE, OK 74339 Phone (918) 6754688

Mike Dalton aDd
Mickey Fowler
say, "Ill today's
competition, this
is the 'State of the
Art' in leather
eqnipment. f
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This rig was designed and made for International Shootist Inc. under the expert gui
dance of Mike Dalton and Mickey Fowler to handle the most grueling demands of top
level practical pistol competition, and exceeds all1.P.S.C. requirements. This is the rig
you have seen used by the I.S.1. team lead by Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton at world
class events. All I.S.1. rigs feature full contour double thick belt, holster includes 18
gauge steel liner, metal lined hip plate, sight rails, adjustable tension device, muzzle
rake for strong side or cross draw. Revolutionary Tef-Lok double mag pouch which has
teflon coated spring retainers. Holster can also be ordered for strong side butt forward
and is available for Colt Commander Mark IV, Gold Cup, Hard Baller, Brgn. H.P., Safari
Arms, Pin Gun, guns with 6" or 7" long slide, guns with full Bomar Rib at no additional
charge. The competition rig as shown sells for $126.95 plus 5% shipping and handling.
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. This standard model can be delivered in less than 30
days. If ordering direct from Ted Blocker you may use Master Charge or Visa. Please
include your card number and expiration date.

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters
P.O. Box 821
Rosemead, California 91770i f/I

Ph. (213) 442·5772 3;',
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RX22

'ROGERS PLAXCO
HOLS'TER

$40.45

RX22 - Double
action autoloader

in 22LR, featuring
apatented revolver

-style ignition
safety system,

German engineered
to work with

accuracy.

NEW!
SAW COMBAT SIGHTS
.... 3 Dot
~ Night Sights

$34.95 set
Without Sights

$24.95 set

These pistols are available
today from your Excam
Distributor. Send $2.00 for
color catalog illustrating the
entire Excam line.

H EXCAM, INC.
4480 East 11th Avenue

Hialeah, FL 33013

DISCOUNTS!
ON ALL PRODUCTS

Aimpoint Auto Ordance
Gerber Choate
HKS Bushnell
MGW Sights B-Square
MTM Selenta
Norton Roge~

Combat PPC Guns
.45 Custom Pachmayr

Work

GT22, 32, 380 
All steel auto
loader featuring a
patented take down
system, 3 safety
systems, and
inertial firing pin.
Available in choice
of 22, 32, or 380
calibers with a
wide range of
finishes.

GT32XE, 380XE 
Fire power with
style, this pistol
features 12 shot
magazine, all steel
construction, iner
tial firing pin, and.
3 safety systems.
Available in 32 or ~~""'!

380 caliber,
wooden grips
standard.
Shoots as
good as it
looks!

30% OFF
GALCO LEATHER

(formerly Jackass) 5511

For.45 Autos & ~.] po BOX 140845 ~
141'O'ONELSON PIKE ,CAT

Most Revolvers ,', " NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37214 VISA , ALOG
$55.95 SHOP; (615)889-0862 $1.00

INFORMATION (615)889-0862 - ORDERSONLY(Toll Free) 1-800-251-6007

WE ONLY LOOK EXPENSIVE
Check These Excam

Handgun Values

r- r\..,:---
~""'."_,1 - --:-1

&:JJ -
~' HAND CANNONS - .41 AVENGERS

SSK Industries offers exceptional services and products which include .41
AVENGERTM Conversion Kits for the 1911 Colt, approximately 60 different
caliber Custom Huntinq and Competition Barrels for Contenders including
the .375 JDJ and .45-70, XP-1 DO Competition and Hunting Conversions,
Custom T'SOB Scope Mounts that stay on for handguns, Arrestor Muzzle
Brakes, high impact, self-sealing rubber Silhouette Targets, Rechambering
Services and many other services for discriminating handgunners. We
wont and appreciate your business. Two stomps for information.

SSK INDUSTRIES Rt. 1, Delia Drive, Bloomingdale, Ohio 43910

state, regional and national matches rather
than sponsor a few top shooters. Without
financial awards, factory support or mili
tary teams, the game has not become dom
inated by a few professional shooters. In
fact it's hard to cover a big match in the
traditional sense as anyone of a large num
ber of folks could come out on top.

That's not to say that these folks aren't
talented shooters, they are, nor that there
isn't a cadre of top shooters, as there is.
Especially in the top categories, perfect
scores just get you into the shootolfs, where
a blink of an eye or a lapse in concentra
tion at the wrong moment will drop you
out of contention. Shooters like Jim
Jonasen, (California) Mike Averre, (Wash
ington) or Lon Pennington (Colorado) can
be counted on to be in the hunt at any
championship match. Jim was Unlimited
champ in 1980 and shot perfect scores in
'81 and '83 but wasn't able to stay on top in
the resulting shootolfs, ending up twenty
seventh and fourth respectively. Mike was
Unlimited champ in 1981, and went on to
pull a fourth and fifth out of the shootolfs
in '82 and '83. Lon was Production champ
in 1981 with an 80 X 80 and shot to the top
of the Revolver heap in '83 with another 80
and another championship.

The pistols and cartridges used this year
reflect not only the growing acceptance of
the new introductions of the past couple of
years but also the tendency of the shooters
in the higher categories to select the best of
the available equipment.

From the beginning the sport was domi
nated by Ruger Super Blackhawks and
T/C Contenders; in .44 Mag or .30 Herrett
or .30/30 respectively; if you were really
serious, you'd hunt up a Model 29 S&W

That has changed, and nowhere is that
more apparent than in the Revolver
classes; there were !OI Super Blackhawks
entered at the Internationals this year and
76 Dan Wesson .44's. Add in 29 Ruger
SRM's and 24 Dan Wesson Super Mags
(.357 Max) and you can see that the shift is
away from the single actions and to the
better handling and easier shoottng dou ble
action guns and the lower-recoiling .357
Maximum. This trend was most apparent
in the top categories; in AAA it was 38
Super Blackhawks to 35 of the big Dan
Wesson .44's, and in International it was 16
to 26 respectively with 5 SRMs and 10
Super Mags. With the abandonment of the
SRM it's beginning to look like the Ruger
is going to have to build a silhouette-ver
sion of their double action, the Redhawk if
they want to continue to be a force in the
handgun silhouette game. The Interna
tional category revolver shooters looking
for the extra edge a high-quality pistol
provides, picked United Sporting Arms
(602-623-4001) .357 Maximum Seville (8 in
the category-more than the SRM!). And
the results in this category testified to cor
rectness of the choice as seven of the top
ten places went to Dan Wesson shooters
(Super Mags were First, Second, Third
and Ninth, 44's were Fourth, Fifth and
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fact it's hard to cover a big match in the
traditional sense as anyone of a large num
ber of folks could come out on top.
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be counted on to be in the hunt at any
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champ in 1980 and shot perfect scores in
'81 and '83 but wasn't able to stay on top in
the resulting shootolfs, ending up twenty
seventh and fourth respectively. Mike was
Unlimited champ in 1981, and went on to
pull a fourth and fifth out of the shootolfs
in '82 and '83. Lon was Production champ
in 1981 with an 80 X 80 and shot to the top
of the Revolver heap in '83 with another 80
and another championship.

The pistols and cartridges used this year
reflect not only the growing acceptance of
the new introductions of the past couple of
years but also the tendency of the shooters
in the higher categories to select the best of
the available equipment.

From the beginning the sport was domi
nated by Ruger Super Blackhawks and
T/C Contenders; in .44 Mag or .30 Herrett
or .30/30 respectively; if you were really
serious, you'd hunt up a Model 29 S&W

That has changed, and nowhere is that
more apparent than in the Revolver
classes; there were !OI Super Blackhawks
entered at the Internationals this year and
76 Dan Wesson .44's. Add in 29 Ruger
SRM's and 24 Dan Wesson Super Mags
(.357 Max) and you can see that the shift is
away from the single actions and to the
better handling and easier shoottng dou ble
action guns and the lower-recoiling .357
Maximum. This trend was most apparent
in the top categories; in AAA it was 38
Super Blackhawks to 35 of the big Dan
Wesson .44's, and in International it was 16
to 26 respectively with 5 SRMs and 10
Super Mags. With the abandonment of the
SRM it's beginning to look like the Ruger
is going to have to build a silhouette-ver
sion of their double action, the Redhawk if
they want to continue to be a force in the
handgun silhouette game. The Interna
tional category revolver shooters looking
for the extra edge a high-quality pistol
provides, picked United Sporting Arms
(602-623-4001) .357 Maximum Seville (8 in
the category-more than the SRM!). And
the results in this category testified to cor
rectness of the choice as seven of the top
ten places went to Dan Wesson shooters
(Super Mags were First, Second, Third
and Ninth, 44's were Fourth, Fifth and
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SUAW'S PRODUCTS and School
PRO SHOOTERS CASE

Sixth), Ruger shooters took but two places
(a SRM in sixth, a Super Blackhawk in
Eighth) and a Seville 357 Maximum shoot
er took Tenth. Combining all makes of
guns there were 195 .44s, 81 .357 Maxs., 25
.357 Mags., nine .41 Mags. And if you had
any doubts, the .357 Mag. is dead in the
Revolver class.

The Contender still reigns supreme in
Production Class with 329 entries to the 43
Merrill entries, still there has been a tre
mendous shift away from the old favorite
cartridges; the 7mmTCU is now the uni
form of the day with 233 of them on the
line. The shooters have stayed away from
its metric mate, the 6.5mm TCU in droves,
with but five in attendance. Again, at the
higher skill levels the more accurate, yet
more expensive pistol was selected by
those shooters looking for the extra edge,
as there were nine Merrills in A.AA and 27
in International compared to 98 and 148
Contenders, respectively. And again the
choice paid off as four of those Merrill
shooters finished in the top ten (Second,
Third, Seventh and Tenth-the latter won
by Merrill's builder, Jim Rock). For both
of the single-shot pistols calibers were, 36
in .30/30, 28 in .30 Herrett, 24 were .357
Mag., 17 in .30 Merrill, 14 in 7mm Merrill
and 10 of the .357 Maximum.

The single-shot pistols now dominate
standing, with 195 Contenders, 32 Merrills
versus 33 revolvers total for all brands
combined. As you would expect the major
ity of the guns were 7mm TCUs.

Unlimited started with custom-built
guns, mostly reworked XP-lOO's and in
spite of Remington's entry into the market
with their little orphan ammo (the 7mm
BR) that's still the case; 283 XP's ofall per
suasions entered but only 63 were BR's.
H's not uncommon in the lower unlimited
categories for shooters to choose to com
pete with a 7mm TCU Super 14 to match
their Production gun, and they'll do well as
long as they can suppress the urge to buy
their way into more targets with an XP. So
it was no surprise that there were only 60
Contenders in all unlimited categories,
and that most of those were in the lower
ones. (There were ten T /C's in the
International group, but they were all
custom guns and most had been built by
Vern Juenke in his preferred 270VJ a .223
based wildcat). Again, the high-quality
guns show up in the higher categories, with
11 and 24 Wichitas in the top two, respec
tively. The big vs. small cartridge battle is
still not settled, with 175 large to 145 small;
105 of the large cartridges were the popular
7mm INT (IHMSA) wildcat. Other than 17
of the .308's and seven 270 VI's they were
all some sort of 7mm.

With perfect weather (save for one
windy morning) and excellent range con
ditions, scores were high and competition
was tough, especially in the top classes.

Sheldon Williams (California) shot one
of the 14 straights recorded in Production
with his T/C 7mmTCU and went on to
take eleven of the first round of shootoff

Tapes.
Also Available

Video Training Tapes
John Shaws' "Techniques
of Combat Shooting" 50
min., 561.95.
John Shaws' "Combat
Shotgun Shooting" 30
min., 551.95

Please specify Beta or VHS

$10.95 - paperback

515.95 - Limited

A. 9 Separate Compartments.
B. Two Removable 16" x 9 " full pad

ded/zippered pouches for your
gl.jns.

C. Made from durable Dupont Cor
dua nylon - Test weighted at 300
Ibs.

D. Size 18" L, 12" W, 12" H,-
571.95 3Y2 Ibs. Color - Black only.

A Must For The All Around Shooter School

Classes Now Forming at Mid
South Institute of Self-Defense
Shooting (MISS)

• Classes limited to eight people.
• All instruction by John Shaw.
• 4-day complete course pistol and

shotgun.
• Write for further details.

The Book You Can't edition, autographed,
Afford to Miss! numbered, hardcover.

The complete guide to combat
pistol, shotgun & rifle shooting.

Send All Orders and Inquiries To:

Mid South Institute of Self-Defense Shooting
503 Stonewall
Memphis, TN 38112 (901) 725-1450
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Compact Unit: Aluminum canister
designed to withstand years of use
contains 40 grams of silica gel. For
individual gun and camera cases,
tackle boxes, silver drawers etc.
Protects 3 cubic feet of enclosed
space. When monitor "window"

2000 Gram Canister: This heavy- turns pink, unit can be easily re
duty, seif-contained unit lasts a life- activated in any oven.
time. Reactivates indefinitely. Oniy $4.95 postpaid.
4· x 16·, yet can protect 144 cubic
feet of enclosed space. Used on HYDROSORBENT WILL PROTECT:
naval vessels. Ideal for camper- Electronics Power Tools
trailer, large closets, darkroom, Guns Lab.lnstr.
gunroom, workshop. Steel con- Optical Equip. Film. Slides
struction with precision-cut side Cameras Clothing, Leather
breathers to silica gel within. Medicine Documents
Built-in indicator signals when unit Silver Etc. etc.

should be reacti- 1----------------
vated. (Reactivates , To: Hydrosorbent Co., Box 675, Rye, N.Y. 10560~
easily in any oven.) Please send postpaid: Z
ThiS unit can pre- , 360 Gram Units $ 8.50 each
vent thousands of ,- .
d II f d Compact Units $ 4.95 each (NY Residents ,oars 0 amage ,-
due to rust, damp- _ 2000 Gram Units $37.50 each add sales tax) ,
ness and mildew. I Please Print TOTAL ENCLOSED $ ,
A lifetime of pro- I
tection. . I NAME I

$37.50 postpaid. I ADDRESS I,
______~~E__-=-~I':' _-=--==-1

Stop rust, mildew with
silica gel that "drinks"
dampness from the air.
Once marred by corrosion, no oil,
rust remover or chemical can re
store the value of fine guns, instru·
ments or other precision·finished
objects. Now you can protect them
with the same government spec
silica gel used on naval vessels.
The desiccant of choice by gov't
and industry, silica get creates a
shield of dry air within any
enclosed area. Reactivates indefin
itely. No electricity required.

MASSAD F. AYOO.'S··.N THE .RAVEST EXTREME"

Summertime Humidity Is
Ruining Valuable Equipment

360 Gram Unit: Ideal for eliminating
dampness in gun chests, display
cabinets, safes, large storage con
tainers, etc. Protects over 27 cubic
feet of enclosed space. Built-in in
dicator signals when unit should be
reactivated. (Reactivates easily In
any oven.) $8.50 pOstpaid.

targets to become Production Champion.
Lon Pennington set a record for com

petition at the Internationals, shooting the
first Revolver 80 x 80 with his Dan Wesson
Super Mag (which he backed up with
seven shootoff targets just in case) to be
come Revolver Champion.

John Dunn (Nevada) took 66 targets
with his TIC 7mmTCU, four full targets
ahead of second place, to become Stand
ing Champion. Pete Ball (California) shot
one of the 54 straights posted in the Inter
national category and 14 ofl5 targets in the
first shootoff round with his XP 7mmBR to
become Unlimited Champion.

But don't let this litany mislead you into
thinking that the sport is too easy-it's just
that this level of competition often brings
out the best in the shooter.

There was a young man from Georgia,
Johnny Butcher, shooting next to me Fri
day morning. It turned out that we were
both shooting Production and both 357's
(his a Maximum, mine a Magnum; his a
TIC, mine a Merrill). After each of us
cleaned a couple of banks of chickens we
started to compare notes. He'd been shoot
ing silhouettes but ,two months, and had
never shot at 20 chickens before, let alone
taken them all. But he did, and then 20
pigs and pretty fair number of turkeys and
rams. His 67 X 80 was not only his personal
best, it was good enough for ninth place in
AA. It was his first International, but I'm
sure it won't be his last.

Handgun silhouette shooting has come
a long way in nine y~ars, not only because
it's fun and filled with good people, but
also because it's an equal opportunity
sport-a place where the ordinary guy can
not only do well, but win. Try it, ....
you'll like it. ~

plus $1.50 postage and handling

-----.GRAVEST EXTREME P.o. Box 122, Concord, N.H. 03301----

1Please check o~e: 1
10 Check or Money Order· $9.45 1
10 Charge my MC No. Name 1

Exp. date 110 Charge my VISA No. Street 1
Exp. date City I

IBank on which account Ii drawn: State Zip IL J

WHAI"SNEW
New .22 cartridge for
silhoueHe shooting
Winchester has announced a new .22
rimfire cartridge especially designed for
silhouette shooting. The Winchester
Super Silhouette .22 Long Rifle has the
heaviest rimfire bullet available for the
sport, and offers higher muzzle and
down range velocity than .22 standard

')
J •

velocity rounds. The 42 grain truncated
cone bullet is similar in design to the big
bore silhouette bullets, and functions
smoothly in automatic pistols and rifles.

The Winchester Super Silhouette .22
Long-Rifle is currently available in 100
round plastic pack with sliding lid.
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SECOND AMENDMENT FOUNDATION calls It "Must
reading for anyone who keeps a firearm for self
defense." "Should be a mandatory purchase for
anyone buying a gun." (Shooting Industry
Magazine). "One of a kind." (LAW & ORDER). "17
chapters of streetwlse Information that every gun
owner needs. Ayoob pulls no punchesl" (GUNS
Magadne). "I learned more about use of deadly
force from this book than I did In law school."
(Practicing attorney)
This book teaches YOU how to use deadly force
without being ravaged by a clmlnal justice system
that often seems to favor the lawless over the law
abiding.

$7.95
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should be reacti- 1----------------
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Heloder®7 smokeless
powder-the high scorers'
choice for benchrest,
silhouette and light rifle
shooting-is now avail
able in economical 5-lb
canisters as well as the
traditional1-lb size.
Contact your dealer or
Hercules Incorporated,
Hercules Plaza,
Wilmington, DE 19894,
Attn. H. Citino.
(302) 594-6500,
Ext. 6058.

jRHERCULES

ALPHA PRECISION, INC.
CUSTOM

COMPETITION
HANDGUNS

PPC, IPSC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETTE AND SPORT

• COMPETITIVE P,RICES· OVER 20 YEARS EXPERI
ENCE· PROFESSIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIP' ALL

WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED
SEND $2.00 (REFUNDABLE) FOR INFORMATION:

ALPHA PRECISION, INC. Dept. 01
1231 Sunderland Ct., Atlanta, Georgia 30319

(404) 458-0477

WHAI"S
NEW
Auto-Port reduces
recoil of big bore autos
Bell's Custom Shop recently introduced
"Auto-Port" a system of porting auto
pistol barrels. The barrels are ported on
the sides (not on top) and the slide is
relieved at the position of the ports.
Bell's claims that this method of porting
keeps the barrel in a relative state of
equilibrium (it is not pushed down as in
top-ported barrels) and reduces the
muzzle flash which impairs the view of
the fron,t sight

The Auto-Port system can be applied
to all autos and revolvers. From Bell's
Custom Shop, 3315 Mannhiem Rd.,
Franklin Park, IL 60131.

Three new revolvers
from Charter Arms
Responding to the introduction of the .32
H&R Magnum, Charter will have its
Police Undercover revolver cham bered
for this cartridge. The Model 83320 will
feature a 2" barrel, blued finish, and
regular or "pocket" hammers.

The Charter Arms "Bulldog" .44
Special is now available with a 2Y/'
barrel and full length ramp front sight.
Other features include a smooth
"pocket" hammer and walnut Bulldog
stocks relieved for use of speedloaders.

The 1984 models of the Charter Arms
.357 Magnum Bulldog Tracker will
include a 2W'barrel version with full
length ramp front sight and an
adjustable wide-notch rear sight.

All of these new models should be
available from your local dealer, or
contact Charter Arms, 430 Snifl'ens Lane.
Dept. A H, Stratford, CT 06497.
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Bullet pull tests are Important In maIn
taining uniform ballistics with JJO-graln
.38 Special loads; especially + P's.

collector who reloads his own .50 caliber
machine gun ammo.

That FPC, Inc. is determined to make a
success of the business by restoring the
name and prestige of the product is made
obvious by the totally new building and
equipment it has acquired; to date, I'm
told, the start-up cost was roughly $2
million.

Jim Kuber's son, Chris, is manager of
operations at the new Super Vel plant. As
he guided me through the plant I was im
pressed by the orderly operation and con
cern for quality. All the machines acquired
from the original Super Vel plant were re
conditioned prior to start up, which cost
the new owner dearly in time and dollars;
during that period, in 1982, the Super Vel
name virtually fell out of sight, because
there was no product around and no ad
vertising was done. But the reconditioning
has paid off in better quality ammo and a
more efficient operation.

VISUAL INSPECTION
To maintain quality, Super Vel produces

small runs of 10,000 rounds. Loads are
given close visual inspection along the way,
and machine operators and packers are ex
pected to eyeball each round. There is a
triple check on powder charges. All ammo
is packed by hand.

What impressed this writer was the
testing area. The new building embraces a
50-yard indoor range-com prete with
closed-circuit TV-a universal receiver and
many barrels for pressure checks, a Ran-

C01uinued on page 76

Author tests ammo by chronographing and shooting for accuracy at same time.
Here, a Ruger .44 Magnum reaches full recoil with 240-graln Super Vel load.

loads hit the market, other manufacturers
came up with the same type fodder. Busi
ness vicissitudes being what they are, the
Indian-based Super Vel plant eventually
changed ownership, and the product
which once excited handgunners began to
fade from the market.

But the Super Vel slide seems to have
ended with another change in ownership,
which has brought the company to Fond
du Lac, Wisconsin.

N ow operating under the corporate
banner of FPC, Inc., Super Vel is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Prestige-Pak. Its pre
sident, Jim Kuber, is an ardent military

The concept of driving jacketed hollow
points at maximum velocities for posi

tive bullet upset started with Super Vel am
munition during the 1960s.

The man behind this venture, which
brought handgunning into the 20th cen
tury, was Lee Jurras; shortly thereafter, he
was also involved with the Auto-Mag
pistol design.

Jurras never did patent his jacketed
bullet concept; soon after his ideas and

High-performance
line includes Qual
ifier loads, which are
assembled in remanu-
factured brass. Qual
ifier ammo is less
costly than Super
Vel; almost as accu
rate. Sierra jacketed
hollowpoints are used.

By Don Zutz
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WATSON COMPENSATOR SYSTEMS

World's Largest Producer of Quality Gunbelt Rigs
som Rest for accura9Y trials, and a trans
ducer and oscilloscope tandem for reading
the burning curves. The latter instrumen
tation is especially important when de
veloping the maximum-velocity loads for
which Super Vel strives to achieve as the
best guarantee of bullet expansion.

Next to the range is a well equipped
loading room, complete with a primer sen
sitivity tester, bullet pull tester, a delicate
Ainsworth electronic scale, and case after
case of virtually every handgun imagina
ble for velocity, accuracy, and function
testing.

But the bottom line is how does the arrz
munition perform for customers? With that
question in mind-and with some help
from an enthusiastic shooter named Mike
Drossel-I gathered a variety of Super Vel
loads to check their velocities and accuracy
on the range.

Before getting into the exact results,
however, I must note that there are two
distinct lines of ammo coming from the
new plant. One is the original: Super Vel.
The other is a new line with a trademark
established by FPC, Inc.: Qualifier.

SPARKLING NEW BRASS
The theory behind Super Vel is the same

as always: it's loaded to high velocities for
high impact and the best insurance of
proper hollow-point expansion. It is made
of sparkling new brass drawn with the
Super Vel headstamp, packaged in bright

.yellow boxes, and is ideal for combat
events, bowling pin shoots, or law enforce
ment duty usage. Where appropriate,
some handgunners have employed Super
Vel for certain hunting situations.

Qualifier loads are also given equally
high velocities, but they are assembled in
remanufactured brass, as supplied by law
enforcement units or target ranges. This
keeps the cos~ of production down;
Qualifier ammunition, therefore, is consid
erably less costly than top-of-the-line
Super Vel. Otherwise, the same quality
components-American-made powders
and primers, plus mainly Sierra jacketed
bullets-are the same as in Super Vel loads.

The theory behind Qualifier ammo is in
teresting. Jim Kuber has long believed that
law enforcement personnel are wrong in
using light wadcutter loads to practice, or
to qualify; for such mild rounds, 2.7 grains
of Bullseye and a l48-grain wadcutter bul
let have entirely different recoil, blast, ac
curacy, and point of impact than do the
more potent duty loads. It is his contention
that law enforcement departments would
be saving their officers' lives by insisting
they use full-power duty loads while going
through annual, semi-annual or monthly
qllalification courses. Thus, he has come
up with the Qualifier concept-a less costly
version of the potent Super Vel du ty
loads-and has gradually convinced police
chiefs and county sheriffs all over the U.S.
that he's right. Many departments are
shipping him their used brass to be re
loaded with Qualifier recipes of various
sorts. Combat and bowling pin shooters
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Free brochure

18717 E. 14 Mile Rd.
Fraser, MI 48026
(313) 792-0133

over a quarter million sold
MODEL

K-86

Custom Handguns

American Sales & Mfg.
Box 6n, Laredo, TX 78040

(512) 723-6893

Handcrafted
from top grain

American Leathers.
(Not bonded.) 24 bullet loops,

fully lined, welt construction, leg &
hammer tie downs, 100% American made.
Whether you own a Blackhawk, Su
perblackhawk, Buntline, Virginian or other
revolvers, we have the right rig for you.
See your dealer or order by mail
4518" to 61/2" bbl. lengths $69.95
71/2" bbl. lengths 74.95
8" to 101/2" bbl. lengths n.95
Add $3.00 for postage and handling. Texas
residents add State sales tax. Send cashiers
check or money order. Complete satisfac
tion guaranteed.

/....,\\1801\1;
,~ .45 d\

SHOP
2057 CLINE AVENUE

FAYETTEVILLE, ARKANSAS 72701
RICHARD L. WATSON - PISTOLSMITH

501-442-2967

Proven leader In spring kits for
Handguns-Rifles-Shotguns
Sight Blades-Tools
Gun Care Products
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or your S&W, PPKS, Beretta, Colt, Charter,
Detonics, even your P-7.

COVER YOUR ASP.

SOUTt1WIND&
~NCTIE9NS \JJ

Rt. 2, Box 22A· Keithville, Louisiana 71047· (318) 925-0836

Jam.s C.Clark
.PISTOLSMITH

CLARK .45 GRIP SCOPE MOUNT
also available

$31.00 plus $1.50 postage

(Please specify Almpoint or scope.)
Available from Gil Hebard and Brownell

Dealer Inquiries Invited. Write or call for additional information.

DFB weapon
carrying systems are made for

Hi-Standard Derringers, AMT
Backups, small and medium

frame reVOlvers, and
pistols, PTs, Detonics, and .357

revolvers with barrels up to 3'

SOUTHWIND SANCTIONS proudly presents our new redesigned DFB Ankle Carrying
System with a detachable and adjustable calf support. Whether it's your primary weapon
or a backup, it will be secure and "ready for action."

We've abandoned the traditional leather format for our black nylon parapack, with lining
ofcondensed foam for comfort and with VelcrCJ~closure straps for fast access.

Every system offers spl!re ammunition carriers. Weight: approximately 2 oz.

Standard Model $26.50 • Standard Model with Auxiliary Anchor Support (AAS) $29.50 •
Auxiliary Ankle Support only $4.50. Postage & handling $1.00. Texas state sales tax 5%
(Texas residents only)

DFB Systems, as well as all Southwind Sanctions products. are proudly made in the
U.S.A. and offer maximum protection for minimum cost.

'Direct dealer orders to:
SOUTHWIND SANCTIONS

P.o. Box 33041
Fort Worth, TX. 76133

(817) 921-6756
'Please send signed copy of FFL.

MASTERCARD
OR VISA

ACCEPTED.

Direct individual orders to:
BY-MAC LIMITED, INC.

P.o. Box 33041
Fort Worth, TX. 76133

(817) 921-2443

6 oz. aluminum mount made specifically for the Aimpoint.
Replaces left grip on the .45 auto and designed to put the Aim
point scope directly over the bore. Mount clears guns with rib
sights attached. Right or left handed. Mount has 2 extra pre
drilled holes with screws for positive anchoring. Liquid metal
anchoring kit supplied to be used at shooter's option. Use of
screws, metal kit or both, controls all mount movement. Complete
with full instructions. $43.00,plus $1.50 postage.

CLARK AIMPOINT
SCOPE MOUNT

For further information and specifications, contact:

Bob Greider
4625 Carrie Ann Lane
Abilene, Texas 79606

915-698-2006

• Highest Quality
Work

• Target, IPSe, or
Combat
Conversions

• Standard or Shooters Specifications

Greider's Custom .45 Shop
l

may also be interested in Qualifier ammo,
which gives them much gusto for their
money.

'ADEQUATE FOR DUTY WORK'
When we switched to the lower-priced

Qualifier loads, also + P, with the same
100-grain JHPs, we got a higher average of
1,093 fps. Here, the high load was 1,138 fps.
and the low was 1,063 fps. Groups with
both were considered adequate for duty
work.

Getting 110-grain +P loads to fire uni
formly has been difficult for me as a han
dloader, since that light pill is pushed
ahead quickly by initial pressures and can,
therefore, create uniformity woes.

Chris Kuber tells me he has worked out
a new method to produce a 50-pound bul
let pull on the 110s, thereby improving uni
formity. Our samples didn't yet reflect that
loading subtlety.

'On another trip to the range, with a
Continued on page 76
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VELOCITY TESTS
Our chronographing was done with an

Oehler M33 and Skyscreens five feet apart
for IO-foot instrumental readings. A target
stand was propped up 25 yards away, in
line with the screens so that accuracy could
be checked simultaneously with velocity.

We ran all three types of .45 ACP ammo
through a Gold Cup auto, modified for
combat. According to Super Vel data
sheets, the 190-grain JHP in Super Vel per
suasion should produce 1,050 fps., from a
five-inch pressure barrel, and 960 fps.,
from a shorter Colt Commander. The
Gold Cup gave it an average of 977 fps.,
with a high reading of 1,037 fps. and a low
of 939 fps. This I deem a good showing, as
guns seldom give the same high readings
as a pressure barrel. The speed was ob
viously enough to enhance bullet upset
within .45 ACP ranges.

There are two .45 ACP loads in the
Qualifier line: A 185-grain jacketed HP
and a 230-grain metal cased RN. With the
185-grainer, which has a slightly smaller
cavity than the Super Vel 190, we got an
average of 968 fps., while the 230-grain
loading averaged 841 fps., both five-shot
stings. I have no established Super Vel
standard for the 230-grain Qualifier load,
but the company reports 950 fps. for the
185-grain JHP, which our shooting topped
by 18 fps. on average. Tpus, our test loads
were indeed doing what FPC literature
said they would on a velocity basis.

Shooting loads designed mainly for high
velocity isn't the way to go for optimum
accuracy. The groups shot by the above .45
ACP loads, however, were considered to
tally adequate for combat and bowling pin
shoots, running 3-3\12 inches at 25 yards.

Switching to a new S&W L-frame with a
6-inch barrel, we fired .38 Special + P and
.357 Magnum loads. First came the pre
mium Super Vel +P rounds with 110-grain
JHPs that FPC listed at 1,325 fps. from a
7.71 inch test barrel. We averaged 1,080
fps., ranging between 1,053 and 1,109 fps.
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or your S&W, PPKS, Beretta, Colt, Charter,
Detonics, even your P-7.

COVER YOUR ASP.

SOUTt1WIND&
~NCTIE9NS \JJ

Rt. 2, Box 22A· Keithville, Louisiana 71047· (318) 925-0836

Jam.s C.Clark
.PISTOLSMITH

CLARK .45 GRIP SCOPE MOUNT
also available

$31.00 plus $1.50 postage

(Please specify Almpoint or scope.)
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Dealer Inquiries Invited. Write or call for additional information.
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may also be interested in Qualifier ammo,
which gives them much gusto for their
money.

'ADEQUATE FOR DUTY WORK'
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formity. Our samples didn't yet reflect that
loading subtlety.
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ACCESSORIES

IVORY GRIPS-All Makes-Hand Carving. Free Colt·
Medallions-Stamped addressed envelope for list. Gunart,
Box 22, Lakewood, NJ 08701

GENUINE ELEPHANT IVORY GRIPS for Colt 45 auto
matics $110 per pair, satisfaction guaranteed. Send check to:
Ivorygrips, Box 830AH, West Dover, Vermont 05356-0830.
Void where prohibited.

ORIENTAL JADE PISTOL GRIPS CUSTOM MADE
FOR ANY HANDGUN. $1500. For information Call Color
ado 595-0302 or 1-800-525-3050.

IVORY: complete Scrimshaw and ivory supplies. Cabs, inks,
belt buckles, elk burrs, ivory handled knives. Pistol grips in
ivory and hardwoods, for SAA, .45 Auto, Rugers, Browning
high power. Raw ivory in slabs, tusks, and sections. For cata
log, send $1 to: Midwest-Artan, Sec. 3, P.O. Box 325,
Thomasboro, IL 61878.

SPEED-LOADER USERS: SPEED-LATCHTM will help
you shave seconds off your reloading time! Available for
S&W K and L frames, also Ruger Security Six and the
Redbawk. Send SASE for descriptive literature to: FIRE
ARM TECHNOLOGY CO., Box 266, Massapequa, NY
11758.

IF YOU TAKE LIFE SERIOUSLY ... peruse our Procure
ment Index featuring specialty equipment used by profes
sionals worldwide. Concealment holsters, electronics,
disguised and unconventional weaponry from under $20.00 to
over $2,000.00. Tbe catalog is $3.00 from: A.S.P., Box 18595/
AH, Atlanta, GA 30326.

STAKING TOOL, for 45 front sights. Also works on Reming
ton shotguns and rifles. $29.95 PPD. Cody Shooters Supply,
Box 907, Cody, WY 82414.

TREADLOCK SECURITY CHEST. Fire-Resistant Safes.
Discount Prices. CAVALIER SECURITY, Box 12507,
Roanoke, VA 24026. (703) 992-3371.

JADE GRIPS for .45 Govt Auto $225.00 per set. Maze, 2124
Kittredge St. "I", Berkeley, CA 94704. Calif. residents add 6%
sales tax.

AR-7 ASSAULT RIFLE! We have 15 round magazines,
ventilated barrels and collapsible stocks. $1.00 for List. $25.00
per mag, 2 for $40.00. Ground Zero Survival Supply, P.O. Box
335, Croton, OH 43013.

SEMI MAC 10-11 TO FULL AUTO IN 5 SECONDS. Back to
UNALTERED SEMI-AUTO IN 2 SECONDS!
Introductory price, $22.00 ppd.; Parts, instructions; Survival
Accessories, Box 468, Waupun, WI 53963.

GUN OWNERS, BORE-BRITE for firearms uses available
light to examine gun bore. Solid lucite. Send $1.50 to: The
Quetico Trader, Box 1052, Northbrook, IL 60062.

Progressive loading tool by Berdon-a proven design-loads
pistol & rifle-versatile-low cost to change calibers & powder
charges-uses 7/8x14 dies-5 year warranty on parts & labor.
Easy to use-accepts standard case feeders and indexers
made to last with strong durable materials. For info write or
call: Berdon Machine, Box 483-S, Hobart, Washington 98025.
(206) 282-2613. .

BOOMERANG-Incredible Returns! Enjoy exciting sport.
You CAN do it! Unique gift for anyone. Order free catalog
now! Boomerang Man, 331-AH Park, Monroe, LA 71201.

NEW VIBRA-TEK brass polisher and cleaner, the reloader's
choice the world over. Only 20 minutes to clean once fires
brass. Tumbler method takes 2 hrs. Economical, draws only
20 watts. Doesn't damage cases, cleans inner and outer SUT

faces, even primer pockets. No moving parts or motor to re
place. Tumblers burn out in less than 18 months. LIFETIME
WARRANTY. Complete with media and extra tub for clean
ing with solvents. REGULAR VIBRA-TEK 100 30.06 capac
ity, 2 Ibs. media $69.95. MAGNUM VIBRA-TEK 300 30.06
capacity, 5 Ibs. media $138.00. Extra 5 Ibs. media $13.75. All
prepaid. Hayden-Holmes Co., 1844 Arroya, Colorado Springs,
CO 80906. 303/634-8611.

RUGER MARK II OR MARK I walnut target stocks with
thumbrest, $19.95, postage paid. MAGNUM GRIPS, P.O.
Box 801-H, Payson, AZ 85541.

GUNS, RELOADING Tools, gun cabinets, gun cases, every
thing for the shooter at discount prices. Fast shipments, Free
catalog. Esman's, Pitcairn, PA 15140. Phone (412) 243-7515.
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MAKE BULLET LUBE FOR AS LITTLE AS .20 PER
TUBE. Lube recipe plus plans for making mould $2. Or for
steel constructed mould, recipe, and instructions. Send $15
plus $3 shipping. Lightning Lube Co., P.O. Box 27, Dept. 20,
Osceola, Iowa 50213.

HAND GUN Caddys-All nylon molded, mounts under
tables, desks, dressers, bed boards, on metal, etc. Hardware
included, $10. postage paid. Check or Money Order. Specify
Cal.: B.G. & R. Inc. P.O. Box 141021, Coral Gables, FL 33114.

Hard-to-find Gunsmith tools and how-to books. Catalog
$1.00. Micro-Mark, Box 5112GM, Clinton, NJ 08809.

UZI MAGAZINES, barrels, extractors. 32rd mag. $17.00; 4 in
pouch $75. 4 3Ord. M-l carbine mags in pouch $21. Mags for
many other guns. Price list $1.00. Refunded with purchase.
3 weeks for checks to clear. Scherer, Box AH, Gilberts, IL
60136.

TREADLOK SECURITY CHESTS: Fire-Resistant Safes.
Check our prices. G & J SECURITY CHESTS CORP., Box
137l1-AH, Roanoke, VA 24036. (703) 345-9119.

Solid Brass Buckle. "Smith & Wesson". Bronzetone finish.
Holds belts up to 1-W' wide. Gift Boxed. #9303, $5.00:
Aquilla Lediard, 281 Montauk Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11208.

RUGER AUTO PISTOL LOADING AID For Mark I &
Mark II. Like it or money back on return. $1.79 each. post
paid. Reedshop, Box 62, Wonewoc, WI 53968.

GENUINE GI M16/AR15 30 Round Magazines, Excellent
Condition, $5 each, 10 for $40. $2.00 shipping per order.
BIRDWORKS, Box 449, Oracle, AZ 85823.

AMMUNITION

BRASS CASES, Military, .38 special $40.oo/M, (Comm
$45.oo/M); .223 $20.oo/M,.308 $30.oo/M; .45 ACP $65.oo/M,
match $90.00/M. FFL Required. Shipping UPS COD.
Mayfield & Co., (HG), Rt.l, La Salle, IL 61301. 815/223-0975.

.22 RIMFIRE EXPLOSIVE AND INCENDIARY AM
MUNITION: This Book Describes How to Prepare 9 dif
ferent Varieties of Special Purpose Ammunition. Transfonns
the .22 Rimfire Cartridge into a Cartridge as Devastating as a
.357 Magnum. Send $9.95 to: MKBS-PUBLICATIONS, 4111
Lincoln Blvd., Dept. H35G3, Marina Del Rey, CA 90292.

Free Catalog # 84: Reloading Tools, Dies, Bullet Moulds, etc.
for over 150 rifle, pistol, shotgun calibers, Safari Outfitters,
Baker, OR 97814-0931.

BOOKS

1984 REDBOOK OF USED GUN VALUES. Discover what
your firearms are worth in the most reliable source book ever
published. A comprehensive volume that covers rifles, hand
guns, and shotguns, it contains more than 3500 listings. Only
$5.95 postpaid. REDBOOK, Dept. HG, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108."

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $4,00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00 Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 882, New York,
NY 10150.

"SURVIVALIST" Book Catalog. loo's of titles covering
many subjects. Rush $1.00 Cash: I'll send free ifyou're broke,
BUT GET IT NOW. To: Ken Hale (205), McDonald, OH
44437-0395. .

SHOOT A HANDGUN reveals the expert's way to use your
handguns safely, effectively and within the law. Learn how
and where to shoet, fireanns responsibility, what ammuni
tion to purchase, and more. Special chapter on defensive
pistol shooting, plus a glosSary of handgun terms. Only $9.95
postpaid. GUNS BOOKS, Dept. SH, 591 Camino de la Reina,
S\{ite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. * *

1983 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ANNUAL. Includesre
ports on New Handguns for 1983, Airgun Review, Self-De
fense Hangunning, 500 Best Places to Shoot Across the U.S.
plus much more! Only $4.95 postpaid. HANDGUNNER
ANNUAL, Dept. HG-3, P.O. Box 85201, San Diego, 92116."

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by Massad Ayoob. How
and when to use a gun, authoritively written by an active
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.95 (includes postage)
to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, CA 92108...

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER by Bill Jordan. A fascinat
ing book about gun fighting and the equipment to use, from
loads to leather. $8.50 + $1 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept. NS, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108."

1984 GUNS ANNUAL AVAILABLE NOW! Exciting articles
for the guns enthusiast including: Black Powder Review, Ac
cessories for Military and Assault Rifles, a Book Length Re
port on How to Buy Used Guns, Airgun Review, plus a com
prehensive Handgun, Rifle and Catalog section. Only $4.95
postpaid. GUNS ANNUAL, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, Dept. GA-4, San Diego, CA 92108."

FEDERAL GUN LAWS-Covers machineguns, silencers,
rules and regulations pertaining to ali aspects of dealing in
firearms and ammo-20 pages $3.95. CONCEALED
WEAPONS PERMIT BOOKLET, How to receive one
~ ..... $2.50. YOUR OWN STATE GUN LAWS, Know the
regulations and laws in your state $1.75. STATE GUN
LAWS for all FIFTY STATES, A very detailed booklet

.. $4.95. S.G.S.E., P.O. Box 780-AH, Mocksville, NC
27028.

New updated catalog every two months! The best new books
on weaponry, the martial arts, self-defense, survival, and
creative revenge. $1.00. Paladin Press, P.O. Box 1307-BC,
Boulder, CO 80306.

REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC WEAPON SYSTEM is now
available. Seventy close-up photos illustrate how to convert
your 1100 semi-auto into a selective-fire assault shotgun.
9 x 12, softcover, 96 pages, $14.00 postpaid. Paladin Press,
P.O. Box 1307-BA, Boulder, CO 80306.

GUN OWNERS-KNOW YOUR RIGHTS. Your State Gun
Laws, all published City Ordinances, selected Federal Laws,
nationwide toll free telephone numbers. Send $4.95. Inter
state Enterprises, Dept. AH, Box 19468, Houston, TX 77224.

LUGERS WORLD'S finest quality; listing: $1.50; subscrip
tions: $5.00. R. Shattuck, 6661 Castle, Birmingham, MI
48010.

OUT-OF-PRINT Books Found. Send Wants. BookLook, 51
Maple Avenue, Warwick, N.Y. 10990.

FREE WHOLESALE CATALOG, Guns, Scopes, Reloaders,
Supplies. ALPINE RANGE SUPPLY, Rt. 7, Box 356, Ft.
Worth, TX 76119.

THE LUGER PISTOL: Complete step by step disassembly
procedure booklet. Facts and drawings. Parts listing and
helpful information for German Luger Lovers. $4.75
postpaid. Bunnell Systems, Box 426B, Dalton, PA 18414.

HOMEMADE MACHINE GUN PLANS. Comprehensive,
detailed, easy to follow 24-page oversize booklet. Machine
shop unnecessary. Send $6. WILDCAT PUBLICATIONS,
Dept. XXXA, 7 Michigan, Dundee, IL 60118.

The Ruger 1022 Exotic Weapons System is a conversion sys
tem you can bet your hfe on! Over 60 explicit photos, plus
machinist's drawings and gull·scale templates, show you how
to transform your Ruger 1022 into a selective-fire, close-com
bat gun you can trust. Order Now! 9x12, softcover, 86 pages,
$14.00 postpaid. Paladin Press, Box 1307-BBX, Boulder, CO
80306.

INTERSTATE TRANSPORT OF PERSONALLY
OWNED FIREARMS $1.50. Rights when traveling with a
firearm. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS PERTAINING
TO FEDERAL FIREARMS LAWS AND REGULATIONS
$1.75.102 questions answered by Federal Experts. FEDERAL
LAWS AND REGULATION $2.95. ALL OF THE ABOVE
$4.95. Interstate Enterprises, Dept. AHP, Box 19466,
Houston, TX 77224.

COIN'S FINANCIAL SCHOOL. Most popular book on gold,
silver and money ever published. Send $5 to: Omni Publica
tions, Box 216, Hawthorne, CA 90250.

Thor and Odin Live! Discover modern Germanic Pagan
religion! Send $1 to: Wotan, 312519th, Suite #297-E,
Bakersfield, CA 93301.

THE MOST HORRIFYING FACT FILLED BOOK OF
THIS CENTURY. LEARN HOW TO SURVIVE THE
COMING ULTIMATE HOLOCAUST. FAST DELIVERY!
SEND $10.00: TM PUBLISHING CO., DEPT. AH136,
CHRIESMAN, TX 77838.

ACTION BOOKS FROM PALADIN PRESS! Updated
catalog listing fascinating books on survival, weaponry, knife
fighting, creative revenge, exotic weapons systems, self-de
fense plus much more! $1.00. Paladin Press, Box 1307-KPI,
Boulder, CO 80306.
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Check our prices. G & J SECURITY CHESTS CORP., Box
137l1-AH, Roanoke, VA 24036. (703) 345-9119.

Solid Brass Buckle. "Smith & Wesson". Bronzetone finish.
Holds belts up to 1-W' wide. Gift Boxed. #9303, $5.00:
Aquilla Lediard, 281 Montauk Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11208.

RUGER AUTO PISTOL LOADING AID For Mark I &
Mark II. Like it or money back on return. $1.79 each. post
paid. Reedshop, Box 62, Wonewoc, WI 53968.

GENUINE GI M16/AR15 30 Round Magazines, Excellent
Condition, $5 each, 10 for $40. $2.00 shipping per order.
BIRDWORKS, Box 449, Oracle, AZ 85823.

AMMUNITION

BRASS CASES, Military, .38 special $40.oo/M, (Comm
$45.oo/M); .223 $20.oo/M,.308 $30.oo/M; .45 ACP $65.oo/M,
match $90.00/M. FFL Required. Shipping UPS COD.
Mayfield & Co., (HG), Rt.l, La Salle, IL 61301. 815/223-0975.

.22 RIMFIRE EXPLOSIVE AND INCENDIARY AM
MUNITION: This Book Describes How to Prepare 9 dif
ferent Varieties of Special Purpose Ammunition. Transfonns
the .22 Rimfire Cartridge into a Cartridge as Devastating as a
.357 Magnum. Send $9.95 to: MKBS-PUBLICATIONS, 4111
Lincoln Blvd., Dept. H35G3, Marina Del Rey, CA 90292.

Free Catalog # 84: Reloading Tools, Dies, Bullet Moulds, etc.
for over 150 rifle, pistol, shotgun calibers, Safari Outfitters,
Baker, OR 97814-0931.

BOOKS

1984 REDBOOK OF USED GUN VALUES. Discover what
your firearms are worth in the most reliable source book ever
published. A comprehensive volume that covers rifles, hand
guns, and shotguns, it contains more than 3500 listings. Only
$5.95 postpaid. REDBOOK, Dept. HG, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108."

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $4,00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00 Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 882, New York,
NY 10150.

"SURVIVALIST" Book Catalog. loo's of titles covering
many subjects. Rush $1.00 Cash: I'll send free ifyou're broke,
BUT GET IT NOW. To: Ken Hale (205), McDonald, OH
44437-0395. .

SHOOT A HANDGUN reveals the expert's way to use your
handguns safely, effectively and within the law. Learn how
and where to shoet, fireanns responsibility, what ammuni
tion to purchase, and more. Special chapter on defensive
pistol shooting, plus a glosSary of handgun terms. Only $9.95
postpaid. GUNS BOOKS, Dept. SH, 591 Camino de la Reina,
S\{ite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. * *

1983 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ANNUAL. Includesre
ports on New Handguns for 1983, Airgun Review, Self-De
fense Hangunning, 500 Best Places to Shoot Across the U.S.
plus much more! Only $4.95 postpaid. HANDGUNNER
ANNUAL, Dept. HG-3, P.O. Box 85201, San Diego, 92116."

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by Massad Ayoob. How
and when to use a gun, authoritively written by an active
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.95 (includes postage)
to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, CA 92108...

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER by Bill Jordan. A fascinat
ing book about gun fighting and the equipment to use, from
loads to leather. $8.50 + $1 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept. NS, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108."

1984 GUNS ANNUAL AVAILABLE NOW! Exciting articles
for the guns enthusiast including: Black Powder Review, Ac
cessories for Military and Assault Rifles, a Book Length Re
port on How to Buy Used Guns, Airgun Review, plus a com
prehensive Handgun, Rifle and Catalog section. Only $4.95
postpaid. GUNS ANNUAL, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, Dept. GA-4, San Diego, CA 92108."

FEDERAL GUN LAWS-Covers machineguns, silencers,
rules and regulations pertaining to ali aspects of dealing in
firearms and ammo-20 pages $3.95. CONCEALED
WEAPONS PERMIT BOOKLET, How to receive one
~ ..... $2.50. YOUR OWN STATE GUN LAWS, Know the
regulations and laws in your state $1.75. STATE GUN
LAWS for all FIFTY STATES, A very detailed booklet

.. $4.95. S.G.S.E., P.O. Box 780-AH, Mocksville, NC
27028.

New updated catalog every two months! The best new books
on weaponry, the martial arts, self-defense, survival, and
creative revenge. $1.00. Paladin Press, P.O. Box 1307-BC,
Boulder, CO 80306.

REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC WEAPON SYSTEM is now
available. Seventy close-up photos illustrate how to convert
your 1100 semi-auto into a selective-fire assault shotgun.
9 x 12, softcover, 96 pages, $14.00 postpaid. Paladin Press,
P.O. Box 1307-BA, Boulder, CO 80306.

GUN OWNERS-KNOW YOUR RIGHTS. Your State Gun
Laws, all published City Ordinances, selected Federal Laws,
nationwide toll free telephone numbers. Send $4.95. Inter
state Enterprises, Dept. AH, Box 19468, Houston, TX 77224.

LUGERS WORLD'S finest quality; listing: $1.50; subscrip
tions: $5.00. R. Shattuck, 6661 Castle, Birmingham, MI
48010.

OUT-OF-PRINT Books Found. Send Wants. BookLook, 51
Maple Avenue, Warwick, N.Y. 10990.

FREE WHOLESALE CATALOG, Guns, Scopes, Reloaders,
Supplies. ALPINE RANGE SUPPLY, Rt. 7, Box 356, Ft.
Worth, TX 76119.

THE LUGER PISTOL: Complete step by step disassembly
procedure booklet. Facts and drawings. Parts listing and
helpful information for German Luger Lovers. $4.75
postpaid. Bunnell Systems, Box 426B, Dalton, PA 18414.

HOMEMADE MACHINE GUN PLANS. Comprehensive,
detailed, easy to follow 24-page oversize booklet. Machine
shop unnecessary. Send $6. WILDCAT PUBLICATIONS,
Dept. XXXA, 7 Michigan, Dundee, IL 60118.

The Ruger 1022 Exotic Weapons System is a conversion sys
tem you can bet your hfe on! Over 60 explicit photos, plus
machinist's drawings and gull·scale templates, show you how
to transform your Ruger 1022 into a selective-fire, close-com
bat gun you can trust. Order Now! 9x12, softcover, 86 pages,
$14.00 postpaid. Paladin Press, Box 1307-BBX, Boulder, CO
80306.

INTERSTATE TRANSPORT OF PERSONALLY
OWNED FIREARMS $1.50. Rights when traveling with a
firearm. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS PERTAINING
TO FEDERAL FIREARMS LAWS AND REGULATIONS
$1.75.102 questions answered by Federal Experts. FEDERAL
LAWS AND REGULATION $2.95. ALL OF THE ABOVE
$4.95. Interstate Enterprises, Dept. AHP, Box 19466,
Houston, TX 77224.

COIN'S FINANCIAL SCHOOL. Most popular book on gold,
silver and money ever published. Send $5 to: Omni Publica
tions, Box 216, Hawthorne, CA 90250.

Thor and Odin Live! Discover modern Germanic Pagan
religion! Send $1 to: Wotan, 312519th, Suite #297-E,
Bakersfield, CA 93301.

THE MOST HORRIFYING FACT FILLED BOOK OF
THIS CENTURY. LEARN HOW TO SURVIVE THE
COMING ULTIMATE HOLOCAUST. FAST DELIVERY!
SEND $10.00: TM PUBLISHING CO., DEPT. AH136,
CHRIESMAN, TX 77838.

ACTION BOOKS FROM PALADIN PRESS! Updated
catalog listing fascinating books on survival, weaponry, knife
fighting, creative revenge, exotic weapons systems, self-de
fense plus much more! $1.00. Paladin Press, Box 1307-KPI,
Boulder, CO 80306.
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FULL AUTO manuals for selective fire conversions.
Pictures, instructions, machinist drawings, templates. Mini
14. Ruger 10/22, AR-15. UZI, H&K 91/9J, AK-22, Remington
1100.30 cal. Carbine, 45 cal. Thompson, Mac-IO. 810.00 each
po'tpaid. Send money order. FULL AUTO, Dept. AM, 1715
Leaf Ave., Murfreesboro, TN 37130.

LIFESAVING VIDEO TRAINING PROGRAMS-World
champion John Shaw's "Handgun Training", $59.95 and
"Shotgun Trainin~",S49.95; his book, "You Can't Miss",
89.95 postpaid; Police Lt. Jim Bullard's "The Ultimate Self
Defense Course For Women ", $69.95; Bullard's book "Look
ing Forward to Being Attacked", S9.95 postpaid; Other tapes
pnced at $39.95 include "Survival Equipment", "Survival
Weapons", "The Remington UOOShotgun", "The Remington
870 Shotgun", "The Cost .45 Automatic", "The M-16", and
"Rappelling"; VHS or Beta; include 83.00 shipping; Master
Video Productions, Dept. AH, 7947 Carol Elaine Circle,
Memphis, TN 38134.

"DEATH DEALER'S MANUAL" Illustrated Text hook for
professional killers-or bodyguards who protf'ct against
them! Actual methods taught government operativ{:'s! 112
pages. $10 plus 82 postage. REALWORLD PRESS Dept. AH
901 North 7ist. Seattle. WA 98103.

UNUSUAL BOOK TITLES. Learn to be self-employed, sur
vive recession and improve your love life. Send SASE to TGB
Enterprises, Box 983, Madisonville, TX 77864.

EXOTIC WEAPON BOOKS 158 pages filled with o\'er 200
weapons and where and how to huy them. Advertised
elsewhere for $9.95. Limited suppl.v lE'ft at $4.95. postage paid.
Money ardNS only to: T.J. Brazier, 14221 Lake Road. Lynn
wood, WA 98036.

WILL THE JURY SAY IT WAS SELF-DEFENSE?
Attorney dearly explains all ahout use of guns in protection
of self. other.; or properly. Many examples from Rctual cases.
Only 86.00: A.B. HUNTER, 1074 Fairmount Road, Burbank,
CA 91501.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

"LEARN Gl SMITHING." Yavapai Colle~. i, a fully ac
credited community college with V.A. approval. Excellent fa
cilities, experienced instructors, ~reat mountain climate
makes this the place to learn gunsmithing. Write to Yavapai
College, Attn: GU SMfTHING INSTRUCTOR, 1100 E.
Sheldon, Prescott, AZ 86:101, 602-445-7:JOO.

BE A GUN DEALER, Official Federal Firearms License Kit,
Application Forms. Instructions, \Vholesale Sources of Fire·
arms, Ammo & Accessorit's. The Most Complete kit
Available. You can Start Selling Guns & Ammo for FuJI or
Part-tirnt' Income Today. Send $4.9S t.o; S.G.S.E., P.O. Box
780-AH, Mock'ville, NC 27028.

BECOME A GUN DEALER: Professionally prepared kit
include~ official forms, covers licensing, purchasing, records
everythmg! List hundreds of top wholesalers. Guaranteed!
$4.00. Business Consultants, Dept.-H, PO. Box 1232. Union·
town, PA 15401.

BE A LICEKSED FIREARMS DEALER. Full or part time
Income. \Ve tell how to start your own Firearms RusinE>S.~ at
homC'. No cash outlay for inventory. You take gun orders,
then buy one gun or many wholesale by mail. We send SAME
DAY your order received: LATEST Official Federal Applica
tions Forms, complete instructions. UPDATED Wholesale
Directory, 800 Numbers, practicRI dealer tips, discounts on
business cards, rubber stamps, dealer supplies, diamonds, and
more. Most complete kit available. PLUS FREE GIFT
Burglar Alarm Warning Decals. Send $5.00. Interstate En
terprises, Dept. AH-6, Box 194f,6, Houston, TX 77224.

BY .NEXT WINTER you (.'an bE' established in business,
making good money. Private Security is a prestigious, reces
sion-proof profession, not a get-rich-quick scheme. Every
thing needs guarding today-everywhere-cities, small towns,
boondocks. We'll show you how to start and operate a suc
c.essful guards/patrolmc-n agency, even though you have
httle cash and no diploma. Others have done it; you can do it
too. Complete step-b.v-step manual only $6.95. SecuriTech·
H, Box C. Vashon, WA 96070.

BE A FIREARMS DEALER-Buy wholesale-No
investment needed-Full or part-time. Send for OFFICIAL
FFL KIT ""'ith BATF application and our carefully
researched 1983 GUN OEALERS GUIDE with: Complete
in8tnl(·tion~/requirements,BATF numbers, Valuahle hints,
150 + wholesalers, Manufact Ufers, Gunsmiths, et c. Be as·
sured our publication is no "rip-off." It's all you will need.
Sent same day. 87.50. Thank you. RK ENTER PRISES. 2616
LaR Positas, SantH Barbara. l A 931Ofi.

WOODWOHKEHS-'I'L1rn 84 Mntcnal Into 8:lf).9". Excitin~
HOll1e Husilles. No Selling. Grow Rig Fast. St~rter Guide Re
veals Secret. Free Details. Pine Shop, 78·K, W~t Peterboro
NH 03468. '

PROTECT YOUR INVENTION. Regi'lered Patent At
torney. Free Preliminary Hevif'w of vour description. Box
392-AH. Milwood, NY 10.';46. .

Batt~ry Rebuilding Tools, Instructions $326.00. Manual
$65.00. Training Available. SUN BATTERY 10415 98
Sebrin~. FL 33870. '

ALASKAN ·JOBS: For complete information, send S.A.S.E.
to: Alaskan Job S('rvic~. Box 402.'lf)·A, 1\I('son, AZ 85717.
Inulle<tiate Respon<;e! NO GIMMWKS!!

WOODWOHKERS-How to start your own excit~ng

woodworking husiness. Work Home. No selling. Free Details.
Pine Shop, 78-A.I, West Peterboro, NH 03486
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OVERNIGHT WEALTH? Nonsense! Thot's sucker-bait.
Private Security is a prestigious, reces.~ion.proof profe:-!';ion,
not a get-rich-quick scheme. Guards needed everywhere
cities, podunks, boondocks. We'll show you how to start and
operate a successful guards/patrolmen agency with
minimum cash, no diploma needed. Others have prospered;
you c~n t~. Complete step-by-step manual with priceless,
exclUSive mformation, only $6.95. SecuriTech-H, Box C,
Vashon, WA 86070.

GUN DEALERS FACT SHEET. Contain' important
names, addresses, telephone numbers, to start your dealer
ship. $5.00: Garback, RD # 1, Box 133, New Paris, PA 1'>554.

DIAMOND IMPORTERS FACT SHEET. Contains names,
addresses, lelephone numbers neederl to start your bURiness.
810.00: Garback, RD#I, Box no, New Poris, PA 15554.

EVERYONE WEARS SHOES & SPORTSWEARS Multi
Level Shoes &Sportwears. Direct or by MaiL No Stocking of
Product. Details 82 Cassette TransCript $2.00 $hoes The
$portshop Shoes. 1'radewinds Enterprises, Suite M 21A
Broadway. Pa...""ic, NJ 07055.

ANIMAL TATTOOING INSTRUCTIONAL FACT
SHEETS. Contains equipment suppliers and National
Registry Infonnation. Tattooing Instruction fTom Regis
tered Agent: GARBACK, RD I, Box 133, NEWPARIS, PA
15554.

PROSPECT for uranium, radium, thorium. Fun or profit.
Infonnation $1.00, Geiger counter S75.00: Radex, 4109 Graf
Drive, Louisville, KY 40220.

MY WI FE TOLD ME NOT TO. But I have t o'hare my new
booklet with everyone who needs money. as I did. Moneyba('k
Guarantee; $3.85: UrihC' Publications, 4500 Prescott, Suite 6,
Lincoln, NE 68506.

COLLECTORS

Soldier, Chess, Cannon molrls and castings, I11ustmled cata·
log $1.00. With metal soldier 82.00. Coastal, Box 44-H, Cedar
Grove, NJ 07009.

PEARL GRIPS-Wholesale prices-Colt Single Action
Oversize $76.46 plus. 2 postage: Sofari Trading 7711 Rose
mead A1vd. Unit # JI, Pico Rivera, CA 90660.

RED WINDOW DECAL: "Warning! This property
protected by an armed American citizen," $1, 6/$5;
Professional FfL Application Kit, $3; Personal Fireanns
Record Book (56 guns) $2.50, 0/$6; Business Card Kit, $1.
PFRB/S, Box 2800. SantA Fe, NM 87501.

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA

TOP QUALITY ALL-FABRIC PATCHES FOR YOUR
JACKET OR CAP! Guns Team Member Patch: 83.50,
American Handgunner Lc;t Patch: $3.50, 25th Anniversary
Guns Collectors Patch, $5.00. Special-all 3 patches only
811.00 I>ru;tpald. GUNS Patches, Dept. Hp, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. u

OFFICIAL SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA all-fabrir
patch and decal-$3.00 postpaid! GU S Patches, Dept. AP ,
291 Camino de Ja Reina, #200, San Die~o, CA 92100."

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-FREE Catalog
and price quotes. Highest quality GUARANTEED-Lowest
prices, NO Minimum. Money Bad- Guarantee. Send
Sketches to: Stadriah, 61 ,Jane Street, New Ynrk, NY 10014.

CUSTOM MADE CLOISONNE ENAMELED PINS,
MEDALS & CAPS BADGES. Send SASE for FREE
Brochure ... FOREST VIEW ENTERPRISES HG, 4744 N.
Grand Avenue, Covina, CA 91724. (213) 966-7589.

FIREWORKS

Distributors wanted for new food products, (Not Dehy
drated) appeali.ng to campers, backpackers, and survivalist.
Your own husiness, Income depends on effort. DAIXON, Box
2162, Williamsport, PA 17703.

FIREWORKS-Fun, safe, top quality, lowest prices.
Illustrated catalo~e $1.00; Pyro-Sonic Ot>vices, Box 711
AH3, Grand Haven, MI 49417.

Fireworks-Firecrackers, rockets. Roman candles, bottle
rockets, MUCH, MUCH MORE! LOW PRICES, Quick
deliv.ry, H IG H QU ALlTY. Delivered. to your door
throughout the United StatC8 ypar-round. Illustrated cata
log $1.00. EAGLE FIREWORKS. Dept. AI. Box 800,
Clackamas, OR 97015.

ROCKETS. COLORED SMOKE DYES, forsiW1allio~, sur
vival application;:. MOO Salutes, Firewor}(.~-vou conc;tnlrt.
~201! Catalog $1 00. NorSt~rr, Box 5585, .Pocatello, 10

9'alute: ano Cannoncrarkers home made. ThE' ~t! Simple
easy methods, my secrets revealed. Details: Brown Diver·
'ifiPd, Box :;3. Fishers. Indiana 46Q.18.

CHF:M IeALB for eVf'ry purpose. Technical grade pota.:;sium
chlorau". nitrate, sulfur, acids, other!':. Al<;;Q books and for
mulas, Catalog S1.00. n & R Enterpri~es. Box 14i41.
Cleveland. OH 44114.

----------
Salutes and Cannoncrackers home made. The b~t! Simple
easy methods, my secrets rC'vealed. Details; Rrowns Diver
sified Box 53, Fishers, IN 4f>038.

FUSE! 3/32" DIAMETER WATERPROOF SAFETY
FUSE. 100'-810.00 300'-$25.00. POSTPAID,
GUARANTEED, GREENMAN BOX 90280 PEORIA, IL
61606.

List of Chinese and Domestic Fireworks sources, supplies,
plus fonnulas, instructions and sample safety fuse. Send
$5.00. DALTON, Box 2162, Williamsport, PA 17703.

Fireworks to your door! Top quality, low prices. Illustrated
catalogue $1.00 refundable. Great Lakes Fireworks, P.O. Box
5324, Cleveland, OH 44101.

I) BE A FEDERALLY LICENSED EXPLOSIVE
DEALEl~, A financially rewarding, exciting & challenl{ing
business with very limited competition. gxplosives are used
in mining, con5truction, agriculture, industry, underwater
demolition, oil rigs, aerospace, Defense Dept., and a huge
Fireworks industry to service. EXPLOSIVE DEALEHS
KIT includes: Federal Explosive Application Forms (for
Explosivf' License and Explosive Permits), Instructions,
Feder~! Explosive Laws, Explosive Security, Directory of
ExplOSive Manufacturers, Wholesalers and Distributors; Ex
ploslvP License/Permit Numberinl{ System!"; Explosive
Dealer's and US('r's Guide to Federal EXlll05ive Rpgulations
... $5.95 ... 2) rOMMF:RCF: IN F:XPI.OS/VF:S. The com
plet. book on d.aling in EXPLOSIVES ond FIREWORKS
cover5: License and Permits. Conduct of Business &
Operation5. Storage Requirements . .. S5.9.5 ... ROTH EX·
PLOSIVE DEALERS KIT A 0 COMMERCE IN EX
PLOSJVES .. _ $10.95: S.G.S.E., P.O. Box 780-GS,
Mocksville, NC 27028.

FOR SALE

CROSSBO\VS Magnum Power by Barnett International
Direct Discount Catalogue, $2., all goods shipped prepaid
UPS from my Michigan warehouse; Delivered price: Com
mando, $329.: Wildcat, $179.; Ponzer, 8219.; Write ,I.N.Y.
Exports, Box 2.122, Station A, London, Ontario, CANADA
N6A 4E3.

FOR SALE: \Var relics, militaria, head gear, edged weapons,
field equipment, medals, badges, military books and records,
etc. Send .5O<t for latest lists. (Also interested in buving
miJit.aria.) Globe Militaria Inc., H.ED. I, Box 269. Kc-ene:NH
0J431.

NAZI REGAl.lA. Send SMlE for Free List: NSDAPAO. Box
6414-AH, Lincoln, NE 68506.

FOR SALE: Custom handf!Un stock business. Include; all
machines, materials, stocks and patents. Will train new
owner'S. For infonnation write: Jim Detrick 13539 SE 161st
PI., Renton, WA 98055. '

Chesapeake-Pups, trail, huntinf{ stock. Stud service. Redlion
Ch""'lpeakes, Box 213, Vincentown, NJ 08086. 809/859-3570.

GUN PARTS

FULL-AUTO CONVERSION LICENSE KIT-Includes
ALL Federal for:ns, complete instructions necessary for
LEGA L ConversIOn. Convert your semi now! S4.95 ...
SURVIVAL CONSULTANTS, 1'0. Box 12J2 (H). Union
town, PA 1!l401.

GUNS FOR SALE

We will sell ANY gun at 10% arove wholesale cost. We also
pay cash for used guns. For quotes, call (evenings/weekends)
or write: BULLSEYE ARMS, 701 N. 20th Street, Banning,
CA 92220 (714) 849-3235.

COLLECTORS ITEM one pre-war I'A.F. 6.35MM. "Junior"
Made in Sou th Africa. What offers? Write to: Mr. M.
Borstlap, 1'0. Box 5740, Durhan, 4000, SOUTH AFHICA.

BRONZES-REMINGTON, SIGNED $450. LION-SNAKE
SIGNED BARYE $350. Write: 1129 Brady, Davenport, Iowa
52803.

Browning BOA 45 Auto. New in hox $800.00. 1-219-i84-0922.

GUNSMITHING

OCTAGON BARRELS, riAe or pistol. All centerfire calibers.
Custom tapered or half octagon-half round. Chambering for
T'Ynid~~,ri85eil1~~te KOGOT, John T Pell, 410 College,

GUNSMITHING ltl<'. quality work, fast delivery; SPE
CIALTY WOHK P~~HFOHMED, III Marvin Drive,
Hompton. VA 2JG66, Ph. (804) 8J8-8091.

THE PROTECTOR: .22 cal pen-type pi~tol you constmct
from hardware store materials and onlv hasic tools. Nf"W
copyrighted design, only $4.9!l. Write now: Entium (AH),
Box 16."">0, Carolina, P.R. 00628-16!'il.

SMITH ANn WESSO obsolete firearms-repairs,
restorations, original parts. harrel-lining: Complete services
form the PROFESSIONAL: Send SASE to: Liberty Aotique
Six~un, Dave Chaicoine.19 Key Stre-et, Eastport, ME 0463L
(2();l) J:;7-189:3.

Pistol & Rifle Barrel Rehoring & Rifling. C:\-'Iinder
chamhering, Pi..:;tol conver.;ion5 from .3;'7 & .41 to.44 or 45 L.
lOlt., also chamhering in new .:l;'7 maximum. Top quality
work, ~llRranteed. S.S.A.E.: Redman'!,; Rifling & Rehoring
Shop, R.R. I, Box 330-A, 0I1111k, WA 98841.
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FULL AUTO manuals for selective fire conversions.
Pictures, instructions, machinist drawings, templates. Mini
14. Ruger 10/22, AR-15. UZI, H&K 91/9J, AK-22, Remington
1100.30 cal. Carbine, 45 cal. Thompson, Mac-IO. 810.00 each
po'tpaid. Send money order. FULL AUTO, Dept. AM, 1715
Leaf Ave., Murfreesboro, TN 37130.

LIFESAVING VIDEO TRAINING PROGRAMS-World
champion John Shaw's "Handgun Training", $59.95 and
"Shotgun Trainin~",S49.95; his book, "You Can't Miss",
89.95 postpaid; Police Lt. Jim Bullard's "The Ultimate Self
Defense Course For Women ", $69.95; Bullard's book "Look
ing Forward to Being Attacked", S9.95 postpaid; Other tapes
pnced at $39.95 include "Survival Equipment", "Survival
Weapons", "The Remington UOOShotgun", "The Remington
870 Shotgun", "The Cost .45 Automatic", "The M-16", and
"Rappelling"; VHS or Beta; include 83.00 shipping; Master
Video Productions, Dept. AH, 7947 Carol Elaine Circle,
Memphis, TN 38134.

"DEATH DEALER'S MANUAL" Illustrated Text hook for
professional killers-or bodyguards who protf'ct against
them! Actual methods taught government operativ{:'s! 112
pages. $10 plus 82 postage. REALWORLD PRESS Dept. AH
901 North 7ist. Seattle. WA 98103.

UNUSUAL BOOK TITLES. Learn to be self-employed, sur
vive recession and improve your love life. Send SASE to TGB
Enterprises, Box 983, Madisonville, TX 77864.

EXOTIC WEAPON BOOKS 158 pages filled with o\'er 200
weapons and where and how to huy them. Advertised
elsewhere for $9.95. Limited suppl.v lE'ft at $4.95. postage paid.
Money ardNS only to: T.J. Brazier, 14221 Lake Road. Lynn
wood, WA 98036.

WILL THE JURY SAY IT WAS SELF-DEFENSE?
Attorney dearly explains all ahout use of guns in protection
of self. other.; or properly. Many examples from Rctual cases.
Only 86.00: A.B. HUNTER, 1074 Fairmount Road, Burbank,
CA 91501.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

"LEARN Gl SMITHING." Yavapai Colle~. i, a fully ac
credited community college with V.A. approval. Excellent fa
cilities, experienced instructors, ~reat mountain climate
makes this the place to learn gunsmithing. Write to Yavapai
College, Attn: GU SMfTHING INSTRUCTOR, 1100 E.
Sheldon, Prescott, AZ 86:101, 602-445-7:JOO.

BE A GUN DEALER, Official Federal Firearms License Kit,
Application Forms. Instructions, \Vholesale Sources of Fire·
arms, Ammo & Accessorit's. The Most Complete kit
Available. You can Start Selling Guns & Ammo for FuJI or
Part-tirnt' Income Today. Send $4.9S t.o; S.G.S.E., P.O. Box
780-AH, Mock'ville, NC 27028.

BECOME A GUN DEALER: Professionally prepared kit
include~ official forms, covers licensing, purchasing, records
everythmg! List hundreds of top wholesalers. Guaranteed!
$4.00. Business Consultants, Dept.-H, PO. Box 1232. Union·
town, PA 15401.

BE A LICEKSED FIREARMS DEALER. Full or part time
Income. \Ve tell how to start your own Firearms RusinE>S.~ at
homC'. No cash outlay for inventory. You take gun orders,
then buy one gun or many wholesale by mail. We send SAME
DAY your order received: LATEST Official Federal Applica
tions Forms, complete instructions. UPDATED Wholesale
Directory, 800 Numbers, practicRI dealer tips, discounts on
business cards, rubber stamps, dealer supplies, diamonds, and
more. Most complete kit available. PLUS FREE GIFT
Burglar Alarm Warning Decals. Send $5.00. Interstate En
terprises, Dept. AH-6, Box 194f,6, Houston, TX 77224.

BY .NEXT WINTER you (.'an bE' established in business,
making good money. Private Security is a prestigious, reces
sion-proof profession, not a get-rich-quick scheme. Every
thing needs guarding today-everywhere-cities, small towns,
boondocks. We'll show you how to start and operate a suc
c.essful guards/patrolmc-n agency, even though you have
httle cash and no diploma. Others have done it; you can do it
too. Complete step-b.v-step manual only $6.95. SecuriTech·
H, Box C. Vashon, WA 96070.

BE A FIREARMS DEALER-Buy wholesale-No
investment needed-Full or part-time. Send for OFFICIAL
FFL KIT ""'ith BATF application and our carefully
researched 1983 GUN OEALERS GUIDE with: Complete
in8tnl(·tion~/requirements,BATF numbers, Valuahle hints,
150 + wholesalers, Manufact Ufers, Gunsmiths, et c. Be as·
sured our publication is no "rip-off." It's all you will need.
Sent same day. 87.50. Thank you. RK ENTER PRISES. 2616
LaR Positas, SantH Barbara. l A 931Ofi.

WOODWOHKEHS-'I'L1rn 84 Mntcnal Into 8:lf).9". Excitin~
HOll1e Husilles. No Selling. Grow Rig Fast. St~rter Guide Re
veals Secret. Free Details. Pine Shop, 78·K, W~t Peterboro
NH 03468. '

PROTECT YOUR INVENTION. Regi'lered Patent At
torney. Free Preliminary Hevif'w of vour description. Box
392-AH. Milwood, NY 10.';46. .

Batt~ry Rebuilding Tools, Instructions $326.00. Manual
$65.00. Training Available. SUN BATTERY 10415 98
Sebrin~. FL 33870. '

ALASKAN ·JOBS: For complete information, send S.A.S.E.
to: Alaskan Job S('rvic~. Box 402.'lf)·A, 1\I('son, AZ 85717.
Inulle<tiate Respon<;e! NO GIMMWKS!!

WOODWOHKERS-How to start your own excit~ng

woodworking husiness. Work Home. No selling. Free Details.
Pine Shop, 78-A.I, West Peterboro, NH 03486
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OVERNIGHT WEALTH? Nonsense! Thot's sucker-bait.
Private Security is a prestigious, reces.~ion.proof profe:-!';ion,
not a get-rich-quick scheme. Guards needed everywhere
cities, podunks, boondocks. We'll show you how to start and
operate a successful guards/patrolmen agency with
minimum cash, no diploma needed. Others have prospered;
you c~n t~. Complete step-by-step manual with priceless,
exclUSive mformation, only $6.95. SecuriTech-H, Box C,
Vashon, WA 86070.

GUN DEALERS FACT SHEET. Contain, important
names, addresses, telephone numbers, to start your dealer
ship. $5.00: Garback, RD # 1, Box 133, New Paris, PA 1'>554.

DIAMOND IMPORTERS FACT SHEET. Contains names,
addresses, lelephone numbers neederl to start your bURiness.
810.00: Garback, RD#I, Box no, New Poris, PA 15554.

EVERYONE WEARS SHOES & SPORTSWEARS Multi
Level Shoes &Sportwears. Direct or by MaiL No Stocking of
Product. Details 82 Cassette TransCript $2.00 $hoes The
$portshop Shoes. 1'radewinds Enterprises, Suite M 21A
Broadway. Pa...""ic, NJ 07055.

ANIMAL TATTOOING INSTRUCTIONAL FACT
SHEETS. Contains equipment suppliers and National
Registry Infonnation. Tattooing Instruction fTom Regis
tered Agent: GARBACK, RD I, Box 133, NEWPARIS, PA
15554.

PROSPECT for uranium, radium, thorium. Fun or profit.
Infonnation $1.00, Geiger counter S75.00: Radex, 4109 Graf
Drive, Louisville, KY 40220.

MY WI FE TOLD ME NOT TO. But I have t o'hare my new
booklet with everyone who needs money. as I did. Moneyba('k
Guarantee; $3.85: UrihC' Publications, 4500 Prescott, Suite 6,
Lincoln, NE 68506.

COLLECTORS

Soldier, Chess, Cannon molrls and castings, I11ustmled cata·
log $1.00. With metal soldier 82.00. Coastal, Box 44-H, Cedar
Grove, NJ 07009.

PEARL GRIPS-Wholesale prices-Colt Single Action
Oversize $76.46 plus. 2 postage: Sofari Trading 7711 Rose
mead A1vd. Unit # JI, Pico Rivera, CA 90660.

RED WINDOW DECAL: "Warning! This property
protected by an armed American citizen," $1, 6/$5;
Professional FfL Application Kit, $3; Personal Fireanns
Record Book (56 guns) $2.50, 0/$6; Business Card Kit, $1.
PFRB/S, Box 2800. SantA Fe, NM 87501.

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA

TOP QUALITY ALL-FABRIC PATCHES FOR YOUR
JACKET OR CAP! Guns Team Member Patch: 83.50,
American Handgunner Lc;t Patch: $3.50, 25th Anniversary
Guns Collectors Patch, $5.00. Special-all 3 patches only
811.00 I>ru;tpald. GUNS Patches, Dept. Hp, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. u

OFFICIAL SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA all-fabrir
patch and decal-$3.00 postpaid! GU S Patches, Dept. AP ,
291 Camino de Ja Reina, #200, San Die~o, CA 92100."

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-FREE Catalog
and price quotes. Highest quality GUARANTEED-Lowest
prices, NO Minimum. Money Bad- Guarantee. Send
Sketches to: Stadriah, 61 ,Jane Street, New Ynrk, NY 10014.

CUSTOM MADE CLOISONNE ENAMELED PINS,
MEDALS & CAPS BADGES. Send SASE for FREE
Brochure ... FOREST VIEW ENTERPRISES HG, 4744 N.
Grand Avenue, Covina, CA 91724. (213) 966-7589.

FIREWORKS

Distributors wanted for new food products, (Not Dehy
drated) appeali.ng to campers, backpackers, and survivalist.
Your own husiness, Income depends on effort. DAIXON, Box
2162, Williamsport, PA 17703.

FIREWORKS-Fun, safe, top quality, lowest prices.
Illustrated catalo~e $1.00; Pyro-Sonic Ot>vices, Box 711
AH3, Grand Haven, MI 49417.

Fireworks-Firecrackers, rockets. Roman candles, bottle
rockets, MUCH, MUCH MORE! LOW PRICES, Quick
deliv.ry, H IG H QU ALlTY. Delivered. to your door
throughout the United StatC8 ypar-round. Illustrated cata
log $1.00. EAGLE FIREWORKS. Dept. AI. Box 800,
Clackamas, OR 97015.

ROCKETS. COLORED SMOKE DYES, forsiW1allio~, sur
vival application;:. MOO Salutes, Firewor}(.~-vou conc;tnlrt.
~201! Catalog $1 00. NorSt~rr, Box 5585, .Pocatello, 10

9'alute: ano Cannoncrarkers home made. ThE' ~t! Simple
easy methods, my secrets revealed. Details: Brown Diver·
'ifiPd, Box :;3. Fishers. Indiana 46Q.18.

CHF:M IeALB for eVf'ry purpose. Technical grade pota.:;sium
chlorau". nitrate, sulfur, acids, other!':. Al<;;Q books and for
mulas, Catalog S1.00. n & R Enterpri~es. Box 14i41.
Cleveland. OH 44114.

----------
Salutes and Cannoncrackers home made. The b~t! Simple
easy methods, my secrets rC'vealed. Details; Rrowns Diver
sified Box 53, Fishers, IN 4f>038.

FUSE! 3/32" DIAMETER WATERPROOF SAFETY
FUSE. 100'-810.00 300'-$25.00. POSTPAID,
GUARANTEED, GREENMAN BOX 90280 PEORIA, IL
61606.

List of Chinese and Domestic Fireworks sources, supplies,
plus fonnulas, instructions and sample safety fuse. Send
$5.00. DALTON, Box 2162, Williamsport, PA 17703.

Fireworks to your door! Top quality, low prices. Illustrated
catalogue $1.00 refundable. Great Lakes Fireworks, P.O. Box
5324, Cleveland, OH 44101.

I) BE A FEDERALLY LICENSED EXPLOSIVE
DEALEl~, A financially rewarding, exciting & challenl{ing
business with very limited competition. gxplosives are used
in mining, con5truction, agriculture, industry, underwater
demolition, oil rigs, aerospace, Defense Dept., and a huge
Fireworks industry to service. EXPLOSIVE DEALEHS
KIT includes: Federal Explosive Application Forms (for
Explosivf' License and Explosive Permits), Instructions,
Feder~! Explosive Laws, Explosive Security, Directory of
ExplOSive Manufacturers, Wholesalers and Distributors; Ex
ploslvP License/Permit Numberinl{ System!"; Explosive
Dealer's and US('r's Guide to Federal EXlll05ive Rpgulations
... $5.95 ... 2) rOMMF:RCF: IN F:XPI.OS/VF:S. The com
plet. book on d.aling in EXPLOSIVES ond FIREWORKS
cover5: License and Permits. Conduct of Business &
Operation5. Storage Requirements . .. S5.9.5 ... ROTH EX·
PLOSIVE DEALERS KIT A 0 COMMERCE IN EX
PLOSJVES .. _ $10.95: S.G.S.E., P.O. Box 780-GS,
Mocksville, NC 27028.

FOR SALE

CROSSBO\VS Magnum Power by Barnett International
Direct Discount Catalogue, $2., all goods shipped prepaid
UPS from my Michigan warehouse; Delivered price: Com
mando, $329.: Wildcat, $179.; Ponzer, 8219.; Write ,I.N.Y.
Exports, Box 2.122, Station A, London, Ontario, CANADA
N6A 4E3.

FOR SALE: \Var relics, militaria, head gear, edged weapons,
field equipment, medals, badges, military books and records,
etc. Send .5O<t for latest lists. (Also interested in buving
miJit.aria.) Globe Militaria Inc., H.ED. I, Box 269. Kc-ene:NH
0J431.

NAZI REGAl.lA. Send SMlE for Free List: NSDAPAO. Box
6414-AH, Lincoln, NE 68506.

FOR SALE: Custom handf!Un stock business. Include; all
machines, materials, stocks and patents. Will train new
owner'S. For infonnation write: Jim Detrick 13539 SE 161st
PI., Renton, WA 98055. '

Chesapeake-Pups, trail, huntinf{ stock. Stud service. Redlion
Ch""'lpeakes, Box 213, Vincentown, NJ 08086. 809/859-3570.

GUN PARTS

FULL-AUTO CONVERSION LICENSE KIT-Includes
ALL Federal for:ns, complete instructions necessary for
LEGA L ConversIOn. Convert your semi now! S4.95 ...
SURVIVAL CONSULTANTS, 1'0. Box 12J2 (H). Union
town, PA 1!l401.

GUNS FOR SALE

We will sell ANY gun at 10% arove wholesale cost. We also
pay cash for used guns. For quotes, call (evenings/weekends)
or write: BULLSEYE ARMS, 701 N. 20th Street, Banning,
CA 92220 (714) 849-3235.

COLLECTORS ITEM one pre-war I'A.F. 6.35MM. "Junior"
Made in Sou th Africa. What offers? Write to: Mr. M.
Borstlap, 1'0. Box 5740, Durhan, 4000, SOUTH AFHICA.

BRONZES-REMINGTON, SIGNED $450. LION-SNAKE
SIGNED BARYE $350. Write: 1129 Brady, Davenport, Iowa
52803.

Browning BOA 45 Auto. New in hox $800.00. 1-219-i84-0922.

GUNSMITHING

OCTAGON BARRELS, riAe or pistol. All centerfire calibers.
Custom tapered or half octagon-half round. Chambering for
T'Ynid~~,ri85eil1~~te KOGOT, John T Pell, 410 College,

GUNSMITHING ltl<'. quality work, fast delivery; SPE
CIALTY WOHK P~~HFOHMED, III Marvin Drive,
Hompton. VA 2JG66, Ph. (804) 8J8-8091.

THE PROTECTOR: .22 cal pen-type pi~tol you constmct
from hardware store materials and onlv hasic tools. Nf"W
copyrighted design, only $4.9!l. Write now: Entium (AH),
Box 16."">0, Carolina, P.R. 00628-16!'il.

SMITH ANn WESSO obsolete firearms-repairs,
restorations, original parts. harrel-lining: Complete services
form the PROFESSIONAL: Send SASE to: Liberty Aotique
Six~un, Dave Chaicoine.19 Key Stre-et, Eastport, ME 0463L
(2();l) J:;7-189:3.

Pistol & Rifle Barrel Rehoring & Rifling. C:\-'Iinder
chamhering, Pi..:;tol conver.;ion5 from .3;'7 & .41 to.44 or 45 L.
lOlt., also chamhering in new .:l;'7 maximum. Top quality
work, ~llRranteed. S.S.A.E.: Redman'!'; Rifling & Rehoring
Shop, R.R. I, Box 330-A, 0I1111k, WA 98841.
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CUSTOM .45 GUNSMITHING. Police and combat com
petition modifications a specialty. For free price list send
SASE. JIM HOAG, 8523 Suite "C," Canoga Park, CA 91304.

DROP IN Fiberglass Stocks: for Remington, Ruger 77,
Winchester, Mauser send $1.00 for list: Bozeman Gunsmith,
2010 N. 7th, Bozeman, MT 59715.

MACHINE TOOLS, Specialize in gunsmith's requirements.
Lathes, Mills, Drills, Accessories and more. Catalog one
Dollar. Watkins Enterprises, 1915 Middle Glen, Carrollton,
TX 75007.

LATHES-MILLS-TOOLS-Unimat 3", Compact 5",
Compact 8", Compact 10", Maximat SuPer 11" and V-13"
lathes. Jet lathes and mills. Emco Maier FB-2 and Sherline
5000 bench top milling machines. Measuring instruments,
cutting tools, chunks and collets. Catalog $1.00. Blue Ridge
Machinery and Tools, Inc., PO. Box 536-G, Hurricane, WV
25526. 304-562-3538.

Repair Work, Custom Tuning and Timing on S & W
Revolvers. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Write or call
for prices: Ensley's Shooting Supply, Rt. 2, Box 225,
Louisville, TN 37777. (615) 970-GUNS.

INSTRUCTION

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. N.PI.
is now accepting applications for the instruction of Qualified
students in the basic practical skills of modern defensive
pistolcraft. For information and applications, send $1.00 to:
Northeast Pistol Institute, Dept. 714C, PO Box 453, Union,
NJ 07083.

BUY FIREARMS, AMMO WHOLESALE! Federal
Firearms License Application Kit (forms, suppliers, instruc
tions), $5. Operating A Profitable Business (full time, part
time), $7.50. Both, $10.00. PFRB/8, Box 2800, Santa Fe, NM
87501.

DEADLIEST FIGHTING SYSTEM! The feared and
formidable Chinese Back Cobra style of oriental combat.
Fight like a wild animal. With advanced dynamic medita
tions to develop t~e unstoppable mental state & powers.
Fully illustrated $9.95 + $1.00 P IH. Check or money order
to: Green Dragon Society, 6810 N. Sheridan, Dept. A8,
Chicago, IL 60626.

Home accuratized without special tools, step by step, dia
grams, $4.95. GLADIATOR ARMS, 4178 Meridian Ave., Box
95G, San Jose, CA 95118.

SURVIVAL SCHOOL: A two-week Survival camp, Taught
in the Indian Tradition. For Information, WRITE: Cato
Springs Indian Mission, Box 1165HG, FAYETTEVILLE, AR
72702.

HOW TO BUILD GUN CABINETS-WAS $7.95. NOW
$3.00 (includes postage). RAMAPO SPECIALTIES, PO.
Box 92, Northvale, NJ 07647.

KNIVES & SWORDS

KNIVES: All types. Also Histroic weapons. Unbeatable
prices. $2.00 for color catalogs. DeIntinis, 107 Summit Ave
nue, Staten Island, NY 10306.

Unusual Knives, Survival items. Catalog $1 (Refundable).
Real World, Box 335-H, Branson, MO 65616.

KNIFE-Tiger lock blade opens to a big 8". Stainless steel
blade, beautiful hardwood handle, $11.95. G B Trading Co.,
PO. Box 1088-B, Bullhead City, AZ 86430.

Custom Handmade Knives reasonably priced. Also all type
knives and Historic weapons. Unbeatable prices. Color Cata
logs $2.00. Deinitinis, 107 Summit Ave., S.I., NY 10306.

30-40% OFF ALL GERBER, SCHRADE KNIVES,
REDFIELD, Leupold, Tasco scopes; Muzzleloaders! Send
$1.00 for Complete Pricelist! KNIVES, 52 Edmund, Dept.
AH, Uniontown, PA 15401.

LEATHERCRAFT

NEW LEATHER COMPANY has craft supplies. Send $1.00
for complete catalog (Refundable). The Leather Factory,
Dept. AH 983, PO. Box 2430, Chattanooga, TN 37409.

MILITARIA

Discount special forces manual. Explosives-boobytraps
survival-incendiaries-silencers-machine guns-demoli
tion-unconventional warfare, many other titles. Send $1.00
for descriptive brochure. CASSADAY PRESS, 8690 Aero
Drive, Suite MIA-I84, San Diego, CA 92123.

Solid Bronze Oval "CSA" Belt Buckles. $12.95 each Postpaid.
Three or more, $10.95 each Postpaid. Baxendale's, 4114HG
Sneed, Nashville, TN 37215. (615) 297-1975.

RARE MILITARY AND POLITICAL FILMS on video
cassettes. Third Reich, Soviet Army and Vietnam Era. Send
$1.00 (refundable) for illustrated catalog. INTERNA
TIONAL HISTORICAL FILMS, PO. Box 29035, Chicago,
IL 60629.

LEATHER FLIGHT JACKETS. USN G-1. USAAF A-2.
New US manufacture. Closeout prices. Send SASE. Per
egrine, POB 96, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.
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YOURS OR FAMILY'S MILITARY MEDALS! WWII,
KOREA, VIETNAM-ALL SERVICE-OFFICIAL U.S.
AND FOREIGN MEDALS. MINIATURE MEDALS,
RIBBONS AND BADGES. WALNUT FINISHED DIS
PLAY CASES. ALL GUARANTEED. MANUAL ON
CLAIMING GOVERNMENT MEDALS. PERSONAL
SERVICE. FREE CATALOG. WRITE TODAY!
"MEDALS", 2414 L CEDARWOOD, MARIETTA, GA
30067.

MILITARY SURPLUS

JEEPS, CARS, pickups from $35. Available at local govern
ment Auctions. For Directory Call 805-687-6OCK>. Extension
921, call refundable.

Military Surplus-Chemical/biological warfare equipment,
military clothing and equipment, SASE for catalog; JR
Sales, Box 4253H, Lancaster, CA 93535-4253.

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1% original
cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Buyer's
Guide/Directory"-$2.00 (Guaranteed). DISPOSAL, Box
19107-MW, Washington, DC 20036.

G.1. SURPLUS and Camping Equipment. 34 page catalog
$2.00. Special: O.D. or Camouflage Vietnam Jungle Boots
$24.99 with copy of this ad. Sizes 6-13 regular or wide. Red
Bank Army Navy, 12-E Monmouth Street, Red Bank, NJ
07701. .

MISCELLANEOUS

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

NINJA CATALOG ... Nightsuits, handclaws, footspikes,
calthrops, blowpens, shuriken, and reference materials for
the Shadow Warrior. Send $1.00 to: Ninja Supply Systems,
Box 282221AH, Atlanta, GA 30358.

MILITARY & MARTIAL ARTS-I.D. Cards & Certificates.
Airborne, Special Forces, C.I.A., Police, etc. Brochure $1
Kenwood, Box 66, Dept. H, Long Green, MD 21092.

PASSPORTS, DUAL CITIZENSHIPS available from Cas
tellania. Information package $5.00. Box 40201, Pasadena,
CA 91104.

FREE! World's Leading No~elty Catalog. Things You Never
Knew Existed. 1600 Novelties, Jokes, Tricks, Science, Sports,
Hobbies. Johnson-Smith, C-6522, Mt. Clemens, MI 48043.

COLT SINGLE ACTION, Pre-War parts & repair Services.
Hammers & Triggers rebuilt. Blk. Powder replacement parts
available. Parts correctly fitted. Send STAMP for free list.
John Kopec, PO. Box 157, Whitmore, CA 96096.

KNUCKS: Genuine brass paperweights, not cheap alumi
num, sameday delivery. $7. prepaid: Mathews Police Supply,
PO. Box 1754, Mathews, NC 28105.

FREE BOOK CATALOG! Privacy, Tax, Credit, Divorce,
Employment problems? Our books have solutions, Write:
Eden Press, 11623 Slater, Box 8410-GC, Fountain Valley, CA
92708.

NAZI War souvenirs and daggers! Illustrated catalog $10,
bill (refundable). Disco, Box 331-H, Cedarburg, WI
53012-0331.

THE FLINTKNAPPER of WEST GERMANY Manufac
turer of superior quality cut and milled agateflints. II sizes
available from .47"x.55" up to .95"x1.18". DEALERS send $1
cash for priee list and sample. THE FLINTKNAPPER,
Dept. AH, D-5441 Thmbs, WEST GERMANY.

"HELP FIGHT CRIME-SHOOT A BURGLAR" and
"RUSSIA SUCKS" bumper stickers, $2.00 each. Also
"ILLEGALLY PARKED" stickers for inconsiderate drivers,
8 for $4.95. Add .50¢ postage and handling. Texans add 5%.
Flying Dutchman Enterprises, Dept. A, 13033 Wirevine,
Houston, TX 77072.

CIGARETTES 3M PACK? Yes! Kings, Reg, Filter,
Mentholated. Buying A-dress/Details $I.30-Richard
Meyerhoff, 252 North 6th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11211.

"WORLD CHAMPION MARKSMAN AWARD" Fool your
friends with this authentic looking detailed diploma, great
gift too! $5.00 with name printed on. Esseh Hawaii, 45135
Namoku Street, Kaneohe, HI 96744.

BUMPER STICKERS-I (Love) shooting; I'd rather be
shooting; Silhouette shooting knocks me down; Shooters do
it for the kicks. $1.25 ~ch or Four for $4.00: Dan Hillyer,
Dept. G-7, 20180 Catalina Dr., Castro Valley, GA 94546.

FANTASTIC SPACEAGE ELECTRONICS LASER
WEAPONS, more ... Survival writer discovers secret
sources for laser pistols, listening devices, ultrasonic pain
field generators, paralyzing self-defense protectors, true I.R.
see-in-the-dark viewers, absolute security systems, bug de
tectors, voice scramblers, micro-transmitters, electronic
tracking devices, ultra-sophisticated detection and sur
veillance equipment, police broadcast unscramblers, many
more too "hot" to print! Send $1.00 for giant catalogues:
AMERICAN, 15015 Ventura Blvd., Dept. HG-I, Sherman
Oaks, CA 91403.

BID ON CARS, TRUCKS, VANS, Confiscated from crimi
nals. Auctioned by U.S. Government. Minimum bid $50.00.
Bid by mail. Buy for your own use or resell for profit. We send
same day: Instructions, application, tips, etc. $4.95. Inter
;~~.Enterprises, Dept. AHA, Box 19466, Houston, TX

LOANS FOR GUNS, any worthwhile cause. Grants, Busi
ness Capital. Free Publications! All Guaranteed Dollar
complete list: Information. Winone, Route Three, Box One
Forty Seven, Candler, NC 28715.

IMPROVE YOUR SHOOTING. HYPNOSIS GETS DY
NAMITE RESULTS! ACT NOW FOR FREE DETAILS!
SHOOTERS INSTITUTE AH3, 19585 PINE VALLEY
AVE., NORTHRIDGE, CA 91326.

DESPERATE to LOSE WEIGHT? HYPNOSIS GETS
EASY PAINLESS RESULTS. FREE FACTS. ACT NOW!
M. NIELSEN, 19585 PINE VALLEY AVE., NORTH
RIDGE, CA 91326. (818) 360-0513.

SIGNED ESTATE HUNTING BRONZES-SETTER,
COCK-PHEASANT, RETRIEVER, BULL-ELK, TWO
DOGS FLUSHING PHEASANT-ADMINISTRATOR
1129 BRADY A21, DAVENPORT, IA 52603.

T-Shirts Camouflage & Olive drab green GI style sizes S-XL
$6.95 each ppd. Camouflage Caps $5.95 each ppd. T-Shirt
Shop, 48 Kernwood· Dr., Rochester NY 14624.

INDOOR, UNDERGROUND Rille R~nge. Do it yourself
underground Rifle Range. Designed for basement privacy.
For Blueprints and instrnctions send Money Order or Cash
iers check for $20.00 to; L.D. Services, PO. Box 393, Erie, CO
60516.

PROTECT YOUR VALUABLES with Treadlok Security
Chests, Fire-resistant safes at Discount Prices. 3-year re
placement guarantee. CAVALIER SECURITY, Box 12507
HG, Roanoke, VA 24026. (703) 992-3355.

THEY'LL TAKE MY GUN AWAY FROM ME WHEN
THEY PRY IT FROM MY COLD DEAD FINGERS. T
Shirts $8.98. TAN, BLUE, BLACK. TISIWI Box 554-3-78OC
Elmore, OH 43416.

SELF-EMPLOYMENT THROUGH QUALITY SCISSOR
SALES. SAMPLE AND INFORMATION $3.95 WRITE:
REDCO BOX 337.J, PISMO BEACH, CA 93449.

WRITE TO OVERSEAS LADIES. MARRIAGE
MINDED, FLUENT, ATTRACTIVE. SEND HELPFUL
DETAILS AND $5.00 TO: REDCO BOX 337.J, PISMO
BEACH, CA 93449.

ELK ANTLER BELT buckle with carved elk. $20. Satisfac
tion guaranteed. Send check to: ANTLER CREATIONS,
782 Dickson, Idaho Falls, ID 83402. Please specify large,
medium, or small.

Grandma's Homemade Bread Recipe. $1 plus 2()¢ stamp.
Grandma's, Box 608, Seminole, TX 79360.

Car opening tool, $15.95, Lock picks $23.95 per set. Shipped
prepaid with instructions. These are professional tools. Cash
or certified funds. RAnd K Enterprises, PO. Box 9382,
Greenville, SC 29604-9382.

NEW! BURGLAR ALARM WARNING DECALS. Protect
your guns and valuables. Designed by us. Custom made for
us. Available only from us. Beautiful quality, 4 Decals,
$2.00-10 for $3.95. Interstate Enterprises, Dept. AHD, Box
19466, Houston, TX 77224.

REAL ESTATE

LAND-FOR-TAXES! For Almost Nothing, Complete
Instructions. $2.00: Grandeees, AHT, Hamilton, GA 31811.

ALASKAN Federal Wilderness Land-$2.501 Acre.
(Lakefront and Riverfront Available.) LEASE Canadian
Land-$I.OO/Acre. BUY Repossessed Homes from U.S.
Government-$l.OO plus repairs! Details, Alaskan Maps,
Federal Regulations-$4.95/Report. All Three Reports
$9.95. HOMESTEAD, PO.151O-TI3, Winterhaven, CA 92283.

WANT TO PURCHASE

WANTED: Early 1910 Mouser 25 caliber side latch pistol.
Will pay top dollar for pistol serial # I to 5000. Please rush
reply with price and serial number. Wm. Ruhnke, PO. Box
120, St. Louis, MO 63166.
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CUSTOM .45 GUNSMITHING. Police and combat com
petition modifications a specialty. For free price list send
SASE. JIM HOAG, 8523 Suite "C," Canoga Park, CA 91304.

DROP IN Fiberglass Stocks: for Remington, Ruger 77,
Winchester, Mauser send $1.00 for list: Bozeman Gunsmith,
2010 N. 7th, Bozeman, MT 59715.

MACHINE TOOLS, Specialize in gunsmith's requirements.
Lathes, Mills, Drills, Accessories and more. Catalog one
Dollar. Watkins Enterprises, 1915 Middle Glen, Carrollton,
TX 75007.

LATHES-MILLS-TOOLS-Unimat 3", Compact 5",
Compact 8", Compact 10", Maximat SuPer 11" and V-13"
lathes. Jet lathes and mills. Emco Maier FB-2 and Sherline
5000 bench top milling machines. Measuring instruments,
cutting tools, chunks and collets. Catalog $1.00. Blue Ridge
Machinery and Tools, Inc., PO. Box 536-G, Hurricane, WV
25526. 304-562-3538.

Repair Work, Custom Tuning and Timing on S & W
Revolvers. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Write or call
for prices: Ensley's Shooting Supply, Rt. 2, Box 225,
Louisville, TN 37777. (615) 970-GUNS.

INSTRUCTION

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. N.PI.
is now accepting applications for the instruction of Qualified
students in the basic practical skills of modern defensive
pistolcraft. For information and applications, send $1.00 to:
Northeast Pistol Institute, Dept. 714C, PO Box 453, Union,
NJ 07083.

BUY FIREARMS, AMMO WHOLESALE! Federal
Firearms License Application Kit (forms, suppliers, instruc
tions), $5. Operating A Profitable Business (full time, part
time), $7.50. Both, $10.00. PFRB/8, Box 2800, Santa Fe, NM
87501.

DEADLIEST FIGHTING SYSTEM! The feared and
formidable Chinese Back Cobra style of oriental combat.
Fight like a wild animal. With advanced dynamic medita
tions to develop t~e unstoppable mental state & powers.
Fully illustrated $9.95 + $1.00 P IH. Check or money order
to: Green Dragon Society, 6810 N. Sheridan, Dept. A8,
Chicago, IL 60626.

Home accuratized without special tools, step by step, dia
grams, $4.95. GLADIATOR ARMS, 4178 Meridian Ave., Box
95G, San Jose, CA 95118.

SURVIVAL SCHOOL: A two-week Survival camp, Taught
in the Indian Tradition. For Information, WRITE: Cato
Springs Indian Mission, Box 1165HG, FAYETTEVILLE, AR
72702.

HOW TO BUILD GUN CABINETS-WAS $7.95. NOW
$3.00 (includes postage). RAMAPO SPECIALTIES, PO.
Box 92, Northvale, NJ 07647.

KNIVES & SWORDS

KNIVES: All types. Also Histroic weapons. Unbeatable
prices. $2.00 for color catalogs. DeIntinis, 107 Summit Ave
nue, Staten Island, NY 10306.

Unusual Knives, Survival items. Catalog $1 (Refundable).
Real World, Box 335-H, Branson, MO 65616.

KNIFE-Tiger lock blade opens to a big 8". Stainless steel
blade, beautiful hardwood handle, $11.95. G B Trading Co.,
PO. Box 1088-B, Bullhead City, AZ 86430.

Custom Handmade Knives reasonably priced. Also all type
knives and Historic weapons. Unbeatable prices. Color Cata
logs $2.00. Deinitinis, 107 Summit Ave., S.I., NY 10306.

30-40% OFF ALL GERBER, SCHRADE KNIVES,
REDFIELD, Leupold, Tasco scopes; Muzzleloaders! Send
$1.00 for Complete Pricelist! KNIVES, 52 Edmund, Dept.
AH, Uniontown, PA 15401.

LEATHERCRAFT

NEW LEATHER COMPANY has craft supplies. Send $1.00
for complete catalog (Refundable). The Leather Factory,
Dept. AH 983, PO. Box 2430, Chattanooga, TN 37409.

MILITARIA

Discount special forces manual. Explosives-boobytraps
survival-incendiaries-silencers-machine guns-demoli
tion-unconventional warfare, many other titles. Send $1.00
for descriptive brochure. CASSADAY PRESS, 8690 Aero
Drive, Suite MIA-I84, San Diego, CA 92123.

Solid Bronze Oval "CSA" Belt Buckles. $12.95 each Postpaid.
Three or more, $10.95 each Postpaid. Baxendale's, 4114HG
Sneed, Nashville, TN 37215. (615) 297-1975.

RARE MILITARY AND POLITICAL FILMS on video
cassettes. Third Reich, Soviet Army and Vietnam Era. Send
$1.00 (refundable) for illustrated catalog. INTERNA
TIONAL HISTORICAL FILMS, PO. Box 29035, Chicago,
IL 60629.

LEATHER FLIGHT JACKETS. USN G-1. USAAF A-2.
New US manufacture. Closeout prices. Send SASE. Per
egrine, POB 96, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.
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YOURS OR FAMILY'S MILITARY MEDALS! WWII,
KOREA, VIETNAM-ALL SERVICE-OFFICIAL U.S.
AND FOREIGN MEDALS. MINIATURE MEDALS,
RIBBONS AND BADGES. WALNUT FINISHED DIS
PLAY CASES. ALL GUARANTEED. MANUAL ON
CLAIMING GOVERNMENT MEDALS. PERSONAL
SERVICE. FREE CATALOG. WRITE TODAY!
"MEDALS", 2414 L CEDARWOOD, MARIETTA, GA
30067.

MILITARY SURPLUS

JEEPS, CARS, pickups from $35. Available at local govern
ment Auctions. For Directory Call 805-687-6OCK>. Extension
921, call refundable.

Military Surplus-Chemical/biological warfare equipment,
military clothing and equipment, SASE for catalog; JR
Sales, Box 4253H, Lancaster, CA 93535-4253.

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1% original
cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Buyer's
Guide/Directory"-$2.00 (Guaranteed). DISPOSAL, Box
19107-MW, Washington, DC 20036.

G.1. SURPLUS and Camping Equipment. 34 page catalog
$2.00. Special: O.D. or Camouflage Vietnam Jungle Boots
$24.99 with copy of this ad. Sizes 6-13 regular or wide. Red
Bank Army Navy, 12-E Monmouth Street, Red Bank, NJ
07701. .

MISCELLANEOUS

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

NINJA CATALOG ... Nightsuits, handclaws, footspikes,
calthrops, blowpens, shuriken, and reference materials for
the Shadow Warrior. Send $1.00 to: Ninja Supply Systems,
Box 282221AH, Atlanta, GA 30358.

MILITARY & MARTIAL ARTS-I.D. Cards & Certificates.
Airborne, Special Forces, C.I.A., Police, etc. Brochure $1
Kenwood, Box 66, Dept. H, Long Green, MD 21092.

PASSPORTS, DUAL CITIZENSHIPS available from Cas
tellania. Information package $5.00. Box 40201, Pasadena,
CA 91104.

FREE! World's Leading No~elty Catalog. Things You Never
Knew Existed. 1600 Novelties, Jokes, Tricks, Science, Sports,
Hobbies. Johnson-Smith, C-6522, Mt. Clemens, MI 48043.

COLT SINGLE ACTION, Pre-War parts & repair Services.
Hammers & Triggers rebuilt. Blk. Powder replacement parts
available. Parts correctly fitted. Send STAMP for free list.
John Kopec, PO. Box 157, Whitmore, CA 96096.

KNUCKS: Genuine brass paperweights, not cheap alumi
num, sameday delivery. $7. prepaid: Mathews Police Supply,
PO. Box 1754, Mathews, NC 28105.

FREE BOOK CATALOG! Privacy, Tax, Credit, Divorce,
Employment problems? Our books have solutions, Write:
Eden Press, 11623 Slater, Box 8410-GC, Fountain Valley, CA
92708.

NAZI War souvenirs and daggers! Illustrated catalog $10,
bill (refundable). Disco, Box 331-H, Cedarburg, WI
53012-0331.

THE FLINTKNAPPER of WEST GERMANY Manufac
turer of superior quality cut and milled agateflints. II sizes
available from .47"x.55" up to .95"x1.18". DEALERS send $1
cash for priee list and sample. THE FLINTKNAPPER,
Dept. AH, D-5441 Thmbs, WEST GERMANY.

"HELP FIGHT CRIME-SHOOT A BURGLAR" and
"RUSSIA SUCKS" bumper stickers, $2.00 each. Also
"ILLEGALLY PARKED" stickers for inconsiderate drivers,
8 for $4.95. Add .50¢ postage and handling. Texans add 5%.
Flying Dutchman Enterprises, Dept. A, 13033 Wirevine,
Houston, TX 77072.

CIGARETTES 3M PACK? Yes! Kings, Reg, Filter,
Mentholated. Buying A-dress/Details $I.30-Richard
Meyerhoff, 252 North 6th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11211.

"WORLD CHAMPION MARKSMAN AWARD" Fool your
friends with this authentic looking detailed diploma, great
gift too! $5.00 with name printed on. Esseh Hawaii, 45135
Namoku Street, Kaneohe, HI 96744.

BUMPER STICKERS-I (Love) shooting; I'd rather be
shooting; Silhouette shooting knocks me down; Shooters do
it for the kicks. $1.25 ~ch or Four for $4.00: Dan Hillyer,
Dept. G-7, 20180 Catalina Dr., Castro Valley, GA 94546.

FANTASTIC SPACEAGE ELECTRONICS LASER
WEAPONS, more ... Survival writer discovers secret
sources for laser pistols, listening devices, ultrasonic pain
field generators, paralyzing self-defense protectors, true I.R.
see-in-the-dark viewers, absolute security systems, bug de
tectors, voice scramblers, micro-transmitters, electronic
tracking devices, ultra-sophisticated detection and sur
veillance equipment, police broadcast unscramblers, many
more too "hot" to print! Send $1.00 for giant catalogues:
AMERICAN, 15015 Ventura Blvd., Dept. HG-I, Sherman
Oaks, CA 91403.

BID ON CARS, TRUCKS, VANS, Confiscated from crimi
nals. Auctioned by U.S. Government. Minimum bid $50.00.
Bid by mail. Buy for your own use or resell for profit. We send
same day: Instructions, application, tips, etc. $4.95. Inter
;~~.Enterprises, Dept. AHA, Box 19466, Houston, TX

LOANS FOR GUNS, any worthwhile cause. Grants, Busi
ness Capital. Free Publications! All Guaranteed Dollar
complete list: Information. Winone, Route Three, Box One
Forty Seven, Candler, NC 28715.

IMPROVE YOUR SHOOTING. HYPNOSIS GETS DY
NAMITE RESULTS! ACT NOW FOR FREE DETAILS!
SHOOTERS INSTITUTE AH3, 19585 PINE VALLEY
AVE., NORTHRIDGE, CA 91326.

DESPERATE to LOSE WEIGHT? HYPNOSIS GETS
EASY PAINLESS RESULTS. FREE FACTS. ACT NOW!
M. NIELSEN, 19585 PINE VALLEY AVE., NORTH
RIDGE, CA 91326. (818) 360-0513.

SIGNED ESTATE HUNTING BRONZES-SETTER,
COCK-PHEASANT, RETRIEVER, BULL-ELK, TWO
DOGS FLUSHING PHEASANT-ADMINISTRATOR
1129 BRADY A21, DAVENPORT, IA 52603.

T-Shirts Camouflage & Olive drab green GI style sizes S-XL
$6.95 each ppd. Camouflage Caps $5.95 each ppd. T-Shirt
Shop, 48 Kernwood· Dr., Rochester NY 14624.

INDOOR, UNDERGROUND Rille R~nge. Do it yourself
underground Rifle Range. Designed for basement privacy.
For Blueprints and instrnctions send Money Order or Cash
iers check for $20.00 to; L.D. Services, PO. Box 393, Erie, CO
60516.

PROTECT YOUR VALUABLES with Treadlok Security
Chests, Fire-resistant safes at Discount Prices. 3-year re
placement guarantee. CAVALIER SECURITY, Box 12507
HG, Roanoke, VA 24026. (703) 992-3355.

THEY'LL TAKE MY GUN AWAY FROM ME WHEN
THEY PRY IT FROM MY COLD DEAD FINGERS. T
Shirts $8.98. TAN, BLUE, BLACK. TISIWI Box 554-3-78OC
Elmore, OH 43416.

SELF-EMPLOYMENT THROUGH QUALITY SCISSOR
SALES. SAMPLE AND INFORMATION $3.95 WRITE:
REDCO BOX 337.J, PISMO BEACH, CA 93449.

WRITE TO OVERSEAS LADIES. MARRIAGE
MINDED, FLUENT, ATTRACTIVE. SEND HELPFUL
DETAILS AND $5.00 TO: REDCO BOX 337.J, PISMO
BEACH, CA 93449.

ELK ANTLER BELT buckle with carved elk. $20. Satisfac
tion guaranteed. Send check to: ANTLER CREATIONS,
782 Dickson, Idaho Falls, ID 83402. Please specify large,
medium, or small.

Grandma's Homemade Bread Recipe. $1 plus 2()¢ stamp.
Grandma's, Box 608, Seminole, TX 79360.

Car opening tool, $15.95, Lock picks $23.95 per set. Shipped
prepaid with instructions. These are professional tools. Cash
or certified funds. RAnd K Enterprises, PO. Box 9382,
Greenville, SC 29604-9382.

NEW! BURGLAR ALARM WARNING DECALS. Protect
your guns and valuables. Designed by us. Custom made for
us. Available only from us. Beautiful quality, 4 Decals,
$2.00-10 for $3.95. Interstate Enterprises, Dept. AHD, Box
19466, Houston, TX 77224.

REAL ESTATE

LAND-FOR-TAXES! For Almost Nothing, Complete
Instructions. $2.00: Grandeees, AHT, Hamilton, GA 31811.

ALASKAN Federal Wilderness Land-$2.501 Acre.
(Lakefront and Riverfront Available.) LEASE Canadian
Land-$I.OO/Acre. BUY Repossessed Homes from U.S.
Government-$l.OO plus repairs! Details, Alaskan Maps,
Federal Regulations-$4.95/Report. All Three Reports
$9.95. HOMESTEAD, PO.151O-TI3, Winterhaven, CA 92283.

WANT TO PURCHASE

WANTED: Early 1910 Mouser 25 caliber side latch pistol.
Will pay top dollar for pistol serial # I to 5000. Please rush
reply with price and serial number. Wm. Ruhnke, PO. Box
120, St. Louis, MO 63166.
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Ifyou own a handgun, you need AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER magazine. It's written for
the competitor, sportsman, collector, hunter
or lawman. If you're one of these, or just
enjoy fine handguns, you can share in the
knowledge and expertise of men who excel
in writing about them in the AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER magazine.
~ ••• x ••••••••• ~ •••••

SUBSCRIBE NOW
It's bi-montWy.

********************
: GUARANTEE :
*' You'll enjoy AMERICAN HANDGUNNER *'
*' Magazine. If, at any time, you don't agree, *
*' we'll refund the unused portion of your sub- *'* scription term in full. No questions asked. *'
********************r--------------------------

American Handgunner Dept. 120
P.O. Box 16439 San Diego, CA 92116

Yes, please send me the subscription ordered below. I understand
that I will receive the American Handgunner 1st Patch FREE for
my paid subscription.

o 1 year $11.95 0 2 years $19.95 0 3 years $27.95
Amount enclosed $__ 0 Bill me. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for
delivery. Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year.

Credit Card charge: 0 BACjVisa 0 MasterCard
No. Expiration date _
Name _
Address _

City State Zip _

FREE!

It's the only magazine that gives
you regularly featured articles
on:
* Pistolsmithing* Reloading* Handgun Hunting
* Self Defense* Combat Course Shooting
* Customizing* Conversion Tips
* Siluetas
* Cop Talk* Competitive Shooting
* Test Reports
It's the only magazine that

gives you the opportunity to win
a one-of-a-kind Customized
handgun each issue, with its
Custom Gun Giveaway Contest.

This all-fabric American Hand
gunner 1st Patch with each paid
subscription.
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ful work (weight times distance), as
suming 100 percent efficiency in the
transformation. The useful work is that
of pushing the weight (of an object
struck by the bullet) a given distance,
which we shall call the displacement dis
tance. Mathematically speaking, it
looks like this:

dd = Wb (Vi' - Vo')

W0 (450350.)

Where dd is the displacement dis
tance in feet, Wb is the bullet weight (in
grains), Wo is the weight of the object
(in pounds), Vi is the velocity of the bul
let entering the object and Vo is the ve
locity of the bullet leaving the object (in
feet per second).

STOPPING POWER DEFINITION
Let us consider the rationale for dd,

the displacement distance. In simple
terms, it is a measure of effective push
ing power. This verges on a definition of
stopping power; if you push something
backwards hard enough, you will stop
it. Basic physical principles can define
pushing power as a displacement dis-

FOR YOU TECHNICALLY·ORIENTED
READERS, A LA JULIAN HATCHER

By Chandler A. Phillips, M.D., RE.
and J. Draper Phillips

I am writing this story in response to
Hampton A. Wallace's letter

(MarchiApril 1983 issue, page 64 of the
American Handgunner), in which he
makes the eloquent plea, "all good
shooters are looking for a method to
predict Relative Stopping Power, one
that will be acceptable to everyone:'

As an associate professorofbiomedi
cal engineering at Wright State Univer-
sity in Dayton, Ohio, I often receive
copious amounts of cold water doused
on me by my associates whenever there
is too much academic theorizing.
However, I decided to tackle Wallace's
challenge. I started with the basics, ex
panded the problems, amplified upon
the expansions, and finally-in order to
preserve my sanity-came right back to
basics, where I should have stayed in
the first place.

The second law of thermodynamics
tells us that although energy cannot be
created, nor destroyed, it can be trans
formed. This simply means that the ki
netic energy in a speeding bullet (one
half the mass times the velocity
squared) can be transformed into use-

Number Exp. Date_lnitials__
NAME~ _
ADDRESS _
CITY STATE__ZIP__
Califorina residents. add 6% sales tax. Allow 4-6 wee+<s
for delivery.

SHOOT I

A ~~~
~~~t~~~~ : ·e-'. .

way to use your ....
handguns safely, ef- '.. .
fectively and within '. .
the law. It describes, --
with helpful illustrations, the accepted
techniques of shooting, and shows you
how to choose the best handgun for your
particular needs. Learn how and where to
shoot, the care and cleaning of your
weapons, firearm responsibility, what am
munition to purchase, and much more.
Features detailed photos of popular hand
guns plus a special chapter on defensive
pistol shooting. SHOOT A HANDGUN is
the complete manual of handgun instruc
tion that you'll refer to again and again.
Includes a glossary of handgun terms.
Make it part of your home library now! Only
$8.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

HANDGUNNER BOOKS Dept. 76-HS
591 Camino de la Reina San Diego,CA 92108
____ Send me a copy of SHOOT A
HANDGUN. Enclosed find $8.95 plus $1.00 for
postage and handling.
Charge my Credit Card __ Visa __ MC
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It provides consistent, reliable
double diameter expansion
over a wide range of velocities.
Combined with the unique
Sierra hollow cavity design, it's
devastating.
. The Power Jacket is a totally

new concept in hand
loading bullets. Ask for
the Sierra Sports Master

~z;:~. Sierra
The BulletsmithB™

Gun repair, custom ammo~mak;ng,

sporferizing, custom-stocking, sa/es
all are career possibilities for the expert.

Send for free fact.r about Run repair and the
results of a survey showing the success of our
graduates in obtaining jobs or starting their
own business.
Everything explained step-by-step so even a
begmner can follow plenty of photos diagrams,

MMC
Adjustable Combat Rear Sights
Available for Colt M-1911 & Descendents
(No, 1 basel. High Standard autos (No.2 &
No.4 bases). Ruger Std, autos (No, 3 base).
Adaptable to other pistols too!

When ordering state
gun, base no.. leaf no.,
finish & width of notch

Finally a visible difference in
handgun bullet performance.

We've made the most devas
tating handgun bullet on the
market today-the new Sports
master Power Jacket.

Thanks to six small serrations
around the nose of the
jacket, the Sierra Power
Jacket transfers energy
more efficiently than any
other handgun bullet.

Bases only (less Leaf) $26,15
Plain Leaf 7.75
White outline Leaf . 11.40
~~s$t~~O for postage & hdlg. N,M, residents add

Dealers please inquire. No collect calls, please!

Miniature Machine Company
210 E. Poplar Deming, New Mexico 88030

505-546-2151

Available in matt,
black oxide & satin
nickel finish.

tance (see my equation). Stopping
power, however, is a physically much
more difficult concept to define, since it
implies a pushing power which is suffi
cient enough to "break" the object (and
consequently submerges us into a

_netherworld of the mechanics of bio
materials, which we will studiously
avoid).

If one also considers what may be
necessary to "break" various psycho
logical factors, it is patently impossible
to define stopping power in any quan
titative sense. The question really is:
What is "effective" pushing power?

It is not "kinetic energy" per se. For
example, if a high-energy bullet
punches completely through the object,
it exits with some of its kinetic energy
still retained (so only a portion of that
energy is expended on doing useful
work). It is not "momentum:' The con
servation of momentum equation will
show any interested problem solver
that a ISO-pound person, moving at
four miles per hour when impacted by a
230-grain bullet (moving at 850 fps),
will be slowed down by less than four
percent of the original velocity. This
equation would lead us to believe that
the person would have to be hit by a .45
bullet at point blank range more than
twenty-five times, in order to reduce ve
locity to zero.

Effective pushing power is "effective
displacement distance;' which we shall
now examine, using our equation. The
,dd is proportional to the bullet weight
(giving an edge to the heavier calibers).
It is also proportional to the velocity
squared difference between entering ve
locity and exiting velocity. Once under
stood, this allows some interesting ob
servations.

A heavy bullet (or a lighter bullet
which "expands" or "tumbles") pre
sents a larger cross-sectional area for
impact. This means it encounters more
resistance to penetration and is slowed
down more. Consequently, it exits at a
lower velocity (than a light bullet which
punches through), or does not exit at
all. In this (non-exiting) case, all of the
kinetic energy is transformed into use
nil work.

PHILLIPS' RULE OF THUMB
Finally, displacement distance is in

versely proportional to the weight of
the object. These latter two observa
tions (that is, non-exiting bullet and
effect of the object's weight) lead to the
useful "Phillips' rule of thumb for dis
placement distance."

Simply take the bullet's kinetic en
ergy iIi foot-pounds (as published in
any standard ballistics table) and di
vide it by the weight of the object to be
stopped (in pounds). The result of this
simple operation will be the displace
ment distance (in feet).

If the bullet's kinetic energy is not
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,dd is proportional to the bullet weight
(giving an edge to the heavier calibers).
It is also proportional to the velocity
squared difference between entering ve
locity and exiting velocity. Once under
stood, this allows some interesting ob
servations.

A heavy bullet (or a lighter bullet
which "expands" or "tumbles") pre
sents a larger cross-sectional area for
impact. This means it encounters more
resistance to penetration and is slowed
down more. Consequently, it exits at a
lower velocity (than a light bullet which
punches through), or does not exit at
all. In this (non-exiting) case, all of the
kinetic energy is transformed into use
nil work.

PHILLIPS' RULE OF THUMB
Finally, displacement distance is in

versely proportional to the weight of
the object. These latter two observa
tions (that is, non-exiting bullet and
effect of the object's weight) lead to the
useful "Phillips' rule of thumb for dis
placement distance."

Simply take the bullet's kinetic en
ergy iIi foot-pounds (as published in
any standard ballistics table) and di
vide it by the weight of the object to be
stopped (in pounds). The result of this
simple operation will be the displace
ment distance (in feet).

If the bullet's kinetic energy is not
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.38 Special lead wadcutter (Federal
load nos. 357E, 45A, and 38A). Dis
placement distance for a 150-pound
person was slightly over 3 Y2 feet,
slightly under 2Y2 feet, and slightly over
one foot, respectively, for these three
popular rounds.

First, by performing this exercise,
one gets a clear mental picture of how
all these bullet weights, velocities, and
kinetic energies translate into physical
reality. Second, the analysis shows that
the .357 Magnum is more effective than
the heavier .45 caliber. Third, this ap
proach indicates-to those of us who
keep a .38 Special loaded with lead
wadcutters at home for personal
protection-that a displacement
distance of at least one foot is probably
the lower limit for effective pushing
power.

The search to "predict relative stop
ping power" certainly will continue, es
pecially for a quantitative index. I hope
my approach will prove useful to many
readers of the American Handgunner.
Certainly, it will be interesting for them
to sit down with a standard ballistics
table and "check out" the displacement
distance of their favorite gun/ammo
combination.

Just like Julian Hatcher did, ......
many years ago. ~

known, but only bullet weight and ve
locity (at a given distance), simply plug
this data into our equation (and let the
exit velocity, Vo, be zero).

I obtained interesting results when
this method was applied to three popu
lar calibers. Using a published ballistics
table for Federal ammo (page 475 of
the 1982 edition of Stoeger's Shooter's
Bible), I used "Phillips' rule of thumb"
for a .357 Magnum jacketed hollow
point, a .45 ACP full metal case, and a
1-- 1.215'020

·,010
f----""8

SUPER VEL
Continuedfrom page 76

SEAL, CASE VENT THE MOUTH 0'F THE
I _~ _ DISC CASE MAY BE CRIMPEDL_. __ CUP, PRIMEI'!: INTO THE BULLET.

Cuuidgt. Ball. cal. .4~, M1911 .

S&W K38, I got some excellent five-shot
groups with the 1l0-grain Super Vel offer
ings. Apparently the company has things
pretty well under control for this loading.

Of the groups fired, the best came with
.357 Magnum loads in the L-frame. The
158-grain Qualifier loading clocked an
average 1,205 fps., having extremes of 1,181
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all these bullet weights, velocities, and
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the .357 Magnum is more effective than
the heavier .45 caliber. Third, this ap
proach indicates-to those of us who
keep a .38 Special loaded with lead
wadcutters at home for personal
protection-that a displacement
distance of at least one foot is probably
the lower limit for effective pushing
power.

The search to "predict relative stop
ping power" certainly will continue, es
pecially for a quantitative index. I hope
my approach will prove useful to many
readers of the American Handgunner.
Certainly, it will be interesting for them
to sit down with a standard ballistics
table and "check out" the displacement
distance of their favorite gun/ammo
combination.

Just like Julian Hatcher did, ......
many years ago. ~

known, but only bullet weight and ve
locity (at a given distance), simply plug
this data into our equation (and let the
exit velocity, Vo, be zero).

I obtained interesting results when
this method was applied to three popu
lar calibers. Using a published ballistics
table for Federal ammo (page 475 of
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average 1,205 fps., having extremes of 1,181
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Truncated Cone (JTC-SIL) designs shown below in 38 and
44 caliber. We believe they give you the best combination
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and 1,236 fps. Its initial five-shot group
looked good, so Mike Drossel plastered
five more into the same target for an en
tirely acceptable IO-shot cluster. According
to my data sheet, this load is regulated for
about 1,200 fps. by FPC, so the samples
were up to promises.

Super Vel .357 Magnum rounds with
150-grain JHPs pounded out at 1,205 fps.,
somewhat below the published figure of
1,300 fps., for a six-inch Colt Python. These
loads were quite uniform, producing 1,199
fps. at the low end, and 1,220 at the high.
Its group was just slightly larger than the
.357 Qualifier's.

Using a Pachmayr grip, the L-frame was
easy to handle with either of the .357 Mag
num offerings.

The final loads we checked were .44
. Magnums with 240-grain JHPs. The gun

was a 7lfz inch barrel Ruger. The Qualifier
loads hit an average of 1,334 fps., close to
FPC's published 1,350 fps. for the same
package. It, too, was very uniform, ranging
from 1,298 to 1,320 fps.

Switching to Super Vel with 240s, we
also had a basic performance over 1,300
fps., except for one light load that tumbled
to 886 fps., which dragged the overall aver
age down. Without the light load, this
number also would have measured above
1,300 fps. Some loads reached 1,333-1,353
fps., nudging the published average of
1,385 fps. from the factory's 7\12 inch barrel
Ruger.

Groups fired with the .44 Magnum loads
had a vertical pattern; the light ones fell
well below the point of aim. In general,
they were three-to-four-inch strings. Later,
during random plinking, I fired two of
these .44 SV loads offhand at a target 100
yards out; I held both bullets within six
inches of each other horizontally. The
loads are potent enough, and they should
interest both silhouette shooters and some
handgun hunters.

On another day at the range, I used
9mm Luger ammo in a Browning P35. The
company lists 1,285 fps. for the 112-grain
JSP from such a gun; my loads fell a mite
short at 1,236 fps. These were top-drawer
SV loads. Qualifier 9mm loads did about
the same, and groups were virtually
identical-about 3V2 inches-at 25 yards.

On an overall basis, the various Super
Vel and Qualifier loads come close to their
published data. Although I reported ac
curacy as we found it, there is no doubt
that other guns in other hands will do dif
ferently. Our test loads were not specially
run; rather, they were drawn from invento
ries at random. A complete listing of cur
rent loads and prices may be h'lid by writ
ing Kevin J. Murphy, POB Box 757,
Salem, NH 03079; or FPC/Super Vel, Rt.
2, Hamilton Road, Fond du Lac, WI
54935,

Qualifier ammunition may be less costly
than Super Vel, but it shoots almost as well
and could be a bargain for those who want
high performance with- .....-:
out high prices. ~
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and 1,236 fps. Its initial five-shot group
looked good, so Mike Drossel plastered
five more into the same target for an en
tirely acceptable IO-shot cluster. According
to my data sheet, this load is regulated for
about 1,200 fps. by FPC, so the samples
were up to promises.

Super Vel .357 Magnum rounds with
150-grain JHPs pounded out at 1,205 fps.,
somewhat below the published figure of
1,300 fps., for a six-inch Colt Python. These
loads were quite uniform, producing 1,199
fps. at the low end, and 1,220 at the high.
Its group was just slightly larger than the
.357 Qualifier's.

Using a Pachmayr grip, the L-frame was
easy to handle with either of the .357 Mag
num offerings.

The final loads we checked were .44
. Magnums with 240-grain JHPs. The gun

was a 7lfz inch barrel Ruger. The Qualifier
loads hit an average of 1,334 fps., close to
FPC's published 1,350 fps. for the same
package. It, too, was very uniform, ranging
from 1,298 to 1,320 fps.

Switching to Super Vel with 240s, we
also had a basic performance over 1,300
fps., except for one light load that tumbled
to 886 fps., which dragged the overall aver
age down. Without the light load, this
number also would have measured above
1,300 fps. Some loads reached 1,333-1,353
fps., nudging the published average of
1,385 fps. from the factory's 7\12 inch barrel
Ruger.

Groups fired with the .44 Magnum loads
had a vertical pattern; the light ones fell
well below the point of aim. In general,
they were three-to-four-inch strings. Later,
during random plinking, I fired two of
these .44 SV loads offhand at a target 100
yards out; I held both bullets within six
inches of each other horizontally. The
loads are potent enough, and they should
interest both silhouette shooters and some
handgun hunters.

On another day at the range, I used
9mm Luger ammo in a Browning P35. The
company lists 1,285 fps. for the 112-grain
JSP from such a gun; my loads fell a mite
short at 1,236 fps. These were top-drawer
SV loads. Qualifier 9mm loads did about
the same, and groups were virtually
identical-about 3V2 inches-at 25 yards.

On an overall basis, the various Super
Vel and Qualifier loads come close to their
published data. Although I reported ac
curacy as we found it, there is no doubt
that other guns in other hands will do dif
ferently. Our test loads were not specially
run; rather, they were drawn from invento
ries at random. A complete listing of cur
rent loads and prices may be h'lid by writ
ing Kevin J. Murphy, POB Box 757,
Salem, NH 03079; or FPC/Super Vel, Rt.
2, Hamilton Road, Fond du Lac, WI
54935,

Qualifier ammunition may be less costly
than Super Vel, but it shoots almost as well
and could be a bargain for those who want
high performance with- .....-:
out high prices. ~
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JERRY RAKUSAN

INDUSTRY INSIDER

A LEFT-HAND .45 AUTO? HOW ABOUT
A .32 MAGNUM FROM FEDERAL & H&R!

shot pistols for the hot .357 Maximum. I
believe these were made up during the
early stages of experimentation, and prob
ably do not foretell future production.

Speaking of Ruger, we hear ofa stainless
.22 auto pistol from AMT that resembles
the Ruger Mark II. AMT has had good
success with their stainless steel add-on
barrels for the Ruger .22, and a complete
gun, if of good quality and priced right,
would be a natural.

In the world of big business, we hear
that Lear-Siegler (not the Lear Jet people)
are making a bid to purchase controlling
stock of Bangor Punta-which would
include the Smith & Wesson operation. No
word at this time if the bid is successful,
nor what plans Lear Seigler has for the gun
business.

Here's a scoop for AH readers. Wildey
Moore, who left Wildey Anns and all of
the financial and mechanical problems
associated with it, is back on track with
several new and innovative designs that
should be ready this year.

The first is a completely new gas oper
ated pistol for the .45 Mag., 9mm Mag.,
and the .30 Carbine rounds. Secondly, Will
is working on a conversion unit for the
1911-type .45's which will convert it to the
proper calibers and into a gas-operated
pistol. We will alert our readers when pro
duction is started.

Aron Lipman of Personal Protection
Systems, Ltd. (l0l Pittston Ave., Scranton,
PA 18505) has contracted with Bob Cogan
of Accurate Plating of Clearwater, Florida
to produce a compensator-counterweight
system for most auto pistols, from .22
through .45 caliber. For under $300 PPS
will make up a new barrel, threaded to ac
cept their compensator. When you want a
carry gun, you merely slip off the compen
sator and slip on a protecting bushing; you
do not have to send your gun for fitting.
This should be available by the time you
read this.

PPS is also offering The Max, a stainless
Walther PPK/S with an action job,
grooved rear slide, relieved front trigger
guard, glass beaded finish, three-dot sight
ing system, the compensator system men
tioned above, and Pachmayr stocks with
special engraved medallion. -M-
Cost, about $1095. ~

T here are a few new items known at the
time this is written; the bulk ofthe new

guns and ammo being announced at the
big SHOT Show in January. However, we
have learned that Federal is introducing a
new handgun cartridge that may seem fa
miliar to American Handgunner readers.
This is the .32 H&R Magnum, named for a
series of revolvers chambered for the
round, introduced by Harrington &
Richardson.

The round will feature a 95 grain semi
wadcutter bullet and a muzzle velocity of
1030 fps. That's comparable to the .38 Spe
cial 110 gr. + P. I'm sure that Dan Cotter
man will have something to say about this
loading as soon as guns and ammo are
available.

I wonder just how many left-handers
there are out there who shoot .45 autos?
There must be a good number, for Randall
Firearms Co. will soon be introducing the
first left-handed .45 to the market. This
will be a mirror image of the Randall.45's
now on the market (with the 9mm to fol
low shortly). It will be noted that the ejec
tion port on the left side will be most ap
parent, but how about a left-handed
magazine? Even the twist of the Randall
IO-groove barrel will be reversed.

We will be watching for a new cartridge
from Devel, a super .38 Super. Impressive
ballistics, and well above major power fac
tor for IPSC shooting; this cartridge will be
offered in a new Devel Gammon pistol.

Bill Wilson is expanding his product line
and services. He recently acquired Met
aloy Industries, formerly of Tulsa,
Oklahoma, and now offers this finishing
service. Metaloy is a hard RIC 72 surface
finish that is rust resistant and attractive
satin silver in appearance. Bill also offers
his new Beavertail Grip Safety for the 1911
style auto pistol; available in either blued
steel or stainless, it requires some frame
contouring and fi.ttillg to the trigger
stirrup. .

As of this date, according to Bill Ruger,
Jr., the .357 Maximum Ruger revolvers are
still not ready for release. Ruger engineers
are still working on the several problems
top strap cutting and barrel forcing cone
erosion-that have plagued this revolver.
Bill also admitted that they have made up
a couple of experimental Hawkeye single
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shot pistols for the hot .357 Maximum. I
believe these were made up during the
early stages of experimentation, and prob
ably do not foretell future production.

Speaking of Ruger, we hear ofa stainless
.22 auto pistol from AMT that resembles
the Ruger Mark II. AMT has had good
success with their stainless steel add-on
barrels for the Ruger .22, and a complete
gun, if of good quality and priced right,
would be a natural.

In the world of big business, we hear
that Lear-Siegler (not the Lear Jet people)
are making a bid to purchase controlling
stock of Bangor Punta-which would
include the Smith & Wesson operation. No
word at this time if the bid is successful,
nor what plans Lear Seigler has for the gun
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Here's a scoop for AH readers. Wildey
Moore, who left Wildey Anns and all of
the financial and mechanical problems
associated with it, is back on track with
several new and innovative designs that
should be ready this year.

The first is a completely new gas oper
ated pistol for the .45 Mag., 9mm Mag.,
and the .30 Carbine rounds. Secondly, Will
is working on a conversion unit for the
1911-type .45's which will convert it to the
proper calibers and into a gas-operated
pistol. We will alert our readers when pro
duction is started.

Aron Lipman of Personal Protection
Systems, Ltd. (l0l Pittston Ave., Scranton,
PA 18505) has contracted with Bob Cogan
of Accurate Plating of Clearwater, Florida
to produce a compensator-counterweight
system for most auto pistols, from .22
through .45 caliber. For under $300 PPS
will make up a new barrel, threaded to ac
cept their compensator. When you want a
carry gun, you merely slip off the compen
sator and slip on a protecting bushing; you
do not have to send your gun for fitting.
This should be available by the time you
read this.

PPS is also offering The Max, a stainless
Walther PPK/S with an action job,
grooved rear slide, relieved front trigger
guard, glass beaded finish, three-dot sight
ing system, the compensator system men
tioned above, and Pachmayr stocks with
special engraved medallion. -M-
Cost, about $1095. ~

T here are a few new items known at the
time this is written; the bulk ofthe new

guns and ammo being announced at the
big SHOT Show in January. However, we
have learned that Federal is introducing a
new handgun cartridge that may seem fa
miliar to American Handgunner readers.
This is the .32 H&R Magnum, named for a
series of revolvers chambered for the
round, introduced by Harrington &
Richardson.

The round will feature a 95 grain semi
wadcutter bullet and a muzzle velocity of
1030 fps. That's comparable to the .38 Spe
cial 110 gr. + P. I'm sure that Dan Cotter
man will have something to say about this
loading as soon as guns and ammo are
available.

I wonder just how many left-handers
there are out there who shoot .45 autos?
There must be a good number, for Randall
Firearms Co. will soon be introducing the
first left-handed .45 to the market. This
will be a mirror image of the Randall.45's
now on the market (with the 9mm to fol
low shortly). It will be noted that the ejec
tion port on the left side will be most ap
parent, but how about a left-handed
magazine? Even the twist of the Randall
IO-groove barrel will be reversed.

We will be watching for a new cartridge
from Devel, a super .38 Super. Impressive
ballistics, and well above major power fac
tor for IPSC shooting; this cartridge will be
offered in a new Devel Gammon pistol.

Bill Wilson is expanding his product line
and services. He recently acquired Met
aloy Industries, formerly of Tulsa,
Oklahoma, and now offers this finishing
service. Metaloy is a hard RIC 72 surface
finish that is rust resistant and attractive
satin silver in appearance. Bill also offers
his new Beavertail Grip Safety for the 1911
style auto pistol; available in either blued
steel or stainless, it requires some frame
contouring and fi.ttillg to the trigger
stirrup. .

As of this date, according to Bill Ruger,
Jr., the .357 Maximum Ruger revolvers are
still not ready for release. Ruger engineers
are still working on the several problems
top strap cutting and barrel forcing cone
erosion-that have plagued this revolver.
Bill also admitted that they have made up
a couple of experimental Hawkeye single

$9.95
Soft cover

$14.95
Hard cover

$19.95 Hard.
autogra phed
and numbered

• DRY-FIRE KITS
PRACTICE AT HOME
IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

lSI LOGO PROOUCTS
Dry Fire Kit 3.95
Hat Pins 4.00
Hats (Baseball Type) 6.00
T-Shirts 7.00
Belt Buckles

Gun Belt 1% - 2" 12.95
Dress Belt 1-1'// 12.95

lSI Patches 2.00

CLASSES FORMING

World champion handgun shooters
Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton teach
you how and when to shoot. Enhance your
ability to survive. Areas covered: safety
• marksmanship • tactics • legal •
women • technique • crime • guns and
equipment. ammunition • 150 photos.

Add $2.00 per boo k or $1.00 per item for
postage and handling on all lSI logo
products. Money order, Visa, and Master
Card, (send number and expiration date)
shipped immediately. Personal checks
allow 3 weeks for delivery. Ca. residents
add 6%% sales tax.

2 day and 5 day courses in self-defense or
competition available. These international
experts and combat masters will teach you to
fire fast controlled shots, with the mental
conditioning to obtain pin-point accuracy, and
fulfill your personal goals!

Send $2.00 for complete 8 Page
Brochure and Information Packet

to

,.,,,..,,..,,.,,..,,,,, ,.,
DEPARTMENT A.H.

P.O. BOX 5254. MISSION HillS. CA. 91345
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Stock up now, and save.

00
by mail

)

Get offer details and required official rebate
certificate at your participating Winchester
dealer.

Offer good only on 50-round boxes; limit
one rebate per name or family address.
Offer available February 1, 1984, through
April 30, 1984.

Winchester Super ExcellenceTM assures you the top quality and top performance
for all your sporting needs.
$2.00 back per box up to $4.00 when you
buy the following cartridge sizes: 25, 32,
380,38,357 or 9mm, excluding SilvertipiB>
Hollow Point pistol cartridges.

OR
$3.00 back per box up to $6.00 on all
other cartridge sizes (256, 30, 41, 44, 45),
excluding SilvertipiB> Hollow Point pistol.
cartridges.

..

WINCHESTER®J;)~~'
THE AMMUNITION COMPANY

~ 1984 Olin Corporation, Wincheste'" Group, East Alton, IL 62024
Printed in USA
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